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• ^ INTRODUCTION |
;••• j i

V During the last few decades low temperature nuclear |

I": •• orientation has proved in various aspects to be a success- ƒ;'

..; ful technique. For nuclear spectroscopy it is still one

of the most reliable methods for the determination of

v angular momenta of levels and transitions and for obtaining •

i j mixing ratios of transitions. Due to the developments of *

':'. the nuclear magnetic resonance technique applied to oriented •

nuclei (NMR-ON) nuclear magnetic moments can be determined ;:

( with great accuracy. In recent years this technique has

not only been applied to nuclear spectroscopy but it also ï

proved to be a very useful technique in solid state physics ,

and in the investigation of radiation damage induced for f

instance by ion beams (Vis 81). We will restrict ourselves J

mainly to the nuclear spectroscopy aspect of nuclear "j
A

orientation. |

"jjl Due to several new methods available for the production 'i

i. of radioactive sources the progress in this area of nuclear

'0 spectroscopy has been enormous. At the same time more ;

•': advanced refrigerators for the millikelvin region were

:p developed. Especially the development of the 3He-'*He

'? dilution refrigerator has been of great importance. This

'I- made it possible to carry out nuclear orientation experiments 5

s" with a very large number of isotopes; for isotopes with i

si small magnetic moments refrigerators able to reach very low J

';, temperatures can be used, for short living isotopes special f

-;. top-loading systems have been developed. Another way to |

«;• reduce the'time interval between the production of the |

£;' radioactive isotope and the actual measurements is the 4

f coupling of the refrigerator to an accelerator-isotope i

:,>-] separator combination (Gee 79 and Sto 81). In this thesis I

f, ' a new technique is presented that applies in-beam recoil |

•^ implantation inside the refrigerator itself. It has been |j

f- applied to the case of l9lItlHg(51 min)-*19 xAu. Three other '|

fe;"V 9°ld isotopes (193'19S'197Au) studied in this thesis were 3|



oriented using a conventional dilution refrigerator. These

gold isotopes lie in a transitional region between the

spherical nuclei in the lead region and the strongly de-

formed rare earth isotopes. In the last decade new nuclear

models have been developed in order to describe this kind

of transitional nuclei. However, in order to compare the

predictions of these models with the actual situation,

the experimental quantities of the nuclear levels (e.g.

angular momenta) mixing ratios of transitions and magnetic

moments of radioactive isotopes or isomers should be

measured. When a nuclear model is able to reproduce these

parameters in a satisfactory way this can be seen as a

consolidation and support of this model. We have mainly

concentrated ourselves to one aspect of this confrontation

of theory with experiment, namely the gathering of experi-

mental data in this transitional region. For our investi-

gations we have chosen a series of odd-A gold isotopes

that have quite similar characteristics with respect to

energy spectra and magnetic moments. In all cases a

relatively long-lived isomeric state is found that can be

oriented using the large hyperfine field of gold in iron.

Higher lying levels were studied by nuclear orientation

of the Hg parent states. Not very much was known about

these isotopes; for instance all the magnetic moments of

the Ii isomeric states in the odd-A gold isomers were

unknown at the start of this thesis work. Moreover, a

large number of angular momenta assignments of excited

states in these off-A gold isotopes were mainly based on

systematic trends in neighbouring gold isotopes; qold-195

was in fact the only isotope that has been studied quite

well before. For this reason we performed a nuclear

orientation measurement on 93InHg (implanted in iron) which

gave about 20 new spin-parity assignments for levels in
193Au. Generally these assignments confirm the systematic

trends observed for 193Au and hence the assignments for the

other isotopes are based now on much stronger arguments.

10



Apart from the interest for nuclear spectroscopy

mentioned above, the nuclear orientation of gold nuclei

implanted in iron can also yield interesting details about

the hyperfine interactions experienced by gold nuclei in the

iron lattice. The AuFe case has been the first case where

very large hyperfine anomalies were detected. The unexpected

features of quadrupole interaction in cubic lattices like

iron have also been seen very early in AuFe sources. In

this thesis a new feature in this series of

remarkable hyperfine interaction effects is observed. The

nuclear orientation measurements performed with AuFe sources

cannot be understood completely unless it is assumed that

there is a partial non-alignment of the magnetic hyperfine

field with respect to the applied field of 0.3 Tesla,

whereas this effect is not present in the Hg parent isotope.

It is suggested that this magneto-anisotropy effect is

connected with the unquenched orbital moment which is also

thought to be responsible for the quadrupole interaction

in this system.

•t';i
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CHAPTER I

I NUCLEAR ORIENTATION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Nuclear orientation is the preference in direction in

space of the total angular momentum (spin) of the nucleus.

Quantum-mechanically the orientation of the spin can be des-

cribed in terms of the spacial quantization of the total

angular momentum. If we define a fixed quantization axis,

nuclei with spin I can only have 2 1 + 1 possible orientations

with projection I = m on this axis, where m assumes the

values -1,-1 + 1, , I.

If the system of nuclei which we consider has rotational

symmetry, the orientation can be completely described by the

population numbers a of the substates which give the relative

occurence of each state with projection m of the angular

momentum I on the symmetry axis.

In normal conditions all the parameters a are equal,

which means that the nuclei have random orientation and the

system is said to be unoriented. On the other hand, if some

a differ from each other, the system is called oriented.

£ x • * . i/i\j.i_in i r\i i i/i* r r\i\r\iviu i L-(vo

m 'A
1 . 2 ORIENTATION PARAMETERS if

-|i In the case of thermal equilibrium the population a of

f?. a magnetic substate m can be described by the Boltzmann

13



distribution

= exp(-Em/kT)/£ exp(-Em/kT),
m

(1.1)

where E denotes the energy of the substate with I = m.
ro z

Because Ea = , there are 21 independent parameters. Sincem m
the expressions for the angular distribution of the radiation

from oriented nuclei contain the moments _m am, it is more

convenient to use other parameters defined in terms of these

moments. For the construction of these new orientation

parameters we will follow the formalism and notation described

by Tolhoek and Cox (Tol 53) . They define parameters ffc given

by the general expression

(2Ï) i~k y y (-]
m \)—u

(I-m) I (i-fm) '
(I-m-v)!(I+m-k+v) ! W m

(1.2)

All f, with k > 21 are equal to zero. Because fQ = Ea is

always equal to 1 there are again 21 independent parameters.

For an unoriented system all f, with k > 1 are zero. If one

or more orientation parameters f, with k > 1 do not vanish we

have nuclear orientation. Parameters with even k contain

only even moments of a , i.e. even powers of m; consequently

•they are invariant for reflection of the quantization-axis.

On the contrary, odd-k orientation parameters change sign

under reflections of the symmetry-axis because they contain

odd powers of m. A system of oriented nuclei which has re-

flection symmetry with respect to a plane perpendicular to

the quantization axis, has all odd-k parameters equal to zero

because here a = a . This kind of orientation is called

alignment and the most important non-zero even orientation

parameter f z is often referred to as the "alignment". One

example of nuclear alignment is the case when only

•3
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quadrupole interaction occurs. As a consequence of the

invariance of the angular distribution of the emitted gamma-

radiation under inversion of the nuclear spin, this dis-

tribution is only determined by the even order f,

(see Fig. 1.1)

IkT

Fig. 1.1 TmpeJiatuKe. dn.pznd.tncz 0)J the. ofUzniatlon patumejteju iz and

I = l V magmtlc

The two most important parameters can be given explicitly (Tol 53)

'll

f
2 - n \l

X

m

i

j|l(I-l)(I+l)(1+2) (1.3)

If a_m f am for at least one value of m, not all the ffc
vanish and then we speak of polarization. In that case the

parameter tx is referred to as the "polarization".

15



Another way of describing the orientation of an ensemble

of nuclei is given by Pano (Pan 51). For a system with

rotational symmetry these often used parameters B, differ

only by a spin dependent factor with the ffc given by

Tolhoek (Tol 52)

(I) ~
(2k)

)

-i f(2k+l)(21+1)(2I-k)2
I (21+k+l)! fk(D (1.4)

In this thesis we will use the f, parameters to describe the

orientation of the studied nuclei.

ïi

1,3 0RIEMTAT10N MECHANISM

In principle there are two types of methods to produce

orientation of a nuclear spin system. The first is to use

thermal equilibrium methods in which the spin system is in

thermal equilibrium with its surrounding and the population

of the magnetic substates can be described by the Boltzmann

distribution. The other possibility is to make use of a

variety of techniques, in which the population of the substates

is changed in a dynamical manner, e.g. by microwave

resonance, optical pumping etc. In these dynamical methods

there is no thermal equilibrium between the nuclei and

the surrounding atomic lattice. To orientate the spins we

have only used the static equilibrium methods.

To obtain significantly unequal populations of the

substates in thermal equilibrium, AE should be at least of

the same order of magnitude as kT or higher, where AE is

the energy difference between two subsequent substates. To

remove the degeneracy, we make use of the interaction

between the magnetic multipole moments of the nucleus and

the electromagnetic fields generated by its surrounding which

also includes the electronic orbitals belonging to the

impurity atom itself. The three most important moments of the

16
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nuclei are the electric monopole moment, the magnetic dipole

moment and the electric quadrupole moment. The Coulomb

interaction of the electric monopole moment shifts all the

energy levels of the substates to the same amount. With the

Mössbauer technique one can measure this as the isomer shift,

but for nuclear orientation studies this is of no consequence.

The two interactions of general importance in nuclear orien-

tation experiments are the interaction of the magnetic dipole

moment of the nucleus with a magnetic field and the electric

quadrupole moment interacting with a local electric field

gradient. In general the Hamiltonian of these so-called

hyperfine interactions can be written as

(1-5)

f
ni'

)••'-'

where 5£ describes all magnetic interactions while #_

represents the electric interactions.

When an impurity ion is implanted into a ferromagnetic

host like iron, as is the case in the experiments described

in this thesis, both magnetic and electric hyperfine inter-

actions are present in general. In case of an electric

field gradient collinear with the magnetic hyperfine field,

the hyperfine interaction Hamiltonian can be written as

= -y B eff
(l+R)Bext - DM + P , (1.6)

with

3e qQ/4l(2I-l)

Here B e f f is the effective hyperfine field including the

Lorentz field, K is the Knight shift, B e f f is the externally

17
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applied field, DM is the demagnetization correction depending

on the sample shape and e.q is the electric field gradient at

the nucleus. When the electric field gradient is not

collinear with the magnetic field, other terms should be

added in expression 1.6 but this possibility will not be

important in the work described in this thesis and we have

omitted these terms. In the rest of this paragraph the origin

of each term of expression 1.6 and its importance will be

discussed briefly.

1.3.1 The. tern -y . 8 .,

The effective magnetic field experienced by the nucleus

can be written as the sum of two terms

Beff ~ Bcontact + Bnon-contact

The non-contact term originates from non-s electrons that ;

produce orbital and dipolar fields at the nucleus. The

origin of the contact term is the different density of

s-electrons, with spin-up and spin-down respectively, over the 5

nuclear volume. This effect can produce a large magnetic |

field which interacts with the nuclear magnetization «
'•ia

distribution. Because the s-density is not completely 'j

constant over the nuclear volume, the resulting field is ,|

dependent on the nuclear radius i.e. dependent on the f

nuclear state in question. The general expression for this 1

interaction was written down already iii 1930 by Fermi f

(Fer 30) |

I
I

Bhf = -§ UQUB (k +(0)|
2 - |^(0) |2} (1.8)

18



ir and is callec? the Fermi-contact field. In this expression ®

f/\ \\\) (0) | 2 = p(0) is the mean density of the electrons over the 'W

^ nuclear volume. This term is important if the difference ' ',|

:̂. between spin-up and spin-down s-electron densities, ;

§t' I ^ A C O ) ! 2 - | ^ + ( 0 ) |
2 , is large. The origin of this difference

|;{; can be divided into three contributions. First there is the

c, . \ conduction electron polarization mechanism. Here it is

?,. assumed that the s-d exchange interaction between the 3d

?!;-• moments of the host atoms and the s-like conduction electrons

tv results in a polarization of the conduction band that is

i\' felt at the impurity atom by the scattering of the con-

:?> duction electrons by the impurity atom potential created ;

'J by the charge difference. The second mechanism is the ro- '-%

; f, called core polarization, where the polarization of the y$

; . inner s-electron shells due to the interaction with the r

C..v; total spin of the ion is considered. The last contribution |

}; to the Fermi contact interaction is the overlap polarization. |

%> This polarization is the result of the overlap between the |

§f§ electron orbitals of the impurity and the host atoms. Es- •'•':

K?. pecially when the atomic volume of the implanted atom is ";

ff'; larger than that of the host atoms, which is the case e.g.

|| if gold-atoms are implanted into iron, there will be an -,\

ÏJ overlap between the outer impurity electron shells and <%

f?' orbitals of the neighbouring host atoms. This induces a -Jf

f|- polarization of the s-like valence electrons which, through ji

H the contact interaction, contribute to the hyperfine field |!

fc at the impurity nucleus. ?|

?\ The net result of these interactions is a contact field 3
• s i

B_ which can be isotope dependent. The variation in B_-- It

for different isotopes, a consequence of the difference in U

B c , is usually described by the hyperfine anomaly A defined ,||

by Ê1 )

'Ejf.i,.

1 2
Ahost

^ 19
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For Au-impurities in ferromagnetic hosts like iron and nickel

these hyperfine anomalies have been studied quite extensive-

ly as compared to other elements (Fox 69, Bac 73, Hag 81,

Van 67). In most of these experiments the anomalies appeared

to have values between zero and 10%, while the hyperfine

anomaly for the groundstates of 197Au and 19BAu in nickel

reached a value even larger than 10% (Bac 73);

19 7 13 8

= +12%.

These high values indicate once more that it can be very

dangerous to neglect the hyperfine anomaly effects by

simply taking one value for the effective hyperfine field

for different nuclear states or isotopes. Practice has learned

us that this procedure is only allowed when one deals with

two almost identical nuclear states in different isotopes
1 9 B 19 6

e.g. A . = +0.2(3)% (Bac 73) and we will also make

this assumption in analyzing the measurements in the

following chapters.

From the difference between the anomalies of gold

isotopes in atomic beam resonance studies (Van 67, Sch 70),

gold atoms as impurities in iron and nickel (Fox 69 and Bac 73)

non-contact fields of +27.0(70) T and +10.6(70) T have been

deduced for Au in iron and nickel respectively. Relative

to the total effective hyperfine field of gold in iron

(̂  -120 T) and in nickel (̂  -26 T) these contributions

are not at all negligible.

1.3.2 The. teJtm -y .

The external magnetic field B ., applied in order to

magnetize the ferromagnetic sample, is also felt by the

impurity nucleus. Polarization of conduction electrons by

the field causes a small Knight-shift K, producing a field

20
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proportional to and aligned with the external field. Normally

K is only a few percent or less. As a result of quadrupole

effects much larger apparent "Knight Shifts" of about 10% are

possible which have been measured for *9 5mAu in iron

(K = -0.12(7)) or nickel (K = -0.10(3)) and for GmAu in

nickel (K = +0.13(4)) (Hag 81,82). The origin of these high

shifts has been detected in a NMR-ON measurement on 19 2IrNi,

which resulted in a K value of +0.15(8) (Hag 80). In this

experiment the quadrupole splitting could be resolved

and the relative amplitudes of the quadrupole subresonances

varied with the externally applied magnetic field. This

is probably due to the field dependence of the spin-lattice

relaxation time and the field dependence of the enhancement

factor of the rf-field. For unresolved spectra this effect

causes an additional shift (1+X) of the centre of the

resonance with B . producing an apparent Knight shift

which may be very large. The sign of A depends on the sign

of the quadrupole interaction.

1.3.3 The. tem -y . M .

This demagnetizing field which depends on the magneti-

zation, shape and the structure of the sample can be impor-

tant in case one uses thick samples e.g. single crystal.

However, in our experiments only thin foils of a few ym

thickness and with a diameter in the order of a centimeter

were used. They were magnetized in a direction parallel

to the surface and this effect can be neglected. Therefore

the demagnetization term will not be taken into account in

this thesis.

1.3.4 The. twin J •]•l* - Jl (1+1)1

The quadrupole interaction term can arise, even in
a basically cubic lattice like iron, through various
mechanisms. The first is random lattice distortion associated

'i

1
I
'M
.r |
~4
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IX:

j with faults and dislocations. Lattice damage for instance can

be induced by rolling the sample or locally by radiation damaga

The magnitude and direction of the electric field gradient are

variable depending on the distance and direction of the

damage relative to the implanted atom. In this case other

terms should be added to expression 1.6 because the mentioned

quadrupole term is only applicable in case of an electric field

gradient collinear with the magnetic hyperfine field. Apart

from this variable electric field gradient, the magnetic

hyperfine field can be influenced by the damage e.g. a nearest

neighbour vacancy will give in most cases a much lower value

for B. -. Due to the large magnetic hyperfine fields in our

case the net result is an almost negligible anisotropy in

nuclear orientation measurements (NO) and a broadening effect

on the resonances of the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR-ON)

measurements.

In the absence of lattice imperfections it is often

assumed that the electric quadrupole interaction vanishes

in cubic symmetry which is present in metals like iron and

nickel. However, hhis statement only refers to ions without

orbital momentum. In section 1.3.1 we have seen that in the

case of gold nuclei implanted in ferromagnetic hosts like

iron and nickel, considerable non-contact contributions to

the magnetic hyperfine interaction are present. As the B

term probably arises from the orbital angular momentum of

the Au 5d-elec-rons, this result shows that the frequently

made assumption of full quenching of any orbital contribution

to B __ by the crystal field is not well founded. In

other impurity-host combinations non-contact hyperfine

fields have also been measured (Per 69, Per 71, Wag 71).

On the other hand, if the angular momentum is not completely

quenched, that is <lz> f 0, it is very likely that the m^

states will be unequally populated thereby giving rise to

an electric field gradient which is collinear with the

hyperfine field. This effect was first detected by con-

ventional NMR on stable \ 9xIr and 193Ir in Fe and Ni

(Aig 71). NMR-ON measurements on 198Au and 199Au nuclei

22



in Fe also showed the expected presence of a quadrupole

interaction (Cal 75 and Cal 76). Although the measured

electric field gradients are small in comparison with

the magnetic interactions, one should be particularly

careful in analyzing NMR-ON experiments. The electric qua-

drupole interaction may lead to an asymmetry of the NMR-ON

spectrum and at very low temperatures to a shift of the

resonance line which can be several MHz. If the

splitting of the resonance line caused by the field gradient

is at least of the same order as the line width, there is

a possibility of measuring not only the magnetic moment, but

also the quadrupole moment in an NMR JN experiment (Hag 80).

1
•a

V"','

1.4 ANGULAR V1STRÏBUTWN OF GAMMA-RAVUT10N FROM QR1ENTEV NUCLEI

If the hyperfine interaction Hamiltonian is axially

symmetric, the intensity of the gamma-radiation emitted by

an ensemble of oriented nuclei can be expanded as a series

in the Legendre polynomials P (cosö)

Nc(6)

Nw(9)
= w(6) = 1 +

k=even
AkGkQkfkPk(cos6) (1.10)

1
where 9 is the angle of emission of the gamma rays with

respect to the orientation axis. W(0)-1 is called "the

anisotropy" of the measured garama ray. For unoriented systems

the orientation parameters f, are all zero. Consequently,

the anisotropy is zero, the angular distribution of the

emitted radiation is isotropic. The anisotropy coefficients

Afc only depend on quantities characterizing the observed

gamma transition, that is on the spin I. and If of the initial

and final state and on the multipole components of the gamma-

radiation. Only the two lowest possible multipolarities have

been considered, designated as L and L' = L + 1. The multi-

23



pole mixing ratio of the gamma-radiation is defined by

6 = (1.11)

i

h

i.e. the amplitude ratio of the higher to the lower multi-

pole component. This <5 is in the case of an Ml /E2-

transition connected with the transition rates B(E2) and

B(M1) (in units (e.b) and (n.m) resp.) through

B(E2) , . . , 6
ur = 1- 4 4 (r ) (1.12)

where the transition energy is expressed in MeV. The sign

convention of Krane and Steffen (Kra 70) for the matrix

elements 1.11 is used throughout this thesis.

The A. parameters (see Fig. 1.2) which should be used

\6<0

1.0

Kg. Ul kz and \ panameXun. &OK a. 5 / 2 -»•
 3 / 2 tkamMitlon a& a function

o& thz mixJMQ MUUO 6. A ptviz. Ml aoM.&&pond& to ö2/l1+öz)=0

vikiZz 62(7+62) = l ufatn thz tnaru>4AU.on

quadnupole. chcuuicteA.

24
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in combination with the orientation parameters f, , have the

form

A =
K

= -U ±
K 1 + Ö 2

They are discussed in greater detail by De Groot, Tolhoek

and Huiskamp (Gro 68). The highest value of k for which

the contribution to W(9) in eq. 1.10 does not vanish is

determined by the spin of the nuclear states and the multi-

polarity of the radiation. In section 1.2 it has already >

been mentioned that the f, vanish for k > 21 for a state •)

with spin I, For a transition with multipolarity L starting jj

from a state with spin I., the A. coefficients vanish for |

k > 2max(I., L). Usually only the terms with k = 2 and 4 ..g

are important because if the sixth order term does not vanish, f

the orientation parameter f6 is extremely small at the ;:|

temperatures used. In the experiments described here we if

only need the first two terms. |

The related Legendre polynomials are given by ; 1

P2(cos9) = § 3
and (1.14)

e - |cos29 + ~) .

The solid angle correction coefficients Q , taking care

of the finite dimensions of the Ge(Li)-detectors with which

the angular distribution of the gamma radiation is measured,

are given by Krane (Kra 72).

Deorientation effects of several types can occur

during the decay process. They are taken into account through

the deorientation coefficients G,. Various possible mecha-

nisms responsible for deorientation of the nuclei are
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described in the next section.

1.5 VE0R1EMTATWN EFFECTS

In the analysis of the measurements described on the

following pages, all features which give rise to a lowering

of the measured anisotropy will be taken into account through

the deorientation coefficients G,. One exception has been

made for the attenuation of the anisotrony as a con-

sequence of the finite solid angle of the gamma ray detec-

tors. This effect is included in the coefficients Qk> In

this section a number of other sources which can have a

deoriantation effect are described.

1.5.1 tuaniitlaviM

Usually the initial state of an observed gamma tran-

sition is an intermediate state in the decay process. This

implies that between the original long living oriented

state with spin I and the initial level of a transition

there are one or more observed or unobserved beta- or

gamma-transitions. The resulting orientation parameters

f (I.) depend on the nature of these preceding transitions.

Suppose for a moment that the lifetime of all the nuclear

states involved, except the oriented state, are so short

that all extra nuclear perturbations of the intermediate

state can be neglected. The relation between the occupation

numbers a (Io) and a (I.) is completely determined by the

different angular momentum couplings of the transitions

is that the orientation parabetween Io and I.. The result

meters £ before and after a transition (g or y)

fKE2 can be connected by = Gk fkfk(Il)' T h e Gk
depend on the spin Ix and I2 and on the multipolarity L

of the transitions. If components with different L con-

tribute, which may occur.in beta-as well as in gamma-

transitions, one has a summation over the different
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contributions

i

fk(I2) = with (1.15)

where XT is the relative intensity of the component with

angular momentum L. If there is more than one transition

between I and I., the orientation parameters f, (I.) are

obtained by applying formula 1.15 for each step in the

decay chain. In case the state I. is reached through

different chains, an intensity weighted average of the

results of each chain has to be taken. It is important to

include the intensities of competing internal conversion

transitions in the gamma-transition intensities. In most

cases the resulting deorientation parameters G, are not

very sensitive to the mixing ratios of the preceding tran-

sitions caused by the absence of interference terms, in

contrast with the anisotropy coefficients A, ; intensities,

not amplitudes are important in the summation over the

contributions with different angular momenta.

'. I

1.5.2 Corvtamtnouting

It sometimes happens that the gamma line of interest

of which the anisotropy is measured, is contaminated with

other gamma-rays of the same energy or with an energy

difference less than the resolution of the gamma-ray de-

tector. This contaminant line will probably have different

orientation parameters f. and anisotropy coefficients A, ;

thus the measured anisotropy is influenced by the underlying

gamma-line. If it is not possible to correct the measured

gamma-ray intensity for the contamination, we can also intro-

duce the orientation attenuation factors G, which have the

same value for all the possible k and depend on the

relative intensity ratios of the measured transition and
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all the contaminant gamma rays. However, this last method

is only reliable if it is known for sure that the anisotropy

of the contaminants is zero or negligible compared with the

anisotropy expected for the gamma line in which one is

interested. One test for checking the pollution of a line

is measuring the half-life time of the line. However, even

if it is identical to the known half-life of the measured

isotope, this fact alone is no guarantee for the absence of

contamination.

1 .5 .3 Occupation Oj$ cLC^eAznt lattice.

The site occupied by an impurity ion in a host material

will have its influence on the hyperfine splitting and hence

on the orientation parameters. The largest hyperfine field

experienced by the impurity nucleus is often felt at

substitutional sites of the lattice. Other sites, with for

instance nearest neighbour vacancies, give in many

impurity host combinations such a low field that not a

measurable anisotropy of the emitted radiation is produced.

That is the reason why often a two-component model is applied

in which a fraction n, of the nuclei is assumed to

experience the high substitutional hyperfine field and at

a fraction (1-n. ) the field is assumed to be zero. Then

the nuclear orientation parameters f, can be written as

f, = n.f, (B. ) . The fraction n, can be included in thek h k h h
deorientation coefficients G, in formula 1.10. In practice

n. can have all values between zero and 1 depending on the

impurity host combination and the production methods. It

has been shown for instance that rare earth impurities

|- implanted into ferromagnetic host metals have substitutional

I;i fractions of about 50% (Keu 81), Iodine into iron about

| 70% (Koe 75) while the fractions for the 5d-elements implanted

,| in iron or nickel are often larger than 90%. We found for

|,; the substitutional fraction of recoil implanted ^lg

|; nuclei in Fe the value nh = 0.97(3), which is in agreement

f
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I 1
;-: with earlier measurements (Jam 76a,b) . Through the combi- I

I nation of an NO measurement (Bac 71) and an NMR-ON measure- ;*

i; ment (Hag 82) on the 12 isomer of Au we conclude that *

|• the substitutional fraction of the gold impurities in iron ||
}- or nickel is 96(3)% for a target that has been annealed :t5

'. before the measurement, while the anisotropy is reduced

}•'. with a factor of about 0.8 in case no annealing has taken

}' place. In our work on different gold isotopes we find the

same reduction factor 0.8 as will be discussed in chapter

IV. However, there are strong indications that this

• phenomenon is not caused by possible non-substitutional sites

'̂  of the gold atoms.

1.5.4 Elzc&Uc quadnupole. •intziaatlon

: Besides a small quadrupole interaction finding its

* origin in the non-quenching of the orbital momentum of the

f> electrons at the impurity site, there can also be an elec-

% trie quadrupole interaction due to lattice imperfections.

ij If these imperfections have a certain preference in

SI space relative to the impurity site, one can see the

f; different sites and the preferred crystal axis directions

I?, of the imperfections in an NMR-ON measurement on a single

|-I crystal (Vis 81) . However, in polycrystalline samples like

B the ones used in this thesis work, these electric quadrupole

& interactions are randomly distributed. Haroutunian ei al.

$ (Har 78) showed that in that case the randomly oriented

(1 quadrupole interaction results in temperature dependent

attenuation coefficients G..In Fig. 1.3 these attenuation %
-'s

parameters G, are plotted for I = ll/~, as a function of the

ratio K of the magnetic interaction and a randomlv
M

\f.i oriented quadrupole interaction and as a function of the

|/ orientation parameter hvM/kT, with hvM the energy difference

É? between two subsequent nuclear substates.

%
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1 .5 .5 Spin-lattlcz KeJüaxation

If one or more of the intermediate levels in the studied

decay have a lifetime comparable to the nuclear spin-lattice

relaxation time, the nuclear orientation parameters are

influenced by this relaxation. Immediately after a tran-

sition J.x •* I2 the orientation of the level reached is

completely determined by equation 1.15. Usually the

actual distribution over the magnetic sublevels differs

from thermal equilibrium. The population a (I2) will

redistribute towards the thermal equilibrium, exponentially
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te.

f

with time. ;vf
The temperature dependence of the spin-lattice Vg

relaxation time T x which governs the redistribution is •%:

defined by Stone (Sto 71) as 5

I
where TT is the lattice temperature and Cv is the Korringa if

constant. The hyperfine splitting is denoted by hv. In the j-i

high temperature approximation this reduces to TjT̂ . = C . ï

There are reasons to believe that the spin-lattice 4|

relaxation time Tx should be regarded as a fundamental :}}

quantity in conventional NMR. The most compelling reason J

is probably the fact that observable quantities (e.g. the ,-j|
-ft

magnetization) relax as exp(-t/T ), so T is in certain ;S
i -i -j%

conditions a true relaxation time. However, these certain '$
'ij.

conditions mean both a high temperature approximation and f

the observation of quantities that transform as first rank $

tensors (e.g. magnetization). In nuclear orientation S

experiments neither condition usually applies. At inter- ;,(|

mediate temperatures it was shown by Bacon et al. (Bac 72) ]$|

that the spin-lattice relaxation process is described by ;|

a multi-exponentional function. However, it is important §1

to realize that Tj is no longer directly related to "I

observables and that its use might be confusing. Brewer jf

e.t at. (Bre 68) therefore analyzed their data in a different f

way. Their method is also used in this work. The radiation M
Til

intensity I(8,t) was followed as the nuclei relaxes to :$!

the lattice temperature TL after resonant excitation and È

the data were fitted to the function i
1(6,t) - 1(9,eq) = f"l(e,t=O) - I(0,eq)l e"t/Ti (1.17]



to obtain the parameter TJ, which acts like an "effective"

spin-lattice relaxation time. In the very low temperature

limit (hv/kT >> 1) Bacon showed (Bac 72) for this T':

E5?

where Tu is called the magnetic spin-lattice relaxation time.

The fact that the spin-lattice relaxation time approaches

a constant value at temperatures low enough to have a

magnetic quantum yH that is larger than kTL was already

suggested in 1964 by Cameron (Cam 64) and was first observed

by Brewer e.t al. (bre 68) . (f

The overall result of the spin-lattice relaxation process 'j:l
can be a reduction of the measured anisotropy depending on |

the ratio of the lifetime and the relaxation time of all *i

the intermediate levels. ?

If 1.5.6 Incomplete, magnetization

"el The angular distribution formula 1.10 supposes that all

r, the directions of the experienced hyperfine field at

v\ several impurity sites are parallel. This requires a

j£ sufficiently large externally applied magnetic field to

?? fully magnetize the sample. Although in most experiments

f the applied field was about 0.3 T, which one would expect

j| to be more than sufficient, there are indications that the

|. experienced hyperfine field and the externally applied

| field are not parallel in the AuFe sources. Magnetic

|1 saturation experiments in the vicinity of the impurity

|| atoms have been performed by Ben-Zvi tt at. (Ben 67) on recoil

ft- implanted ll>8Nd and 186W in Fe and Ni foils. They concluded

|f that the hyperfine field at the site of the stopped guest

|5 nuclei was not parallel with the external field but

% directed along the generating vector of a cone with an

|
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f

opening ang]e of about 30 . For the nuclear orientation

experiment this would yield a reduction of the Legendre

polynomials (1.14) and would consequently lead to a

decreased anisotropy. The higher the order of the polynomial,

the larger the reduction will be. In chapter IV we will

come back to this phenomenon.

1.6 NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE Obi 0RIEWTEP NUCLEI (NMR-ON)

Without an rf-field the nuclear spin system is des-

cribed by the unperturbed Hamiltonian given by formula

1.6 where we will neglect for a moment the last quadrupole

interaction term. The energies of the sublevels are then

given by

Em = ~VBom/1 w i t h m = ~I' ~I+1' ' z (1.19)

where B is the total hyperfine field experienced by the

nucleus. When an rf-field is applied, a perturbation is

present where the perturbing field Bx is one of the rotating

components of the oscillating rf-field 2&1 at the nucleus.

Transitions can only be induced by the rf-field if the

frequency v is in the neighbourhood of the Larmor precession

frequency v given by

(1.20)

It is also required that the sense of rotation of v and v0
is the same (one of the rotating components of the rf-field

p. has the right sign ofv; the influence of the other

|| component will be neglected). The final effect of the rf-

&. field is a rotation of the nuclear spin magnetization or
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•s

quantummechanically: a transformation of the density matrix, |J
describing the spin system. .jl

-J.S
Usually in NMR methods changes in populations of jt|

magnetic sublevels are detected by looking at the sus- S

I

ceptibility of the whole sample as a function of the .Jf§

frequency of the applied rf-field. The advantage of this %

method is the relatively high temperature at which the "M

experiment can be performed. However, in studying radioactive :§•

nuclei, the large number of atoms (a, 1018) needed in order ';|
'•'•a

to get a reasonable signal-noise ratio, is a big dis- fjf

advantage and for most nuclei a practical impossibility. 1

In NMR-ON measurements one observes the departure of v|

the sublevel populations from the thermal equilibrium g

Boltzmann distribution as a change in the gamma-ray |

anisotropy. By looking at the radiation intensity as a ij

function of the rf-frequency, this technique has a much $•

larger sensitivity. The error is mainly determined by "̂

counting statistics. This allows experiments with extremely :|

diluted samples with a number of radioactive nuclei in -f

the order of 10 9. The main disadvantage of this method is •';§

the low temperature (kT ̂  g)i B, ,) necessary for a If

sufficient degree of orientation. :|

The theory of the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance on S|

Oriented Nuclei has been described in detail in the |

literature (Shi 68, Mat 71). Therefore we will restrict I

ourselves to the most important features. jjt

The shape of the resonance is a function of several |j

variables. In ferromagnetic materials the width of the -Kt

resonance amounts to 0.1 - 1% of the resonance frequency. •.'!

Local demagnetizing fields and lattice imperfections ,||

cause a variation in the hyperfine fields at the nuclear |ï|

sites, resulting in an inhomogeneous broadening of the

resonance. This is probably also the reason for the

smaller linewidths usually observed in single crystals

compared with polycrystalline samples (Shi 68). Another

origin of resonance broadening is an experimental one.
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In order to observe a resonance, a substantial fraction of

r; the nuclei is to apply frequency modulation of the rf-signal.

E. The modulation width Av„„ should be of the same order of

fe magnitude as the natural width of the resonance line.

j: Moreover, the modulation frequency must be sufficiently high,

'i preventing the nuclei to relax back to the thermal

j. equilibrium situation before the frequency sweeps through

f<J the resonance again.

?.. To observe a resonance the nuclei should see a strong

i'; enough rf-field B -, to let the nuclear moment rotate

II
Brf = F B

r f
( a p p )

with

B, _
F = 1 + s^- • (1.21)

Bext

For the NMR-ON measurements on Au nuclei in iron with

Bexfc ^ 0.03 T and B h f <v. 110 T this enhancement has a value

of about 3500.

35

is

sufficiently. However, high amplitude rf-fields decrease :i|

the anisotropy, as a consequence of the temperature rise of _J

the sample by eddy-current heating. Fortunately the rf-field |

at the nucleus is considerably larger than the applied rf- |

field by the ferromagnetic enhancement. The very small •$

applied rf-field B r f (app) rotates Bhf«over an angle 9 = •]

Brf(app)/Bgxt if Bexfc is the static applied field. Hence '|

the rf-field is amplified with the ferromagnetic enhancement '-'<

factor F defined by |

SVX,.-^:~,i^~J^^



Due to the skin-effect, only nuclei in a thin surface

layer feel the rf-field. The skin depth is given by the

formula

<5 = p . (1.22)

The rf-permeability is taken u = 1 and the electrical

conductivity at low temperatures of iron is a = 10B Q m
1 9 S m

(Vis 81), resulting in a skin-depth o = 1.6 p for AuFe

with a resonance frequency vM = 980 MHz.

If electric quadrupole effects are not negligible the

resonance is split into 21 subresonances. The centre of the

subresonance corresponding to rf-transitions between states

with projection m and m + 1 of the angular momentum I on

the orientation axis can be derived from the expression

1.6 for the case where the electric field gradient is

collinear with the magnetic hyperfine field. It is given by

where

V M =

= 2P/h = 3vQ/2I(2I-l)

vQ = e
2qQ/h

and

b = |gpN/h| sign(Bhf)
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Here, vQ is the quadrupole frequency, Av is the sub-

resonance splitting and K is the Knight shift. The actual

resonance shape is determined by the ratio of the experimental

line width V and the subresonance splitting | Av_ |. For

r/|Avn| < 1 the different resonances can be resolved and

the two frequencies vM and vo can be extracted from the

experiment. If F/|Av | > 1 an unresolved spectrum is

obtained, with its centre shifted relative to the pure

magnetic case according to

v = AvQ(m+Sj) (1.24)

where m is a mean value, depending on several parameters,

such as temperature, hyperfine splitting, rf-power and

modulation width. Unless v and m are known an accurate

determination of v is impossible.

I
1 k

I
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CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Since the first low temperature nuclear orientation

experiments in the fifties, attempts to improve the ex- j

perimental conditions have continuously been made. The |.1

introduction of the ^e-^He dilution refrigerator made it :f

possible to maintain the low temperature continuously in 4

contrast to the adiabatic demagnetization method which is i

a discontinuous technique. At the end of the seventies i

the dilution refrigerator technique was drastically im- !

proved; temperatures well below 5 mK (e.g. 2 mK in the liquid

phase by Frossati, Fro 77) can be obtained if the heat

input is kept extremely low (£1 nW) . With enhanced nuclear :,•;

demagnetization temperatures of 1 mK and lower were ob- :j

tained in the same period (e.g. And 75) . {§

In the mean time new methods have been developed for ~|

S.i. the production and the mounting of radioactive sources °|

«^ suitable for NO experiments inside cryostats in order to |

v decrease the time necessary for cooling the sources from |

fu room temperature to the millikelvin region. In the past :A

fp radioactive isotopes have been brought into the ferromag- ;|

|> netic host material by melting, diffusing or simply by f

||| irradiation. Later on nuclear orientation samples were |

Jè produced with the technique of ion implantation using a j

|1E mass-separator. In order to avoid this time-consuming step I

fc' the technique of recoil-implantation has been developed in %
p-'-'i. 3
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recent years as a very useful method. :||

Another successful approach to avoid long cooling down |§

periods is the top-loading system. Here the source is "vi

brought inside the cryostat from its top at room temperature ^

to the region of lowest temperature in the cryostat which .*

is already precooled. Via a number of intermediate temperature 5

steps (e.g. 100 K, 4 K and 0.7 K) the sample is mounted ?|

'' inside a copper rod attached to the mixing chamber of the ..-*

; refrigerator. In this way cooling down periods of a few •;;

H hours can be reached, which makes it possible to do nuclear ,|

i\ orientation experiments on radioactive isotopes with ;:•

half-lives in the order of a few hours. With such a top- -|

% loading device Berkes oX at. performed a nuclear orientation ;̂;>

measurement on 9 3 T c (T, = 2 . 7 hr) where the base temperature 'I

was achieved in 3.5 hours after starting the source leading $

?' (Ber 76) . ;̂

t In more recent years a different approach to the £?

II problem of doing NO-experiments on short living nuclei has .T.

£•" been the direct coupling of a refrigerator to a mass- 4

|' separator. This was carried out by Herzog tt at. at the

tj' university of Bonn. They performed in this way an NMR-ON r.

I' measurement on 9/mHgFe (Her 78). However, here it is still

i necessary to load the ion source of the mass-separator with

the radioactive material after the irradiation has

taken place. Together with the implantation time these !

processes take at least several hours after which the

refrigerator has to cool down from a few hundred millikelvin

(as a result of the heat load of the implantation) to its

S final temperature. To avoid loss of time the Leuven group

) for instance tries to perform the three steps of

5 - irradiation,

f. j - source preparation, ( < j

t? - ion implantation

fe together at once (Gee 79). They have built a nuclear „<

C'y orientation set-up near the Leuven On-Line Isotope "^

f,V Separator (LISOL) . A similar set-up is built in Daresbury by *;»

w 42 'fs-



Stone zt al. (Sto 81). The main problem with these on-line

mass-separators, however, is the fact that the target in which

the requested isotopes are produced with a high energy ion

beam from the cyclotron, should at the same time act as an

ion source for the mass-separator. In order to be able

to do nuclear orientation on short-living isotopes, the

mean residing time of the produced nuclei in the target/ion \

source should be as short as possible and at least in the '}}.

order of the half-life of the isotope. Especially for „,i

elements with high melting temperatures this is not a •

trivial problem at all. Hence the number of suitable iso- :

topes for this technique may well be restricted. In this e|

sense the recoil-implantation technique is superior and :;|

applicable to all kinds of elements independent of the • p

vapour pressure of the element to be implanted. This is I

demonstrated by a wide variety of recoil-implanted sources ?

used for nuclear orientation studies: HgFe (this work, ;fi

Hg has a melting temperature of -39 °C) and ReFe (Spa 80, 3

Re has a melting temperature of 3180 C). However, even |

with a top-loading device the mounting and cooling of

recoil implanted samples will take at least a few hours.

In this chapter a solution to this problem is given ;

by mounting a 3He-'*He dilution refrigerator directly in a ;i

beam of a cyclotron. This system makes it possible to do 3

recoil implantation inside the refrigerator with the ^

ferromagnetic sample mounted already onto the mixing chamber. i

A facility has been developed to bring in and remove a '%

mother foil for the production of the isotope of interest, |

and a catcher foil behind the sample to accumulate all |

those produced nuclei which are not implanted in the sample |

foil (Fig. 2.1). In chapter IV an experiment is described in |

'/,•', which the magnetic moment of mAu is measured in a |

p nuclear orientation (NO) experiment after in-beam recoil-

|f implantation of the parent nucleas I91mHg, which has a

|y half-life of 51 minutes, inside the cryostat. This new

iP{ technique has several advantages compared with the mass-
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separator systems:

1. All the advantages of recoil-implantation are conserved.

2. The disadvantages of recoil-implantation of being too

slow for short living isotopes is avoided by performing

the recoil-implantation inside the cryostat For this

purpose the cryogenic equipment has been placed in one

of the beam lines of the KVI cyclotron.

3. This technique is applicable to all elements regardless

of melting points or chemical properties, as long as

suitable production foils are available.

4. Large investments necessary for installing an on-line

I
1
i

f
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k mass-separator become superfluous in our approach.

5. The on-line target/ion source problems have been avoided

in our arrangement.

6. The relatively high energy of a few MeV at which the recoil

nuclei are implanted in the sample together with the

large energy spread of the recoil nuclei results in a

more homogeneous and deeper distribution of the nuclei

in the sample. The danger of too high implantation

doses is thereby reduced.

7. As a consequence of 6. typical surface properties like

condensation and oxidation of the sample are much less

important compared to mass-separator implanted sources.

8. Another advantage of recoil-implantation inside the

cryostat is the fact that a hole between target and

room temperature, necessary for the low energy heavy-ions,

can easily pass a foil of a few pm thickness. This

facilitates cooling of the refrigerator through exchange

gas at intermediate stages during the cooling down

process, which requires a separation of the cryostat

vacuum in an inner and outer vacuum case.

unfortunately also a number of disadvantages, which may

cause a lot of trouble, are present:

1. A high energetic a-beam (or other particle) which

represents a power of at least some tens of Watt should

pass through the cryostat including the sample, attached

to the mixing chamber with a cooling power of a few

microwatt.

2. The same beam may strongly activate several structural

parts of the cryostat. This would increase the gamma-

background radiation.

3. It should be possible to bring in and out of the cryo-

stat two foils without a large rise in temperature

of the sample.

The solution to the first problem is schematically

given in Fig. 2.1 by drilling a hole in the sample of a

few millimeters the ct-beam can pass through the sample
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because the anqular spreading due to the mother foil |

(Fig. 2.1) is only a few milliradian. However, the recoil :jj

nuclei which have a much wider angular distribution when "$

leaving the mother foil, as will be discussed in chapter III, -"4.

only pass partially through the hole in the sample; about •

30 to 50% is caught by the sample. In this way it is .-<•

possible to get rid of almost the whole heat load of the ;

a-beam on the sample at the cost of loosing (for nuclear i

orientation) about half of the produced recoil nuclei. *

The amount of activation by the a-particles of other parts ?

in the cryostat along the path of the beam can be minimized ;

further by thouroughly selected materials. 'i

The third problem mentioned above is a pure technical |
4]

one. Because only the recoil nuclei implanted in the cold :%

finger will be oriented, the mother foil at the front •if.'

side of it and the catcher foil at the back of the sample ;l?

have to be removed after the irradiation. The radioactive

nuclei in these foils are at a temperature of about 4 K

and experience no large hyperfine field, so they will not

be oriented. Consequently this will give a considerable

decrease of the anisotropy. The side-loading system

developed for bringing these foils in and out of the -&

cryostat will be discussed in section 2.3 together with j

the rest of the in-beam cryostat (IBC). f

The NMR-ON measurements and the NO experiment on 193mHg F|

have been done in conventional refrigerators which will be :f
described very briefly in this cnapter togetner with other

experimental aspects.

2.2 THE CONVENTIONAL REFRIGERATORS

The nuclear orientation experiments on the nuclides
mAu, l95ltlAu and 197mAu, fed by the relatively long living

isotopes 193mHg (11 hr), 19sHg (40 hr) and 197Hg (24 hr) were

all done in two conventional off-beam, 3He-"He dilution refri-

«r gerators: a refrigerator built in 1970/1971 at the General

Physics Laboratory of the university of Groningen with a lowest
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temperature of 28 mK at the outside of the mixing chamber at 4

the end of a copper rod and a SHE-refrigerator (model DRI-236, ,g

*• SHE, San Diego) with a lowest temperature of 13 mK, also 1

: at the outside of the mixing chamber. For an extensive f

!• treatment of the principles of dilution refrigeration we 1

like to refer to articles by Wheatley (Whe 68) and Huiskamp |

; (Hui 73) and to the books written by Lounasmaa (Lou 74) ' j

•. and by Betts (Bet 76). |

A detailed description of a refrigerator very similar c|

to the home-made one (figure 2.2) used in the present investi- :•?

gations has been given to Postma (Pos 70) . Therefore only a 'j*.
5 number of relevant details are revealed in this thesis. The •''<

pumped helium bath at the top of the lK-shield is • continuous- -d

h ly filled from the large 4 K bath through a capillary. The ;v

temperature of the various parts of the 3He-"*He refrigerator !|

are monitored with Speer resistors while in the case of ';\
ft

the temperature dependent anisotropy measurements an "|¥

?f auxiliary Speer resistor, which is carefully calibrated, |

is mounted near the source for temperature measurements :a

' between 0.1 to 1 K. |

i. The sample holder consists of a copper plate (0.5 mm) f

{ on which the irradiated foils are soldered with Woods metal jf

i The copper plate is screwed onto a copper rod protruding

K- from the mixing chamber. A magnetizing field of at most

{. 0.5 T can be provided by a split coil placed inside the I

;• 4 K helium bath. For the NMR-ON measurements one turn cylin- ?

I drical rf-coil is mounted near the sample, thermally -fi

f. connected to the 1 K shield. The polarizing static field j

? has its direction in the horizontal plane while the |

p rf-field has a vertical orientation. Both fields are in the |

If surface plane of the sample. The fact that this refrigerator |

§ is the only one inserted in two nested glass dewars is |

I the reason for referring to this set-up as the "glass-cryo- j

t/f stat" in the rest of this thesis.

|g The measurements on * ^HgFe have been done with the

IS SHE equipment which is in principle the same as the home-

m
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made one except for a few minor differences. The magnetizing

field in this system is vertical; it has a maximum value

of 5 Tesla. Although the lowest temperature reached

by the SHE cryostat is 13 mK, during the experiments on
l93mHg only a sample temperature of 20 mK could be reached

due to poor thermal contacts and a rather strong source.

;, 2.3 THE IM-BEAM CRVOSTAT (IBC) ,|

The in-beam cryostat was designed and built at the v

General Physics Laboratory of the University of Groningen, -;§j

including the 3He-'*He dilution refrigerator. The 4

; technical requirements for this set-up were the following: ;?

;„ - A high energetic beam with a current of about one micro- $
V • el

p ampere should be able to pass through the cryostat without A1

[; interrupting the 3He-circulation or producing, by ,<i

Ü- activation, a large amount of radioactivities with half- !J

* lives larger than a minute at structural parts of the ;|
•¥•

v; refrigerator. <|
r - The whole set-up should be movable in order to exchange f

'S

the cryostat with another kind of experiment at the |

| same beam position. :%

f'; - It should be possible to insert and remove a mother foil 1

I at the front side and a catcher foil at the back of the ff

sample without raising the temperature above about 100 mK. -|

In order to save mounting time, a top-loading system "4
•1

should be included. 3

- For good focusing of the beam through the cryostat the !.\

sample and consequently the whole cryostat has to be f

adjusted with respect to the centre of the beam line 'j

within a tenth of a millimeter and possess a stability |

of the same order. Due to thermal expansions which are I

about 4 mm over the whole cryostat length in the interval f

of 4 K to 300 K, this adjustment should be performed |

under cold conditions ('v 4 K) .
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The actual situation is schematically drawn in

figures 2.3 - 2.6. In the rest of this section

the essential details of each part will be briefly discussed.

2.3.1 The bum Lint

Going along the direction of the beam (Pig. 2.3) we

will come subsequently across a switching magnet, an

analyzing magnet and again a switching magnet for choosing

the right beam line. In the beam line in which the cryo-

stat is placed a number of dipole (D) and quadrupole (Q)

lenses is placed for beam handling. With these magnets

the beam is focused on the removable target just before -I
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the cryostat to a spot with a diameter of about 1 mm. ;Jf

When this has been done the focusing is further adjusted I';

through the minimization of the beam current on the ^

Al (99.999%) collimator in the nitrogen shield and by H

maximizing the current on the target behind the cryostat. j

During this process and also during the irradiation the %

temperature of the sample is monitored with a calibrated

Speer resistor. In practice it has proved to be possible

to have a beam current of about 1 \iA through the cryostat

maintaining the sample temperature below 0 . 5 K and with

a current on the Al collimator (with a hole in it with a

diameter of 1.8 mm) less than 5 nA. In some cases the s/

collimator current was even slightly negative due to ;<
i

perfect beam focusing and capture of sputtered electrons

from the Al window in the 4 K shield which is only one

millimeter behind the collimator. :

2.3.2 The. 3He-"He dilution

In Fig. 2.4 the dilution refrigerator is schematically

drawn. The different parts have been developed by taking

into account the restrictions and requirements put on the

system by the experimental conditions during irradiations

and rapid nuclear orientation measurements. The system should

be fast in cooling down time (which requires a small amount

of 3He-'*He mixture) and it should be stable under the

high power load during the irradiation (the phase separation

surface has to stay in the mixing chamber which demands a

relatively large mixing chamber and consequently a large

amount of 3He-uHe mixture).

The evaporator has roughly been designed like the one

described by Kirk (Kir 74) which has an auxiliary heater

fe in the pumping tube in order to suppress the "He film-flow.

•> Under normal conditions we found a 3He-'tHe ratio in the

fcr pumped vapour of about 50.

f' The continuous heat exchanger has an 8 m long stain-
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less steel tube (4.5 * 5 iran).

The five discrete heat exchangers have been made

according to the concept of Frossati (Fro 77) except

for the silver plated CuNi-foil for the separation wall

where we used 0.5 mm thick stainless-steel plate which

has been reduced to a thickness of 0.1 mm at the places

where the silver powder sponge has been attached after

electrolytic silver plating. For the silver powder the

so-called Japanese powder has been used (grain size about

700 R). This gives an effective area of about 6 m2 on each

side of the heat exchanger. Such a large contact area is

necessary due to the high resistance at these low tem-

peratures between the He-mixture and the metal surface.

A review of the features of this so-called Kapitza

resistance having a temperature dependence aT~ , is given

by Harrison (Har 79). The mixing chamber also contains

a slice of sintered silver powder (effective area about

60 m 2 ) . Notwithstanding this large area there is probably

still an appreciable temperature difference between the

diluted He and the sample. The most important temperature

step is often found between the outside of the mixing chamber

and the He-mixture. If possible, this problem can be solved

by mounting the source inside the mixing chamber. Then the

heat contact between the sample and the mixture has been

maximized. However, in most cases this is not possible.

The temperature reached by the 3He-'*He system is about

22 mK under test conditions with a closed 4K shield instead

of the magnet. Under operational conditions, normal for

in-beam measurements this temperature is 33 mK. This large

difference is not well understood but it might be the

result of a very small leak (< 10~10 .1/s) in the aluminium

windows of the 4K shield in the beam path or in the side

loading system. Fig. 2.5 shows the cooling power as a

function of the temperature for normal conditions.

•'M
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2 . 3 . 3 The. top-loading t>yi>tm

As a matter of convenience a top-loading system has

been mounted in the cryostat. This system reduces the time

taken up by sample changing which would otherwise require

at least a few days with in addition the risk of vacuum

leaks. However, the problem with this kind of set-up is

the reproducibility requirement put on the top-loading

system concerning the position and direction of the sample

inside the cryostat. There are three reasons for this

required reproducibility of sample position. First of all

the applied magnetic field is in the horizontal plane and

a small rotation of the sample around the vertical axis

i'-"
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would immediately result in wrong angular positions of the

horizontal 0° and 90° detectors. Secondly, the side-loading

system with the mother foil and the catcher foil at a

temperature of about 4 K will make contact with the sample

if the latter is rotated more than a few degrees causing

an enormous heat leak on the mixing chamber. The third

important reason for the precise position of the sample

is the difference between the front- and the back-side

of the sample. The surface, looking at the beam, con-

sists of an iron foil (25 \xm) . On the back side a copper

frame is present to improve the heat conduction across

the sample. So if the sample would be incidentally

rotated over 180 degrees, part of the recoils would be

implanted in copper. The final construction is drawn in

Fig. 2.6. The top-loading plug only fits in one unique

orientation in. the bottom of the copper connection to the

(J

Fig. 2.6 Top-ZoacUng i,yi>te.m.

The. uppeA. hofvizontaZ pZate. (a)

oi the. Zowzn. haZfa oh the. pZug

Us clmpe.d beMMzzn the. bottom

(6) and thz 6anew (c) .
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mixing chamber. If the sample is rotated by 180° with res-

pect to its correct orientation it will sink only a few

centimeters in the hole but the screw thread will not be

reached. After lifting the plug, a rotation over 180° will

bring it in the right position to screw the plug into its

holder. The temperature difference between the lower end of

the plug (where the sample is attached) and the copper rod

protruding from the mixing chamber has been measured at

30 mK. The temperature difference between the lower (5ltMnFe)

and the higher (60CoCo) thermometer was 0.6(4) mK, which

proves that the heat conduction of the contact surface is

large enough to give at most a small temperature drop over

the screw contact.

At the top of the cryostat a vacuum lock has been

mounted very similar to the type that will be described

for the side-loading system which is shown in fig. 2.7.

2 . 3 . 4 The. potafU.zatA.on. magnet

To magnetize the sample a superconducting split coil

magnet has been used. Since the a-beam has to pass through

the cryostat the 4 K-bath ends a few centimeters above the

beam position; otherwise the beam has to pass through

liquid helium. The consequence is that the superconducting

magnet has to be placed in the cryostat vacuum, a handicap

in cooling of the magnet and its power leads. The magnet

house, which serves also as a 4 K-shield, is made out of one

piece of aluminium. The magnet coils are wound with a

triangular cross-section because of lack of space. In order

to minimize the detector-sample distance all dimensions have

been made as small as possible which results in an outer

diameter of the cryostat bottom of 24 cm. The magnetic

field has a maximum value of 0.7 T with a homogeneity

better than 1 Voo- Thermal connection of the magnet is

provided by a few copper bars to the bottom of the 4 K bath

and a copper shield at 4 K around the magnet. The electrical
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FXg. 2.7 Schematic, view ai the. tide-loading &y&tem and the. magnet-

houAe.

7. Coppex,

2. A&müu.™,

3. StalnleAi>-i>te.eZ,

4. A£ (ó ym) 99.999%,

5. Platinum (2 ym),

6.

'S

L feedthroughs for the magnet in the bottom of the helium bath

;.' have been fabricated following the procedure described by •:

-.' Butterworth (But 75), but we replaced the stycast by delta- \

K bond 152 K-A (Aur 81) . As current leads in the vacuum from ,jj

f the feedthroughs to the magnet, copper bars (10 x 2 mm) were •-,

ï used with superconducting tape and wires soldered to it. t1

'?' The holes in the magnet necessary for the beam to \

t- pass through the cryostat are covered with 6 ym thick f

|r Al (99.9%) foils. The a-beam passes easily through these '•'.

% foils with only a small angular spread while in this way ;

| the inner and outer vacua are separated. The vacuum sealing

\- of the foils is performed with a small indium ring between

\ the magnet and the foils. Without these foils it would be \

I impossible to have contact gas (H2) in the inner vacuum X

j;" system without breaking the cryostat vacuum. This contact |

? gas is necessary in the cooling down procedure. However, f

* these foils are also necessary as heat shields because J

i otherwise the sample would look directly into the beam |

f line which is at room temperature. Now the Al-foils are §

heated up by infrared radiation of 300 K from structural |

' parts outside the cryostat. Assuming that the magnet house i

j, has a temperature of 4 K, the temperature rise of the •

rj centre of the foil is about 0.4 K (inserting surface |

j? emissivities of 0 . 1 ) . On the other hand the temperature ]

| during the irradiation is much higher. For instance a |

| beam current of 1 yA of 85 MeV alpha particles dissipates |

0.12 W in each foil which will raise the temperature in j
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l 1
:> the centre of the fo i l by 20 K, assuming a heat conduction | |
I. of the aluminium of 0.5 W/cmK. if

2.3.5 Iho. Alde.-loa.ding Mii>tem

To facilitate inserting and removing the mother and Al-

catcher foils, the side-loading system shown in the

figures 2.7 and 2.8 has been developed. This system

provides a hole from the inner of the cryostat to room tem-

perature for inserting these foils but without breaking or

connecting the inner and the outer vacuum space of the

cryostat and with only a small temperature rise of the

sample. The actual realization of this system is shown

in figure 2.7 where it is easily seen that the most

essential parts are two edge welded bellows with a wall

thickness of 0.125 mm. Between the two bellows a 2 mm

thick copper ring has been soldered which is thermally

linked to the 77-K shield. As a result of the large

number of convolutions each bellow has an effective length

of about 65 cm. This large distance causes a heat flow

between the room temperature side and the 77-K ring of

only 41 mW and of 2.8 mW between 77 K and 4 K. The increase

of liquid-helium evaporation of 6.5 cc LHe/hr is almost

negligible compared with the total evaporation rate (about

jjv 0.25 1/hr) under normal conditions and with the helium

1. evaporation during an irradiation (about 0.7 1/hr with

I 1 yA of 88 MeV alphas).

)'- The separation between the inner and outer vacuum is

' taken care of by an indium seal at the 4K magnet house and
s, a thermally grounded o-ring at room temperature. Even with

| a few Torr H2-gas as contact gas this o-ring is not frozen

ï due to the large thread which links the o-ring holder to

; room temperature.

| The foil holder can be removed together with the

|f vacuum lock after an irradiation by closing the NW40-VAT

|,- valve between the cryostat and the lock. In this way all

Ê
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recoils implanted incidentally at high temperature parts

(> 1 K) are removed during the NO-measurements.

During the insertion of the foil holder for a new

irradiation the position of the two foils, which should be

vertical, can be monitored with a water-level mounted

at the end of the foil holder. The more time is taken to

insert the foils, the less the sample's temperature rise

will be after the insertion. A final temperature below

100 mK immediately after an insertion during ten minutes

is achievable.

To avoid a large amount of radiated heat through

the side-loading hole in case the foil holder does not fill

it up, two precautions have been taken. At the 77 K and

4 K levels in the hole two gravity-operated and optically-

closed copper valves are mounted, the latter is shown in

Fig. 2.8. This same small valve acts as an opener and closer

9?
'{•it
f

IF-"-"—-"' '
C u - v a l v e [ r-

'magnet house
(AD

1 K-shield (Cu)

^movable
1 K-shield (Cu)

sample

current windings

2 cm

VIQ. 2.8 iidz-loading halo, and movable. I K ikleM.
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I of the movable part of the 1 K shield. This vertically

|i movable copper cylinder which is thermally connected to the

T bottom of the 1 K shield contains three holes: two for the

| a-beam and a larger one for the side-loading foil holder.

; When the foil holder is removed the holes are closed by

; gravity acting on the cylinder. In order to remove the

: lower part of the RT-shield (when demounting the cryostat)

• the two bellows can be pushed together with special tools

after unscrewing the room temperature end of these bellows.

2.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEVURE OF THE 1BC

'•• After a few days of pumping on the inner and outer

» vacuum space the liquid nitrogen bath is filled. Together

with a few Torr of H2-exchange gas in the inner vacuum the

; 4 K helium bath is also filled with liquid nitrogen (about

14 1). When the dilution refrigerator has attained a

j." temperature of about 77 K, which can be monitored with some

f calibrated Speer resistors, the rest of the nitrogen is

; blown out of the 4 K bath using pressurized air. After

1 filling the 4 K bath, with liquid helium, the 1 K bath

which has a valve connecting it to the large 4 K reservoir

!-| (about 20 1) , is pumped and the 3He-lfHe refrigerator is

K. started. It takes about 4 hours after the helium filling

v to obtain the final temperature of about 30 mK.

h When the foil holder has been inserted (to open the

? I K shield) and the beam has been focused on the target

5 just in front of the cryostat further focusing takes place

z by minimizing the beam current on the Al-collimator in the

j nitrogen shield, which is electrically isolated from this

% shield. This focusing is done with a beam current in the

I order of a few nA to minimize the activation of other

I parts (which would enlarge the background radiation) and to

| keep the temperature as low as possible in this way. After the

P focusing of the beam has been optimized, which can take

?= several hours since this is a precarious operation, the beam

I
f
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I
n current is increased to about 1 yA and an irradiation is

( carried out roughly during a half life of the desired

J isotope. The part of the beam that passes through the

k . cryostat (almost 100%) is focused on the Faraday cup at the

v end of the beam line. During the irradiation the temperature

: of the mixing chamber rises to about 0.5 K which causes

L large 3He-circulation rates (̂  5 x 10~ mol/sec) while the

ï\ condensation pressure increases from 30 to about 90 Torr.

r During the irradiation the three Ge(Li) detectors for the •"?
•' . . •J-r,

y-ray anisotropy measurements have been removed because A

of the high fast neutron flux which would cause radiation 3

ƒ damage to the detectors. ^|

After the irradiation has been stopped, the detectors |

replaced and the foil holder removed from the cryostat, the ,1

.̂ angular distribution measurement can be started. While the 'i

;.. sample cools further down, three 2 k gamma-ray spectra 1

%: are accumulated during intervals of 10 minutes, switching !t

|f the polarizing magnet on and off. In this way also ?*

? measurements with unoriented nuclei for normalizing purposes s

If are provided. The temperature is monitored with a cali- \

ff brated Speer resistor and a 57CoFe source, soft soldered v

f; onto the top-loading plug. The agreement of the thermo- '

|.. meters in the overlapping temperature region is excellent. '
'&• - • '••

};,, In Fig. 2.9 the typical temperature behaviour as a function 5

K of time is shown. In the higher temperature range the |

f temperature has been fitted to an exponential: I

I 1
I T = T exp(-Ct) (2.1) 1

* ° I

where T is the temperature at the start of the final cooling ,1
'4

down and C is a constant determined by the 3He-"He system jl

and the 3He-circulation rate. The values of C for many '|

different runs lie all close to a value given by I

»F C = 3.9(3) x IO"1* s"1. The exponential behaviour of the f

I
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temperature in the high temperature region can be easily

understood. At these high temperatures the cooling power

is given by (see Fig. 2.5)

Q = 82 n. (2.2)

where n3 is the
 3He-circulation rate in mol/sec and T

the temperature of the mixing chamber (Fro 77). The

specific heat'of most all metal parts and of 3He can

be described at the relevant temperatures as

i s

c =
P

c Tpo ( 2 .3 )
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c dT = -82 n T 2 dt . (2.4)
P 3

s- which results in
t
I;

T = T Q e"
Ct (2.5)

with

i
(4
•a

|C o m b i n i n g f o r m u l a s 2 . 2 a n d 2 . 3 we h a v e |

1

f," Here c is the total heat capacity of the mixing chamber, :

II the copper rod to the sample and the contained 3He-tfHe mixture. I

|> More than 99% of this heat capacity is contributed by the 3He !
f' — 2 - 1

||; which has a c = 4 . 5 J K g in this region. With the used -

:>;.'; 3He-circulation of 3.4 * 10~ mol/sec and the total amount ,

% of 3He_ equal to 18 cc (the 3He in the heat exchangers should a

p also be cooled down), the computed value for |

|K= C = 4.0 x 10 s which is in excellent agreement with |

fe the experimentally obtained value. This shows once more |

F. that a fast cooling machine should contain the smallest |

It amount of 3He possible under the given circumstances and |

E even half a kg of copper does not significantly contribute |

i-i to the cool down time. \

t: -if
|\ After a few half lives of the studied isotope,another |

f irradiation is done followed by the next NO measurement and I

pi so on. Due to the excellent stability of the cyclotron and f

I" the beam guiding magnets it is not necessary to repeat the Ï
#.- |
fe whole focusing procedure again for each new irradiation. \
V.«r
Hi
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2,5 SOURCE PREPARATION

The samples for the NO-experiments in the conventional

refrigerators have been prepared in a different way. Here

we let an a-beam pass through a stack of alternating Pt and

Fe foils. In the Pt foils mercury nuclei were produced

through (a, xn) reactions. These nuclei were recoil

implanted into the iron foils behind them. After the

radiation the most active circular parts (0 6 mm) of the

Fe foils were cut out and soldered with Woods metal onto a

copper plate (0.5 mm thick) that was screwed on the cold

finger of the mixing chamber. As target material natural

Pt has been used with 2 ym thickness. Platinum has

various stable isotopes, the most important ones are
l9t)Pt(32.9%) , 195Pt(33.8%) and l 9 6Pt (25. 3%) . The energies

of the alpha particles were chosen according to the

measured cross sections shown in Fig. 2.10 (Kur 71)- During

103
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the irradiation the whole stack of foils was surrounded by

an atmosphere of 300 Torr He to prevent oxidation of the

iron surface at elevated temperatures induced by the beam.

The iron foils have a thickness of 1.5 - 2.0 ym except for

the NMR-ON samples which were of a thickness of 0.8 ym. These

last foils were also annealed (15 min at 450 °C) before

soldering.

.¥.•:

i'

2.6 ELECTRONICS

Gamma-ray detection and data acquisition have been

performed with two different systems. In the measurements

with the IBC, three Ge(Li) detectors were used: a 0°-detec-

tor and one 90 -detector in the horizontal plane and

another 90°-detector below the sample. The 2 k spectra

of these three detectors were accumulated simultaneously

by a Canberra S 80 multichannel analyzer and stored on

magnetic tape. The data were analyzed on the Perkin Elmer

3220 computer at the General Physics Laboratory.

Dead-time corrections, which are relatively large due

to the high counting rates, were performed with a constant

frequency pulser whose pulses are fed into the pre-amplifiers.

In this way the dead-time corrections of the system could be

derived from the pulser peak contained in the spectra.

In the off-beam NO-experiments only two Ge(Li)

detectors were used, namely at 0° and 90°, while the

daba acquisition (2 x 3 k spectra) took place with a

Nuclear Data ND 812 computer. Here the counting rates

were much lower and the internal dead-time correction of

the ADC's proved to be sufficient.

For the NMR-ON experiments the same ND 812 was used

as is shown in the block diagram of Fig. 2.11. Here

selected parts of interest of the spectra were accumulated

and at each channel advance pulse of the master timing

unit the total area in preselected regions per spectrum,

set digitally at the terminal, is computed and stored in

I
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a different part of the memory. In this way a 512 channel

frequency spectrum is accumulated. The advantage of digital

windows in comparison with analog windows set with

single channel analyzers is the larger flexibility of the

former to separate lines with small energy differences.

This was for instance essential in the NMR-ON measurements

on Au and Au which have yrays with energies of

respectively 258 keV and 262 keV while they are produced

simultaneously with the natural Pt target used.

The master unit also determines the on- and off-periods

of the frequency modulation by gating the triangle pulse

generator whose signal is fed into a voltage controlled

oscillator inside the synthesizer. A frequency doubler has

been used to extend the frequency range of the system to

1100 MHz. These high centre frequencies have a stability
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of better than 0.1 kHz at the used modulation frequency of

100 Hz due to a frequency stabilizer (Vis 80). All the

NMR-ON and relaxation measurements have been done in the

conventional cryostats. .

The positions of the Ge(Li) detectors in the three_

different set-ups relative to the applied magnetic field and

foil surface are shown in Pig. 2.12. This will be important

in the analysis of the measurements presented in chapters

IV and V.

|BQ

a-oz.
J.

a. Glass b.SHE c. IBC

Fig. 2.12 The. KuJbxtXsiz a/Lizntcution o& tke. Amplz, magnztla faield and

Ge(U) dztzctofu faon. the. dlHoAtnt de.vic.ej>.

f fc :
0. -
ir,.
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CHAPTER I I I

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF RECOILS

3.1 WTRÖVUCT10N

For the production of all sources, used in the nuclear

orientation experiments described in this thesis the recoil

implantation technique has been applied. This technique uses

the impulse that the radioactive nucleus acquires in the

nuclear reaction. For a fraction of the produced isotopes

this impulse is sufficient to leave the target. The energy

is usually large enough to implant the ions over a depth

of at least a few hundreds of Angstroms. However, after

the target has been left, the recoil nuclei do not only

have an energy distribution but they also have an angular

distribution. For the production of the samples for the

nuclear orientation measurements in the convential refri-

gerators the actual angular distribution is not of very

great interest. Then only the most active circular parts

of the irradiated iron foils are cut out and the diameter

of the parts can easily be adjusted to the angular spreading

of the recoils. However, during the source production inside

the IBC (drawn in Fig. 2.1), part of the recoils is lost

for nuclear orientation because they pass through the hole

in the sample. The diameter of this hole, made to get rid

of the heat load of the a-beam, and the actual angular

distribution of the recoil nuclei determine the fraction

of the recoils that is lost. In order to be able to choose

71
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a suitable diameter for the hole in the sample, the angular

distribution of the recoil nuclei should be known. There-

fore, this distribution was measured for a few reactions

and some simplified theoretical calculations were done

to reproduce the experimental values. A precise calculation

turned out to be very cumbersome and likely not to be signi-

ficantly more precise than the one we have carried out.

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL RECOIL DISTRIBUTION

In order to determine the angular distributions of

recoil nuclei we have measured the angular distributions

for a few (a, xn) reactions on Pt. These measurements have

been done with the simple aluminium catcher illustrated

in Fig. 3.1. Here the a-beam, which is collimated to a

diameter of 1 mm, produces mercury isotopes in the natural

Pt foil through an (a, xn) reaction. The mercury ions pro-

duced in the last few thousand Rngstroms of the Pt foil

a

Ml 11

ïlïTnn
1cm

Vig. 3.7 Aluminum catckox fioti the. meMuuie.me.nt oh the. angut/VL KucaJUL

düAtfuhutlon. The. thLcknoMd oi the. vcuU-OUA ALLceA -U aho&zn

in &uch a. way that tkz inteAval dQ covexnd by thz -iticzi

•Li about 6°.
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(2 ym) have enough energy to leave the foil. The angular

distribution of these mercury ions can be determined by

measuring, the mercury activity implanted into the various

ring-shaped slices of the aluminium catcher after the

irradiation. Most of the rings cover an angle of

about 6 degrees and the mean angle of each ring has been

assumed as "the" angle of the ring. The inside face of

the catcher is a semi-sphere with its centre at the place

where the a-beam hits the Pt foil. Hence the distance of

the Pt foil to each part of all the rings is equal. The

last Al slice which covers the angles 0 - 6.5° is an

aluminium foil with a thickness of 20 \im. In Fig. 3.2

the results of the measurements are given for two different

beam energies, 45 and 65 MeV. At these energies the (a, 3n)

and (a, 5n) reactions are the most important. For the

(a, 3n) reaction only the ^Ig activity was measured

(by means of the 261.75 keV gamma line of Au) while

in the (a, 5n) case both the 195ItlHg and the 193mHg were

observed (the latter by means of the 257.97 keV gamma

transition). The given intensity 1(6) is the total activity

collected per ring (I(6)d6 divided by the angular region

d6 covered by the ring. All three distributions are almost

equal with a maximum yield at about 10° and with a large

tail to about 60°. The first conclusion we can draw from

these pictures is that the distribution is not very

sensitive to the projectile energy or to the reaction.

In the mAuFe experiment in the IBC we used a target-

sample distance of 4 mm and a hole in the sample of 4 mm

diameter. If we assume the same angular distribution for the

(a, 7n) reaction used in that case, all recoils with angles

larger than about 25° are implanted in the sample. This

corresponds to 40% of the 191mHg nuclei recoiled out of the

platinum target. We recall that the nuclei, which are not

caught by the nuclear orientation foil, are deposited into

another foil. The latter can be removed before the NO

experiment is started.
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3.3 THEORETICAL OISTRIBUTIONS

In order to understand the measured angular distributions

we have tried to reproduce these distributions with a simple

model. Very little work has been done up to now to calculate

these kind of recoil distributions. Conlon (Con 80a,b) per-

formed some calculations for very simple cases but the

straggling in the target was not taken into account. This

is not likely to be a reasonable assumption. We will, there-

fore evaluate a simple model from first principles in

order to describe the recoil implantation process in a

simple way.

3.3.1 Reaction

We will start with a very simple reaction like

A(a,fa)B (3.1)

h -

in which A is the target nucleus, <z is the projectile and

8 is the recoiling nucleus. These symbols A, 8, a and 6 also

represent the masses in atomic mass units. For these kind

of reactions we can easily calculate the reaction kine-

matics (see Fig. 3.3). The result is a maximum value 8 for
c

6j_, the angle relative to the projectile path, at which

the recoil nucleus B flies away after the reaction (in the

laboratory frame). This critical angle is derived in the

non-relativistic treatment of the reaction and is given by

(3.2)

I where Q is the reaction energy given by (A+<z-B-b)c2 and Ea
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ft Vlg. 3.3 Schzmatic

to the. ccntte.

A(a,b)B. The. 6ymbo&&

iko. moo*

I
.̂r

1.

the kinetic energy of the projectile in the laboratory frame.

The yield at each angle 0, can be calculated if one assumes

equal probabilities for each value of the angle $ that is an

isotropical distribution in the centre of the mass system

(see Fig. 3.3). This yield F(0,) together with the energy

ET,(9I,) of the recoil nuclei 6 at this angle 8. is given by
UK. K

1-2q+p+2st(p-q)

-q+p+st(p-q)*

and E(9k) =
aBE

(a+A)
s+t(p-q)

with p

q
s

= sm" 6j

= sin2 e(
= cos 6,

(3.3)

(3.4)

and t = +1 and -1 for forward and backward angles (j> (in the
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I
centre of the mass system) respectively (t = +1 if

<(> < 90 + 6 ) . In Fig. 3.4 examples of this calculated yield

are shown. The recoil energy for various reactions, cal-

culated with the aid of eq. 3.4 is shown in Fig. 3.5. For

these curves it is assumed that a is an alpha particle

and fa a particle with x neutrons. In a following part of

this chapter we will remove this restriction.

F(*K)

<t»90°+-&c

•l?'Pt(a,7n)l91Hg

Fig. 3.4 AnguZaA di&ttuJbutLon o&

the. fizcoil B fax the.

A(a,6)B ttmctlon. Tfce

iaatteJiing AM the. target

Fig. 3.5 The. daJLculaXed zneAgy dJLdtfii.

button oi the. KecoULA AM a
19liPtla,m)19B~xHg /LexLctio

that the. neu-
•u not taken into account.

it ls>
thorn fanm one. patvtLcle..

-f

4
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3.3.2 TafiQut thlcknoM e^ectó '\

If the reaction 3.1 takes place in vacuum (projectile £

a hits nucleus A which is not embedded in a lattice) and f

only one particle b emerges, expression 3.3 gives the -n

expected theoretical recoil distribution. However, since >;';'

targets can rarely be treated as separated nuclei in vacuum f

(except for gas targets) we should take the multiple {

scattering and straggling effects inside the target material j'

into account. For recoil nuclei produced in the last few f

Angstroms of the target, these effects can be neglected but "̂

nuclei produced in deeper layers of the target require 1

target thickness corrections. For these corrections we will I
S

use the figures 3.6a and b in which the mean range <xo> and
2 i

the transverse straggling <yo> are given for the 195Hg

distribution implanted in platinum as a useful case for this

thesis (Win 75). We have fitted the calculated profiles,

which have been proved to describe the actual situation with-

in a few percent, with the empirical expressions

<xo> = eE0 (3.5)

and <yo>* = a<xo> + n<xo>
2 (3.6)

I

with e = 595 &/MeV H

a = 0.433 I

n = -3.7 x 1O~6 Br1 Ü

In first order approximation the distribution over the

transverse y-direction of the implanted atoms can be des-

cribed by a gaussian function g(y) = exp(-yz/2a2) in which f

°2 = <Y2>/4 (Win 75). The indices ° in expressions 3.5 I

and 3.6 indicate that these parameters describe the situ- \
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ation with the nuclei in their final position; that is the

distribution of the recoils after they have come at rest

inside the foil. However, in our experiment we have to

consider the case in which the produced atoms leave the

target before they have reached zero velocity. Hence we are

interested in the velocity direction distribution of the

recoil nuclei which emerge from the target. We will make

the following assumptions:

1. It is assumed that at each position x the distribution

of the recoils in the transverse y-direction (see Fig.

3.7) can be described by a gaussian function

?4
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Fig. 3.7 Scfiemottc view o& the. e^ecté o<l £te AtAaggtLng oh thi

in the. taAget. The ntcolt B hcu> a veZo&ity vnctoti at position

? wklch make* cm angle. i|» with. lt& onA.gi.naZ velocity.

g(y) = exp(-yz/2a2) in which a2 is a function of x.
2. The scattering process may be seen as a continuous process:

the changes in path direction of the recoils are small
and the path is a continuous function of x.

3. The velocity direction of a recoil nucleus at position
(x,y) is given by the vector which connects the two
points (x,y) and (x+dx, y+dy) where dy is determined by

g(y) = g(y+dy) (3.7)

x x+dx

Here g(y) is the probability distribution function for

the y-direction. This implies for instance that the path

of a recoil at position (x,y) with y = <y2>* is described

by the function

<y2 = h(x) (3.8)
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where formula 3.6 describes h(x) for the final position

at x = <xo> with the nuclei at rest. In general the path

of the nuclei is given by g(y) = constant (equal proba-

bility lines).

Hence the velocity distribution of the recoils is a

function of the position of the recoils relative to their

entrance in the lattice (in fact the place of production in

the lattice). This function is determined by the x-dependence

of <y2>* thus by relation 3.8. We will describe this place

dependency with an angle <f> that the position vector of the

recoil makes with the incident implantation direction

(Fig. 3.7). The two boundary conditions for the angle <j>' are

and

2 i
tg<t>' = <yo>V<xo> =

= 0 .

a + neEB for x = <xo>
(3.10)

ï
Ui

It can be derived that the only physically acceptable solution

for each position x is given by

(3.11)

and the probability to find an implanted atom at coordinate

x under a certain angle * with the incident direction is

l

= g(y) = exp(-x2tg2(|)/i(axz/eEB+rix3/eEB) 2) (3.12)

This function g(c|>) gives the position probability of the

recoils but not the velocity direction angle ty at which the

recoil flies at position (x,<j>) . However, that is the
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essential parameter for the angular recoil distribution at

the end of the target. Hence we should find the probability

K(if)) that the recoil has a velocity vector which makes an

angle ty at position x with the incident direction.

Now we will consider two possibilities. As a first possi-

bility we assume for the sake of simplicity that the angle <J/ at

which the recoil has its velocity relative to the incident

direction is the same as the angle <f> describing the position

of the recoil. Moreover, we will take for the function

h(x) the very simplified form

h(x) = ax (3.13)

which assumes a straight line for Fig. 3.6b. If we make

these assumptions we are able to derive an analytical formula

for the angular distribution of the recoils. These assumptions

lead to the straight paths of the recoils drawn in Fig.

3.8a and it is trivial that the second assumption in 3.10

(4> (x=0) = 0) is not fullfilled in this case. However, for

this simple situation we can deduce a very simple velocity

direction distribution given by

= exp(-tg2tjj/iaz) (3.14)

If

In fact Ki (IJJ) = g(cf>) of expression 3.12 adjusted to the

mentioned assumptions. Kx (ip) gives the probability that the

recoil has a velocity which makes an angle if/ with the

incident reccx! direction. The simplicity lies in the fact

that Ki (IJJ) is independent of x; that means independent of

the energy of the recoil.

The second possibility is the following. If the second

restriction of 3.10 should also be fullfilled (which is
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F-tg. 3.S The. cu>&ume.d path* o& the. h.e.coMA in the. calcuZatLon&:

[Tig. 3.Sa) in caóe Ki(41) <Lt> oierf and cotved

3.8b) ii the. &uncZLon K2W -C6

physically realistic) then one has to deal with expression

3.12. In that case it can be derived that the real angle

4) (see Fig. 3.8b) is given by

(3.15)

with the known values for a and n. For the acceptable region

of x (less than a few thousands of Angstroms) this expression

can be approximated by

where the error in the factor 2 is less than a percent. In

this way we find the more accurate formula (compared with
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•I
3.14) for K(4>) '1

K2 W = exp(-tg2t|//4(ax/eEB+nx
2/£EB)

2) (3.17)

With the functions Ki and K2 we are now able to describe

the probabilities of finding a recoil nucleus at a distance

x from its production position in the lattice with a

velocity direction which makes an angle t̂  with the incident

velocity vector. Function Kx is a very rough estimate

while function K2 is much more complicated but closer

to the actual physical situation.

3.3.3 Multiple. ne.utA.on

So far we have only considered simple reactions in

which one light particle b is emitted. What will be the

influence on the angular distribution of the recoil nucleus

B if several nucleons are emitted as for instance in

(a, xn) reactions. If one assumes that the neutrons are

emitted by the compound nucleus in an isotropic way (iso-

tropic neutron evaporation) in the centre of mass system

the influence on the angular distribution is very simple to

evaluate. The only change in Fig. 3.3 is the impulse of

particle fa. In the one nucleon case we had only one possible

value for the impulse of b whereas now we have several

neutrons emitted in an isotropical way. Consequently the

total impulse of the neutrons has values between zero and

the value given for the one particle case (particle b has

mass xn). The only effect is that we do not have one

value for 8 but we should consider all values between 0

and 9 where 9 is the critical angle in case the neutrons

are emitted in the same direction as if one particle of mass

xn is evaporated from the compound nucleus. The probability

P(6c) depends on the neutron evaporation process.
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The energy distribution as well as the angular distri-

bution of the neutrons is important in calculating the vector

sum of the impulse taken away by the neutrons. For the angular

distribution of the neutrons we will assume for the moment

that this is an isotropical distribution, that means we

assume that the neutrons are evaporated from the surface with

equal probability for all directions. The energy distribution

of the neutrons can be described by using the concept of a

nuclear temperature. The nuclear temperature (which will be

expressed in MeV) is defined by

I = A in W(E) (3.18)

where W(E) is the level density of the nucleus at excitation

energy E (Bla 79). That is,the level density follows the

exponential law

W(E) = •= exp[(E-E0)/Tl (3.19)

It can be derived (Bla 79) that the energy spectrum of the '%

emitted neutrons can be given in first order approximation by ;|

N(En) = C E n exp(-En/T) (3.20)

-'•'i

This corresponds to the "Maxwell" energy distribution of |

molecules evaporated from a surface at temperature T. Thus S

in order to calculate the energy distribution N(E) of the |

neutrons we need to know the nuclear temperature and hence ^

the level density W(E) . Gilbert and Cameron (Gil 65) found ,;|

that for low excitation energy (a few MeV) the level density %
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can indeed be described by the exponential law

1 exp[(E-Eo)/T] (3.21)W(E) = 1 exp

where Eo is the energy of the first excited state of the

nucleus and T is the constant nuclear temperature for the

considered energy interval (Eo, E). Wieclawik et at. (Wie 76)

measured the level densities for several Pt, Au and Hg iso-

topes and deduced a constant temperature T ^ 0.73 MeV for

all these nuclides in the low energy region.

For higher excitation energies, which occur in (a,xn)

5.; reactions, the nuclear temperature is no longer constant.

%v Gilbert and Cameron (Gil 65) defined a more complicated

£ W(E) for higher energies. The result for the nuclear tem-

«> perature is

I 1 - <§)* - è <3-22>

Here the excitation energy U is related to the total

excitation energy E and the pairing energies P(N) and P(Z)

by Ü = E-P(N) - P(Z) with P(N) = 0 for odd-N and P(Z) = 0

for odd-Z nuclei. The values for P(N) and P(Z) are tabulated

in the article by Gilbert and Cameron (Gil 65). The result

for P is about 0.87 MeV for the odd-A mercury isotopes and

about 1.7 MeV for the even-A isotopes in that region. The

constant a. in expression 3.21 is the level density parameter

which has a value a ^ 20 MeV~ for the mercury isotopes

(Wie 76) .

With the mentioned expressions we can now calculate

f| the impulse distribution of the neutrons and hence the

|ï p(9c^ distribution. The beam energy together with the known

II Q-values of the reactions and the pairing energies P give

If: the excitation energy U. With expression 3.21 the nuclear

§(
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temperatures can be calculated and eq. 3.19 yields the neutron

energy distribution. The energy distribution of the secondly

evaporated neutron is determined by the nuclear temperature

T which depends also on the energy taken away by the first

neutron and so on. If we assume isotropical emission of

the neutrons, the energy distribution of the neutrons and

the amplitude of the total impulse of the neutrons in the

centre of the mass system is given in Fig. 3.9.

The total neutron impulse is expressed as the fraction of

the impulse that would occur if all the neutrons fly in

the same direction with the same speed: particle fa in

expression 3.1 would consist of x neutrons. One can easily

see that the mean total impulse is about one third of its

maximum possible value (Fig. 3.9c). The higher the number

of evaporated neutrons, the larger the reduction of the

total neutron impulse vector is. The main consequence of

this effect is that the mean critical angle 6 is about
c

the same (̂  12°) for all (a,xn) reactions: independent of

the number x. of evaporated neutrons. The increase of 6

with increasing number of emitted neutrons (6 =34° for

(a,3n) and 49° for the (a,7n) reaction on 191(Pt) is

partly cancelled by this neutron impulse effect. With the

neutron impulse distribution of Fig. 3.9 we can easily

calculate the probability distribution P(9 ).
c

3 . 4 THEORETICAL RESULTS

3 . 4 . 1 Simple. 4>ccutteA<ing approximation: Ki(i^)

First of all we will evaluate the most simple case.

Here we will accept the simple velocity distribution Ki(^)

of eq. 3.14 for the scattering of the recoil nucleus in

the target. Then we have the distribution F(Gk) of

expression 3.3 which gives the probability that the recoil

nucleus B starts its path through the target (after its

production) with an angle 9k relative to the beam. Knowing

this, the distribution Ki (\p) gives the probability that the
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velocity of the recoil is changed over an angle ty with

its original direction. The number of recoils emitted between

the cone angles 6 and 6 + d6 relative to the incident

a-beam can be described by

CO
x 0 2ir 2tr

i(6) . de = Co ƒ ƒ j ƒ p(e )sin8sinevm(x,ec,e,e )
ec=o x=o B=O

* KiWF(ek,ec)dekd&dxdecde (3.22)

with i|/ = arccos[cos8, cos6 + sine, sin8 cosB]

Here F (6.) is given by eq. 3.3 and Ki (i|/) by eq. 3.14. The

angle 3 is explained in Fig. 3.10. The probability of each

possible value of e between 0 and 6 due to the neutron

evaporation process (as discussed in 3.3.3) is represented

by P(8 ). The function m has only two values 0 or 1, depending

place of production
in target

3.10 Schematic vim

Tfee anglz 3 -co

the. AcatteAing ofi the. KicoiJL in the. ta/igeX.

by thit>
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on the fact whether the recoil, produced at a distance x from

the backside of the target, has enough energy to leave the

target. If this energy is too low m = 0. The integral has

been calculated numerically for some cases with the Perkin

Elmer computer of the General Physics Laboratory. Although

the integrand is a very cumbersome function (F(8k) approaches

infinity when 8. = B ) it is possible to do one integration

with an accuracy of less than 0.1% within about one hour.

In Fig. 3.11 the result (solid line) of the calculation

with this model is given. The probability distribution P(6 )

II

PUI
— calculation with Ki
— calculation with

0 10° 20° 30" 40° 50° „ 60°
•ft

F-cg. 3 . I I CompcLnL&on faeiweem taZcuJLatdd and

ion tkz 1S[iPt[a,3n)19SHg

angulafi dlitnlbiition

was calculated with the nuclear temperature model described

in section 3.3.3 and it can be derived from the total neutron

impulse given in Fig. 3.9. The agreement of the calculated

angular distribution of the recoils and the experimental

values is quite good, especially if one realizes that this

is a very simple model. The only parameter that can be

adjusted in the theory is the normalization constant Co in

eq. 3.22 The agreement between theory and experiment is

rather poor for the higher angles: there the experimental
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values are larger than the theoretical ones. The reason for

this could be that we assumed ty = <j> in eq. 3.14 while the

more accurate relation between ^ and <j) is given by eq. 3.15.

In this approach small scattering angles have a probability

which is too high compared to large angles.

1
§

I 3.4.2 VeJLocyUty di*>Vdhution function K2W -\

•• In order to avoid the disadvantages of Ki (t|i) mentioned |

in the preceding section we should use the velocity dis- v

tribution function K2(t) given by expression eq. 3.17. 3

Then the velocity angle if) is no longer the same as the

angle describing the position of the recoil relative to £

the incident recoil velocity. Besides that, the velocity vector i

does not have its origin at the place where the recoil ,f>

': is produced. Consequently, it is no longer possible to -4

0. - describe the recoil angular distribution with an integral 4

:. like the one given by eq. 3.22. Therefore, a Monte-Carlo

- type computer program has been used in order to be able

to calculate the theoretical recoil distribution making

" use of the velocity distribution K2(^). First the total

I neutron impulse is calculated according to the nuclear

f; temperature description given in section 3.3.3. With the

; total neutron impulse the energy and initial direction

of the recoil nucleus are also known. The function K2 (I|J)

governs the deflection of the recoil velocity due to

; scattering. The inital energy of the recoil and its path

in the lattice determine whether or not the recoil is able

to leave the target.

}; In Fig. 3.11 the result of such a calculation is
'?•

; shown for the (a,3n) reaction on Pt (dashed curve). Although

the yield for large angles is somewhat higher compared with

J> the calculation with Ki (]>) , it is still too small to fit

£ the experimental data for these angles.

ii The theoretical curves are almost identical for all

|: (a,xn) reactions due to the effect of the decreasing neutron
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ff

1

k
impulse with increasing number of evaporated neutrons. This

same effect has also been observed experimentally.

In recent papers (Gav 81 and Voi 82) a forward peaked

neutron contribution is observed in neutron spectra

associated with a high temperature. These forward peaked

neutron yields in ( 2' 3C,xn) and (a,xn) reactions were

assumed to be associated with non-equilibrium neutron

emission. The same features may occur in our case. There-

'- fore, we have also calculated the recoil angular distribution

I assuming that the first evaporated neutron is emitted at
;; and angle of 0° with respect to the a-beam direction.
; No significant difference was found and hence we conclude

^ that this featrue is not very important for the angular

distribution of the recoils.

|; The discrepancies for the higher angles may be caused

- by low energy recoils leaving the target. If the energy

r- of the recoils is less than several keV the scattering

I process is no longer correctly described by the assumptions

|̂  in section 3.3.2. Especially the assumption that the velocity

| of the recoil is changed conti -«uously rather than in dis-

'l, crete steps becomes dubious. However, to correct for this

s. effect a much more detailed description of the scattering

k-. process of the recoils in the target would be required.

i This is felt to be outside the scope of this thesis.
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CHAPTER IV

NUCLEAR ORIENTATION OF THE 11/2" ISOMERS I N
 1S1-193> 195> 1 9 7 AU

4 . 1 INTKOyUCTZÖN

In th is chapter nuclear orientation experiments con-

cerning lx/2~ isomers of odd-A gold isotopes will be described

These lx/z~ states are expected to be proton states in the

shell model. Following the shell model description, the

proton s ta tes

g 7 / 2 , d5 /2 ,

will be filled between Z = 50 and Z = 82. In the odd-A gold

isotopes isomeric spates occur. They are assvimed to be

related with a deeply lying (TT h11/z) proton state. Since

little mixing can occur, these states are likely to be

rather pure. These isomers were first found for 197Au,
195Au and 193Au (Gil 54, Jol 55) but later also other

odd-A gold isotopes proved to have the same kind of

isomeric states (e.g. 191Au: Beu 71). Due to a great

amount of experimental work related to conversion electron

spectra, y~Y and y-ce coincidences, in-beam spectroscopy,

Coulomb excitation and reaction experiments like

(3He, d) the level schemes of several odd-A isotopes had

become well known. In Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.1 the most

important knowledge (related to this chapter) of the four

""I
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Table. 4.1 Some. pfiopeJitLeA OJJ the. odd-A wwmJiy gold-dzcay. The. &ymboli>

axe. zx.plaine.d In Ecg. 4.1.

191 193 195 197

IÏ
IÏ
IÏ
IÏ
lï

T i ( 3 >

EY2

ET a

ETÜ

R e f .

('Va >
(3/a")

("/a")

(Va")
(Va")
Va"

11.1

252.6

266.2

50.8 m

49 m

0.92 s

13.7

241.4

252.6

11.1

E3

E2

0.9(3)

-

0%

0.138(7)

Beu 71,Gon 79

Tjo 74,Zga 75

'Va"
Va"

('Va")
(Va")
(Va")
Va"

38.22

257.97

290.2

11.8 hr

3,80 hr

3.9 s

32.2

219.75

257.97

38.22

E3

E2

0.52(i2)

0.56(*)

8%

0.140(7)

Bru 55a,b

Bru 58,Fis 55

Fog 70,Gil 54

Gon 79,Tjo 74

Vie 78a,b

Zga 75

'Va"
Va"

il , -
/2

Va"
Va"
Va"

61.41

261.77

318.60

41.6 hr

9.9 hr

30.5 s

56.80

200.38

261.75

61.46

E3

Ea

0.51(1)

0.45(1)

54.2%

0.147

Bru 55b

Bru 58,Can 70

Fis 55,Fog 70

Gil 54,Gon 79

Tjo 74,

Vie 78a,b

Zga 75

1 3 / a "

Va"
'Va"
Va"
Va"
Va"

77.35 keV

279.0 keV

409.2 keV

23.8 hr

64.14 hr

7.8 s

130.2 keV

201.8 keV

279.0 keV

77.35 keV

E3

E2

-0.40(4)M1/E2

-0.35(l)M1/E2

93%

0.145746(9)M

Bav 71,Bol 79

Fis 55,Gil 54

Gon 79,Mun 78

Sme 66,

Vie 78a,b
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\ C7.IT

'i

T, / 2(2) ';|

Hg

1? 1 "3 T,„(3)
V ' Ej

Ei

^ 0
Au

Fig. 4.1 Sc.hzmatic.aZ dnminQ oi the. xelzvant pasitA ofi thz odd-A gold

and mejicjuJtu le.vo.1 &chmeA. The. value* o& the. u&e.d &ymbolA |

can be. found in Table. 4.1. |

i studied gold isotopes is summarized. All the mentioned |

t values are taken from the most recent Nuclear Data Sheets :»

? tables (191Au: Bro 80, 193Au: Shi 81, 195Au: Har 78a and ,|
197Au: Har 81) while for each isotope the most important ;

•: references are listed at the bottom of Table 4.1. Only ']

M the energy levels up to the lx/2~ isomeric states have been ';f
"- 'i
}. given because only that part of the level scheme is |
i "S
| studied in this chapter. The isomeric gold states are §
;• populated via the neighbouring mercury isotopes. These |

'C"i

odd-A mercury isotopes also possess isomeric levels which $

: are important in the feeding of the lx/z states in gold. ;

; When the mercury nuclei are produced for instance with j

'•: (a, xn) reactions on Pt, most nuclei will be found in the j

| high spin isomeric state (I = 13/2 ) instead of the low §

| spin ground state of mercury (I = 1/2~ or
 3 / 2 ~ ) . For the |

;• production of the isomeric gold states the internal jf

I transition fraction c of the mercury isomers is very im- f

I" portant. The reason is that the high spin states of j

mercury will decay mainly via the /2 state in the |
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corresponding gold nucleus, while the low spin ground state

will decay to low spin states of gold and consequently con-

tribute almost nothing to the population of the isomeric

gold state.

It is clear from Table 4.1 that the level schemes of

the four isotopes are very similar, at least for the given

lower energy parts. The changes between two subsequent

isotopes are small and most properties given in Table 4.1

change smoothly. However, for the lower mass nuclei the

spin assignments are still uncertain because they are

mainly based on arguments of systematics of the higher

mass isotopes. Moreover, the magnetic moments of all the
1 1/ 2~ states were not known at the start of this thesis work.

A measurement of these magnetic moments can provide useful

information about the following subjects:

1 . Configuration mixing.

The influence of the neutron number on the (IT hlx/2)

magnetic moment is immediately found through the magnetic

moments of these states while the core polarization effect

of the additional protons can be analyzed taking into
1 9 l m

account the known magnetic moment of Ir, which has

two protons less than Au (Esk 71).

2. Additivity.

As the magnetic moments of the 12 isomeric states in

i96,i98,2ooAu (Configuration \-nh
11/2~, vi

1 3/z + >12~,

(Bac 73)) and of the neighbouring odd-A Hg isotopes

(Rei 73) are known,the additivity relation for the

magnetic moments can be tested.

The aim of the present experiments is to determine

the magnetic moments of the 1X/2~ states and, if possible,

to remove the uncertainties about the spin assignments

of the lower mass nuclei and determine the mixing ratios

more accurately. Hence experiments were done to measure

the NMR/ON resonances of the 1 2/ 2~ isomers, the nuclear

spin-lattice relaxation time and the angular distribution

of the emitted gamma-radiation as a function of temperature.
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4.2 NMR-0N ON OW-A G0LV NUCLEI

To determine the splitting between successive hyper-

fine levels uB/hl (the splitting will be expressed in MHz)

we have tried to measure the resonances of the 11/2 states

in all the four isotopes which were mentioned except for

the 1 9 1 mAu case. This isotope is fed from 9 mHg with a

half life of only 51 minutes, which is too short to perform

an NMR-ON measurement. For mAu and mAu we succeeded in

finding the resonance, but for the 197Au isomer no resonance

could be observed. This failure of finding a resonance is

probably caused by insufficient statistics which is a result

of the practical impossibility to obtain enough 9 mAu

activity because only 7% of the produced mHg activity

decays via the gold isomeric state (see Table 4.1). In the

case of the two isotopes for which the resonances were

observed, the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation times were also

measured.

4 . 2 . 1 ExpeMMn&ntcit cLHfiange.me.wt

The 9 3 mHgFe and 13 "hïgFe sources were produced with

a 45 MeV (2.5 vA, 17 yAhr) respectively 65 MeV (4 yA, 48 pAhr)

alpha beam on natural platinum foils. The cross section for

the reaction in which the ground states of the mercury

isotopes were produced is much smaller since the high

spin states are favoured in the reaction and subsequent

decay. The mercury activity was recoil implanted in Pe-foils

of about 1 ym thickness. After the irradiation the foils

were annealed for about 15 minutes at 500 °C in a vacuum f

less than 10~ Torr. These foils were mounted in the glass -i

cryostat following the procedure as described in section if

2.5. .1
'<'4

First several experiments were done with unannealed '£
• ••'•&

sources but resonances were not found. This is probably ;.yj
the result of a very large inhomogeneous linewidth due to #1

1
H
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radiation damage in the foil. Because it is known that

mercury is insoluble in iron (Han 58) it is not expected

that annealing will improve the site occupation of the

mercury atoms in the iron lattice. Not only the radiation

damage will be removed by annealing but the mercury atoms

will also diffuse out of the sample (the saturated vapour

pressure of mercury at 550 °C is about 25 atm) or they will

precipitate in the iron which will reduce the effective

hyperfine field enormously. Indeed the Hg activity partially

diffused out of the iron foils (about 40%) during the

annealing and the remaining activity showed an anisotropy

which was reduced with a factor of about 0.6 compared with

unannealed samples. This last feature can be a result of ;

precipitation of the activity at the surface or in the iron :

itself. On the other hand the rest of the mercury atoms I

obviously occupied a substitutional site in the lattice ]

with no radiation damage in the nearest environment, \

because after the annealing the resonances were easily ]

found with quite small linewidths. \

The samples were mounted in the glass cryostat and ;

cooled down to a temperature of about 30 mK in less than
•

10 hours after the end of the irradiations at the cyclo- j
1tron. During the NMR-ON measurements there was a tempera- -1

ture rise to about 38 mK due to eddy current heating of the |

rf field. These temperatures were determined by means of I

the anisotropy of the 58Co activity in the iron foils. |
'I

The spectra of two Ge(Li) detectors (115 cc and 95 cc) J
placed along the 0° and 180° directions were accumulated |

with the electronic equipment described in section 2.6. J

Possible temperature effects due to variations in the rf I

I
power with varying frequency were taken into account by I

alternatingly switching the frequency modulation on and |

off (FM-on and FM-off). Counting rate variations due to i
f

temperature effects will appear in both spectra while the I

real NMR-ON resonances show up only in the FM-on part j

of the NMR-spectrum. I
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For the spin-lattice relaxation time measurements Lhe

gamma-anisotropy was measured at a fixed frequency as a

function of time and in condition FM-on and FM-off. Here

the windows were not set digitally but single channel

analyzers were used. The reason is that the ND 812 computer

was not fast enough to compute peak areas each 0.01 second,

which was the time between two channel advance pulses.

4.2.2
195m

A. AuFe

Fig. 4.2 illustrates an NMR-ON spectrum of the 261.75 keV

line of 95mAuFe for B . = 0.036 Tesla, a frequency step Av

of 0.16 MHz/ch, a dwell time At at each channel of 4 seconds,

a peak-paak deviation of the frequency ApM = 2 MHz and a

modulation frequency of 100 Hz. Two successively measured

I
f;
i'
£.f;
'§'

si

300000-

N Y (0*I

29OOGO -

280000
V0(MHz) 990

F-cg. 4.2 WMR-ÖW tizionxncn oh 195mAuFe ion B ^ = 0.036 Tula.

Tkz bhom. ^zquzncy dzprndtnce. o& tkz 0° intOMAity 0(J the.

261.75 feel/ tinz hcu> aJüizady be.e.n co/t/iected ion counting

vcuüatlovU) due to tnxpimvtuKz

I
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'4- spectra with opposite sweep directions were always added ,!

g* to avoid a shift of the resonance due to the sweep direction.

;:y Such a shift has been measured in cases where the spin-

f. • lattice relaxation time is not negligible compared with the

\-r] time interval during which the resonance is passed (Leu 80) ,

jE; i.e. if the condition T1 << (At/Av)T is not fulfilled. In

§j:, this relation I' is the FWHM of the resonance line and Ti

•El, the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time. In our experiments

no difference could be found m the centre frequencies for

the different sweep directions. In Fig. 4.2 the solid

fej, line through the data points is a least-squares fit to

jpji a Gaussian line shape on a linear background. No asymmetric :

IjV line shape (caused by a quadrupple interaction) was ob-
j p •' J '

!;•; served. In this way the centre frequency of the resonance

t^ was measured for different values of the externally

|?'. applied field; the results are shown in Fig. 4.3. The

j§ resonance amplitude decreases drastically with increasing ;

magnetic field. This effect, which results in much larger i

error bars in the centre frequencies for higher applied :

fields, is caused by the decreasing enhancement factor for !

the rf field with increasing static applied field. A least ƒ

£;'" squares fit of the points of Fig. 4.3 to a straight line )

•i' yields I

tk _ '-1
f v° ( Bext = 0) = 980.11(8) MHz 1

t and -j--p— = -8.3(9) MHz/Tesla |
$•• e x t '4

$- The FWHM of the resonance was 3.61(6) MHz for vFM = 2 MHz |

and 3.33(32) MHz for vFM =0.5 MHz. These values differ J

somewhat from the values obtained by Hagn nJt at. (Hag 81) |

|& who measured v0(B . = 0) = 980.38(11) MHz and FWHM of I

g, 5 MHz. The difference in vQ is not well understood because î

0 the source preparations were almost identical in both ?l

M ;i
-̂. - ,4Ü
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t 1

980

(MHz)

979

978

Q 7 7

\

-

195mAu Fe

\

i . . i

0.1 0.2 0.3
Bext(Tesla)

•I

ü

UQ. 4.3 The. cen#te ifie.qae.ncij ai the. xuonancz oi 195mAafe a6 a function

ai the. oxtwaaJULy apptC&d 1II

experiments. However, it may be due to a small shift of the

resonance frequency as a result of a small quadrupole

interaction- This shift depends on m which is temperature

dependent (see chapter I). Hence the resonance given

by Hagn at aZ. (measured at about 10 mK) could be shifted

more than our line, measured at about"38 mK (see also

4.2.3.A). Relaxation times have been measured for this

resonance at constant frequencies depending on the applied

magnetic field. In Fig 4.4 a time spectrum of the gamma-

1
3
I



Fig. 4.4 Relaxation 4>pe.c£num o& X J" AUFJL: the. counting hate, o^ the.

261.74 feel/ Line. veAAtii time.. The. FM modulation -có ON

t < 2.56 -iec and OFF ^ f > 2.56 t>zc.
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anisotropy of the 261.75 keV line is shown in the conditions

FM-on and FM-off. Assuming a single exponential decay of

the gamma anisotropy to the thermal equilibrium value (as

explained in section 1.5.5) the corresponding relaxation

time constant T^is found to be less than one second which

is small compared to the life time of the ia/2~ state

of 195Au (30 sec). This indicates an almost complete

orientation of the isomeric state ll/2~ which is

important for the following NO measurements. The relaxation

times measured for the different values of the externally

applied field are summarized in Fig. 4.5.

T((sec)

0.20h

0.10-

¥lg. 4.5 The. t><inglz-Q.xponzwtial ipln-latticz KdLa.xati.on time. T[ me.ca,wtzd

&OK vaxiouA mgneAxc faioJid
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W

193XtlAuFe a resonance was found, using the
B. "'"We

Also for

anisotropy of the 257.97 keV gamma-transition. In Fig. 4.6

the result is shown for B e x t = 0.036 Tesla, using a

frequency step Av of 0.16 MHz/ch, a dwell time At of

each channel of 4 seconds, AFM = 2 MHz and a modulation

frequency of 100 Hz. In the same way as was done for the
l95mAuFe case the resonance frequency was measured as a

function of the externally applied field (see Fig. 4.7).

A least-squares fit of these points gives as a result

:

m
if

and

V (B . = 0) = 979.47(16) MHz
0 6Xu

= -6.9(14) MHz/Tesla
ext

I

I
I?'

The measured FWHM of the resonance was 3.66(10) MHz and

3.46(51) MHz for vFM = 2 and 0.5 MHz respectively. The

measured resonance frequency for Au differs less than

0.1% from the Au case which implies that both magnetic

moments are equal within 0.1%.

For this resonance we also performed a relaxation time.

measurement. However, a problem here was the relatively small

energy difference between the most important 193Au and
195Au gamma ray transitions (258 and 262 keV). Due to the

fact that we used natural Pt targets and since the

(a, xn) cross-sections are not very sensitive to the

energy of the projectile, both isotopes are produced

simultaneously. The ratio of the activities of the two

isotopes can be influenced by the energy of the a-beam.

By choosing the right energy it is possible to produce mainly
l93mHg and the gamma-intensity of the 262 keV (195mAu)

can be less than 10% of the 258 keV line (193ItlAu) at the

beginning of an experiment. After a few days the

Hg (11.8 hr) has almost completely disappeared while the
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195mHg (41.6) hr) is still present in the sample. For the spin- 4

lattice relaxation time measurements the energy windows were '•$

set with single channel analyzers which made it necessary to 3.

measure relaxation spectra in which the 258 and 262 keV gamm '\

gamma-lines are accumulated in the same time spectrum.

However, no difference was observed for the relaxation times

Tj during the course of the experiment in which the intensity ;

ratio I(258)/l(262) varies from about 10 to 0.01. Therefore

it is concluded that the relaxation times for the two gold

isotopes are the same which was to be expected because

these isomers have practically identical states and the

values for yB are the same (within 0.1%). ;

f 4 •2 •3

Y A. NMR-ON resonances

|; Although the electric quadrupole interaction was not

large enough to give a resonance structure that could be

resolved, a possible resonance displacement Avn(in *
 x/2)

H; should be taken into account for the determination of

ff v from the measured v (see expression 1.2 3). Since neither

f, the electric field gradient nor the electric quadrupole

|. moments of 9 3mAu and * 9 5mAu in Fe (which are probably

|i equal) are known, the value of vo has to be estimated.

I*. Assuming the ground state quadrupole moment of Au

i I71 = 3/2
 + ; Q = 0.547(16) b (Pow 74)) and x 9 9Au (Iïï= 3/2

 + )

p to be equal and taking v (199AuFe) = -1.82(8) MHz (Cal 76)

i:̂  the electric field gradient for gold in iron is found to

V. be eq. = -0.14(1) x io17 V/cm2. In the same way we can

U deduce from vQ(
198AuPe) = -1.68(16) MHz (Cal 75) and the

f ratio Q(199Au)/Q(19BAu) = +0.78(5) (Hag 81) a value for

f-V. the electric field gradient equal to eq = -0.09(1) x 1O 1 7 V/cm2

lij We will use the average value eq = -0.12(4) x 1 0 1 7 V / c m 2 ,

Ï3 the error being adjusted in such a way that both values

|' are included. With the estimate of Hagn oX al.x Q(19smAu) =

|:i +1.65(35) from the known quadrupole moments and B(E2) values
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& field

in this mass region (Hag 81), we find v(195AuFe) = -4.6(17) MHz

which yields a Av (in + l/z) = 0.58(23) MHz for our sample

temperature. Thus we can deduce

vM( 1 9 5AuFe) = 979.53(24) MHz

and vM(
133AuFel = 978.89(28) MHz

as the final result. The first value corresponds nicely to

the one found by Hagn at at. (Hag 81) .

For the hyperfine field experienced by the 1X/2 odd-A

gold isomers in iron we will accept the value deduced for

these states by Hagn &t aJL. (Hag 81) who derived a hyperfine

«:, B, -(AuFe) = -114.5(17) Tesla
m hf ~~
§

frequencies v we can derive

t£. fo r t h e xx/z i somer s . With t h e obse rved resonance

g(1 9 5 l UAu) = 1.122(17)

and g ( 1 9 3 m Au) = 1.121(17)

£i From the resonance shift with the external magnetic

|V: field we are able to deduce for the Knight shift para-

s|i meter (1 + K) (expressions 1.6 and 1.23) the values

If 0.96(11) and 0.81(16) for 193InAuFe and 195mAuFe respectively.

|; This gives a mean value -0.09(9) for K. Hagn found a value

I* K = -0.12(7) for the 9SmAuFe case. As has already been
'.s-'V L II "*•
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.1
mentioned in section 1.3.2 these large Knight shifts might vfl

be caused by quadrupole effects. Measurements on 19 2IrNi '?§

(Hag 8 0 ) , for which the quadrupole resonance could be ;|

resolved, showed that the relative amplitudes of the ••;;

quadrupole splitting resonances vary with the external field.

For unresolved spectra like the ones we have, an additional

shift (1 + X) is produced where the sign of X depends on

t|'. the sign of v . For 9 mIrNi and 1 9 2lrNi the positive signs

of the shifts are caused by a negative quadrupole splitting.

p? If we assume that a similar effect is responsible for

0 the shift of our resonances we would expect a positive

fe quadrupole splitting but this is in contradiction with the

H; experimental data. Even in the case of a positive J

|| quadrupole splitting the shift corresponding to the

f|! "Knight shift parameter" K ̂  -0.10 would correspond to a

shift of about 0.8 MHz/Tesla which is very large compared

?:*

with the subresonance splitting Avn estimated to be about

0.125 MHz. Hence the large negative Knight shift cannot

be due to unresolved quadrupole interaction. We will discuss

this point further in section 4.5.

B. Features of the relaxation measurements

In the experimental situation in which the relaxation

spectra were accumulated we have uB/IkT = 1.24. Taking the

discussion in section 1.5.5 as our starting point we would

expect to be in the low temperature limit (Bac 72a) :

T(u)

Below this temperature the relaxation time T^ approaches

a constant value T . For the 1 9 SAu isomer this temperature
(u) v

Tv^' has a value of 260 mK which proves that we are indeed

f:\; no



well below the low temperature limit. Hence we should have

' = T =1 y

kC
K (4.2)

where C„ is the Korringa constant. With relation 4.2 we

can calculate from the data in Fig. 4.5 the experimental

C as a function of the applied field (see Fig. 4.8). These
K
data can be well fitted by a simple model described by

Kazemi et at. (Kaz 81 and Kop 81). In this model the

relaxation rate is assumed to be the sum of two parts:

one part is taken field independent and the other proportional

to the squared enhancement factor n defined as n = B nf/(
B
e xt

+ B
a^

where the magneto crystalline anisotropy is in first approxi-

mation treated as an interaction with an anisotropy

%'••

I;

0.1 0.2
Bext(Tesla)

0.3

F-tg. 4.S Thz KofuU.nga. comtant C„ plotted <u> a. function ofi the.

magnetic ilztd. The. cuJvoe. -co a le.cu>t-6qu.a/ieA i-it OjJ the. data-

po-lntb to the. the.ofULtic.al expneAi»Lon 4 . 3 .
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field B . Kopp derived then for the Korringa constant (Kop 81)
cL

CK(Bext> " 1 +
q - 1

<Bext/Ba>

-l

(4.3)

Because we have too little points to fit all three variables

in a convincing way, we will adopt the values for q and B ,
191m a

obtained by Kopp (Kop 81), for the IrFe case. This can

be done without too much uncertainty because these two

parameters have roughly the same values for all systems

studied so far. Hence we will take q = 4.3 and B_ = 0.11
CL

Tesla and fit the C,,(OT) parameter to the data. The result

is CK(°°) = 91(9) msK. The obtained Korringa constants CR

may be compared with those founc1 fcr other gold isotopes implan-

ted in iron. However, before we make the comparison we should

correct the C 's for differences in the hyperfine splitting

YNB, f by multiplying the C 's with the second power of this

hyperfine splitting. Callaghan at at. (Cal 75) deduced a

value of Cv = 1.2(1) Ks for
 195mAuFe while Reid &t at. (Rei 67)

measured a value of C„ = 0.65(1) Ks for the same system.

These values correspond (after correction) to values of

C R = 84(7) msK and C = 46(1) msK respectively for the

AuFe case. Both measurements have been done in a field

of 0.2 Tesla but there is a large, not understood, difference.

We should compare these two C^-values with the value of

CR in Fig. 4.8 for a field of 0.2 Tesla which yields about

C R = 50(5) msK. Hence the value of Reid et aZ.

(measured with field-on/field-off) agrees with our value

of C R while the value found by Callaghan at at. (single

passage NMR-ON) is too high by a factor of two. The

obtained value Cv(
m) = 91(9j mKs differs not too much

from the value obtained with the empirical relation given

by Stone (Sto 81)

TXT (YNBnf) % constant (4.4)
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i where YMB,f is the Zeemann HFI splitting in MHz; the constant

•1 being about 5 x 10" Ks"1. Stone (Sto 71) has summarized a

number of known values of the product given by relation 4.4

which proves that the relation gives Tx within a factor two.

\ For the ll/z~ states with YNBhf ^ 980 MHz we find, using

Cv = T'T,a value CR = 52 msK which has to be compared with

the experimental value C„(°°) = 91(9) msK. The agreement is
1 poor but the difference is indeed less than a factor two.

We can also estimate the value of q from the data. For

B . = 0 we find Cv ^ 20 msK from Fig. 4.8 and with
6Xt K

expression 4.3 we deduce q = 2.6. When we accept this value

; we can derive from the data points a value C^t00) = 59(5) msK

which is in much better agreement with the calculated value

O, = 52 msK than the earlier found value (91 (9) msK) .

In any way, the short relaxation times i[ of the order

of a few tens of a second indicate that the orientation i
I '4

f. should have reached its maximum value very closely before '%

f the main part of the lz/z isomeric nuclei will decay to 1

I the ground states. For all four isomeric states in i|

f 191'193'195'197Au the condition T^ » T^ is valid if we 1

r assume that all four 11/2~ isomers have approximately the |

> same relaxation behaviour. However, although the effects h

are small, we should correct the anisotropies for the if

£ reduction effect of the relaxation time. If we assume i|

f that the anisotropy can be described by expression 1.17 J|
•• to which the time-dependent anisotropies have been fitted :>|

-is
ï (Fig. 4.4) we are able to calculate the mean anisotropy I

compared with the anisotropy in case T,/TJ = °°, that is if f
* i>

the relaxation effect can be neglected. The reduction ë
factor R of the anisotropy due to the relaxation process ?|
is given by I

I
W Q ) e f f JM-e"Xt)e-ytdt x '

R E W0(8)
 = T — = ÜÏÏ (4-5)

Je ̂  dt
o
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I
i
I;

in which

A = X and u =
In 2 (4.6)

and Wo(0) is the anisotropy if T.J is extremely small compared

with Ti, being the half life of the level. To give an

indication of how large this reduction factor can be in the

anisotropy measurements of the gold isomers, the computed

values for a relaxation time T^ = 0.20(1) sec (B

0.25 Tesla) have been listed in Table 4.2
e x t

Table. 4.2 AyUAotSLopy-Jizductlon {fl.ctQK R, calculated {on the. 1 1 / 2

-aomeA AtateA -in 191~197Au., ulith a &pln-lattLce. ne.lax.oublon

t u n e . T[ = O . Z O ( 7 )

Au
193m

Au
195m

Au
197,

111 .

Au

(sec) 0

0

.92(11)

.869(15)

3

0

.9(3)

.966(3)

30

0

.5(2)

.9955(2)

7

0

.8(1)

.982(1)

4.3 TEMPERATURE VEVEWEUT ANISOTRÖPV MEASUREMENTS ON THE lx/2'

ISOMERS OF 1 9 1 F 1 9 3 » 1 9 5 , 1 9 7 ;

For various reasons temperature dependenc measurements

of the gamma-ray anisotropy of the decay of the four odd-A

gold isomers were performed. The half life of mHg was too

short to do an NMR-ON experiment on 191InAu while several

attempts to find the resonance for Au were not very

successful. Hence the magnetic moments of these two

isomers could not be determined in that way and we had to use

another method: the measurement of the temperature dependent

angular distribution (TDAD) of the emitted gamma radiation.

TDAD experiments were also done for 193ItlAu and 195ItlAu in

order to obtain a rough estimate of the frequency region
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I
where a resonance search could be successful in the NMR-ON

measurements. Moreover, these measurements can be used to

check the other two isotopes, in order to see whether the

NMR-ON measurements and the TDAD experiments yield equal

values for the deduced magnetic moments. Substitutional

fractions, magnetization and other properties can also

be deduced under suitable conditions.

4.3.1 ExpeJiimzntal cwia.ngme.nt I

All the TDAD measurements have been performed in the |

glass cryostat except for the mAuFe_ case which has •;:•*

been done in the IBC set-up. The isomers of 1 9 3 ' 1 9 5 f l 9 7 A u ^

have been produced in one sample making use of the recoil ,f

implantation technique described in detail in section 2.5. f̂

With a 45 MeV a-beam of about 2 pA on natural Pt the f

activity was built up in 7 hours, after which the iron I

foils were mounted in the glass cryostat. The temperature of f

this sample was measured with two nuclear thermometers Ï

(60CoCo and S8CoFe) and an accurately calibrated Speer

resistor. The 58Co activity was produced in the foil itself \\

f: during the irradiation. The 60CoCo source and the :-;

j resistor have been mcrnted onto the copper rod within a j|

fï few millimeters of the sample. The nuclear thermometers are jf

|| more accurate in the lower temperature range while the ;|

''•* resistor has been mounted especially for the high temperature J
"'I

region (0.1 K < T < 1 K). In the overlapping regions the ;|

three thermometers showed an excellent agreement. The -|

angular distribution has been measured with two 65 cc |

Ge(Li) detectors in the 0° and 90° directions. |

The AuFe samples were produced and oriented in the 1

IBC set-up with an 88 MeV a-beam of 1 yA. Due to the short Jf

half life of Hg several repeating irradiations and

TDAD measurements have been done. Again a nuclear thermo-

meter (57CoFe) and a calibrated resistor were mounted near

the sample. The agreement between the two resulting
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;: temperatures was satisfactory. Instead of two Ge(Li)

detectors we used three detectors in a configuration given

• in Pig. 2.12 (0°: 115 cc, 90° horizontal: 95 cc and

;• 90° vertical: 92 cc Ge (Li) detectors). Another difference

I with the measurements in the glass cryostat is the

k temperature of the normalization measurements. In the

| experiments with the heavier gold isotopes, the 3He-l*He

;<•, dilution refrigerator was warmed up to 4 K to perform

P the normalization runs. During the cold as well as the

I warm runs the applied magnetic field was 0.24 Tesla.

|; During the cold runs the temperature was stabilized on

|. a certain value with a heater, mounted onto the mixing

| chamber. However, in the IBC set-up, the temperature was

I; a decreasing function in time and the temperature was not

§. stable until the final temperature had been reached. There-

f:' fore it is neccesary to have short measuring times

| (10 minutes) and the errors of the mentioned temperatures

P., have been chosen in such a way that the initial and final

p, temperatures of the cold run are included.. The normali-
85»

?j: zation measurements were obtained by switching off the

!<• p o l a r i z i n g magnet (B , = 0.32 Tes la during t he co ld runs) .

fg. No difference could be found with the 57CoFe thermometer

| ; between the magnet off situation and the situation in

p
which the sample was warmed up to 4 K. The l93ItlAu

mactivity which is produced simultaneously with the Au 1

in a smaller amount also proved that the zero field |

anisotropy is negligible. Hence this above mentioned |

method to obtain normalization data for angular distribution i

measurements is reliable. |

'A

1
4 . 3 . 2 Vouta. amJLiji>i&

In all the different spectra the interesting gamma-

lines were fitted to a gaussian with a low

energy exponential tail and it was checked that the peak

areas decayed with the proper half life in order to
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I
detect possible contaminants with the same energy.

Therefore all the warm measurements were fitted to an

exponential

N(t) = N exp(-t,Xn 2/T,)
o 5

(4.7)

f
I

f

P
f

of which an example is shown in Fig. 4.9 where the 261.75 line

in 195Au (s/2
+ ->• 3/2

 + ) has been fitted. All the obtained

half lifes agreed with the known values. The anisotropies

have been calculated and fitted using a program that

performs a least-squares fit to the theoretical anisotropies

NY(0°)
x105

0 cold measurements
+ warm U K)

0 1000 2000 3000 4000
TIME (min)

Hg. 4.9 A ZzoUit-iquoAU £-U oi tkt mm counting fiatu oh the. 261.75 feet/

t/iaiM-ctton in tkz 0"-cLOizction. The. fLe^uitlng value, ion.

T, i i 41.«(3]
2
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\ according to a fitting procedure described by Bevington J

(Bev 69) using a Marquardt Algorithm. The 0° and 90° 1

anisotropies were fitted simultaneously. For the calculations -|

of the x2"values the errors in the anisotropies as well '•

3 as in the temperatures were taken into account. The parameters

;\ that can be fitted were the hyperfine splitting yB/Ih (MHz),

. the mixing ratio 6 of the gamma radiation and an attenuation

£ parameter G with which the anisotropy is reduced. This ;;

parameter G is inserted in the angular distribution formula /

} by means of equal G2 and Gi, parameters. One example for

\ such a parameter G is a substitutional fraction n, . It is

y possible to fix one or two of these three parameters

% and to fit only the remaining parameters. Other fixed input

g| parameters are the initial and final spin of the transition "

Ju considered and the deorientation parameters G2 and G^ due i;

f' to preceding transitions. Because we studied only the \;

g. transitions deexciting from the 5/2 levels (see Fig. 4.1: ;.

|J;'| level Ii,), the deorientation is almost completely given "

|fï by the deorientation parameters belonging to the preceding

fr| E3 transitions (G2 = 0.88 and Gi, = 0.3549). Another

f| consequence of this restriction to these intermediate \

f| levels I = 5/2 is the fact that only the second and the j

;£ fourth order terms of the angular distribution function are :i

%y. important since the higher order nuclear orientation para- •

ft meters are zero. In practice the fourth order term is also |i

|i almost negligible for the M1/E2 transition (s/a+-*-3/z + ) ;'•

t%. 279.0 keV, 261.75 keV, 257.97-keV and 252.6 keV of •]

l& 197Au, 195Au, l93Au and 191Au respectively. This is j

due to the small value of 6 which results in a small Ai, !

S,. coefficient. %

lii 4 . 3 . 3 TvAU mea4u/ieme.nió on AuFe 1

In Fig. 4.10 the temperature dependent anisotropy is

shown of the 279.0 keV y-transition in the decay of the
11/z isomer of 197Au. The initial and final spin were already
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bon. vanioiu tempeAatuJiu,. The. iolid LlneA one. the. bitted

the.ofieXic.at cotuaa. The. vzAtizal and hotiizowtal votoi b<va>

one. given by the. cfioMeA through the. data point*.

known for this transition aud the mixing ratio of the

279.0 keV line (M1/E2) was found to be -0.40(4) (table 4.1).

With the attenuation parameter G assumed to be the same

as found for mAuFe (see section 4.3.4), namely

G = 0.83(1) and multiplied by a relaxation correction

factor R = 0.982(1) a value for yB/Ih can be found from

the least-squares fit. The obtained value is 1022(60) MHz

which corresponds to a g-factor for the 11/1~ state of
1 9 7 AU o f 1 . 1 7 ( 7 ) .

i

I
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f.-

4 . 3 . 4 TDAP on 19 smAu£e.

In Pig. 4.11 the anisotropy of the 261.75 keV

transition of 19SmAu is shown as a function of temperature.

Like in x 9 7Au the spins of the levels considered are also

known here. The mixing ratio 6=0.51(1) has also been

accurately measured by several authors (see table 4.1)

and we will accept this value. Only the sign of 6 was not

known, but the large positive A2 value (0 degree anisotropy)

of this transition requires a negative sign of 6

(see Fig. 1.2). Hence we will assume in this thesis

6 (261.75 keV) = -0.51(1). Inserting the value for the

UB/Ih obtained by the NMR/ON measurements and the reported

value for the mixing ratio we find an attenuation parameter
<\j X 9 5It l

G of 0.82(1) for Au in i ron . Making cor rec t ions for the
re l axa t ion ef fec t and taking in to account tha t 1.22% of
the feeding of the 5 / 2 level in 195Au i s not descending

„Ilrt

4.II The tmpeJULtuJie. dzpzndzncz o& the. anlbottiopy o& the. Z6I.75 feel/
I 5I *1 5 m

Qamma-thanjiition o& the. AuFe
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from the 11/2 ~ level we find an attenuation parameter

= 0.83(1). This value has also been used for the 197 Au

isomer because we assume tuac the lattice occupations are

the same for the different isotopes. When we fit the much

weaker 200.38 keV line (s/2+ ^+ l/z + ) in the same way, we

find an attenuation parameter G = 0.84(8) which nicely agrees

with the other value.

4 . 3 . 5 TV AD mta&uiJizmznt an mAu.Fe

The temperature dependence of the anisotropy of the

257.97 keV y-transition in 193Au is shown in Fig. 4.12.

If these data points are fitted to the theoretical curves

we find a mixing ratio for the M1/E2 transition of 6 =

-0.38(2) . Here the value of uB'/Ih deduced from NMR-ON

measurements is inserted together with the attenuation

, /T,K-')

Pig. 4.12 The. 257.97 kef gemma-Hay ayiliotftopy cu> a fiuncZion
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G = 0.83(1) of 195InAuFe. A correction related to the M

relaxation effect on the anisotropy of the 257.97 keV line 1

is included. ï

We have also fitted the anisotropies in another way ,;

by letting the parameters yB/Ih and ö both free and only

keeping the attenuation parameter G fixed. This is the

same kind of fit as will be made for the AuFe source.

It functions therefore as a reliability test for this

kind of fitting where the parameters yB/Ih and <5 are ':

obtained simultaneously. From the 257.97 keV line we found in :
this way that uB/Ih = 1167(190) MHz and (257.97) = -0.36(6).

When the same procedure is performed for the 261.75 keV line ;

in the decay of 195mAu we obtain the values uB/Ih = 963(31 •

963(31) MHz and <5 (261.75) = -0.54(3). The known values .;

agree with these values within the error bars. Hence | i

we conclude that this technique is reliable enough to I

obtain good values for & and yB/Ih simultaneously. The 'i

value derived 6 (257.97 keV) = -0.38(2) agrees with the 4

much less accurate value |S| = 0.52(1?) which was known J

before (Shi 81) .

i 4.3.6 TPAP mzcU)un.e.mznt on 1 9 1 mAuFe ,;j

I In Fig. 4.13 part of the gamma-spectrum is shown which !

J is obtained in the nuclear orientation measurement with -;1

'} 9 AuFe using the IBC set-up. The high background radiation "i

is mostly caused by the 511 keV annihilation radiation. -f

Although each part of the cryostat that might possibly be |

hit by the a-beam is made of pure aluminium, a lot of ;|

;•: activity is still built up during the irradiation. it

r Experiments have proved that the main contribution to the j;

„ background is due to the decay of X1C (20.4 min) and §

% 13N (9.97 min). These isotopes, which emit only g+-particles I

t and no gamma-radiation, are produced at the Al windows of 'if
5 1 • %

f' the magnet housing (see Fig. 2.7). At a temperature of 4 K :.i
•'':• , ' ?:%

'.r' S the windows act as a perfect cryopump for the cryostat s|

I |
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tfoiough Hg [51 min) which uki& pitodaczd in the. IBC

. 'M

vacuum but also for the whole beam line system (vacuum

^ 10~6 Torr). Hence all kinds of molecules, like N2, 02 and

C02, are frozen onto the windows and serve as a target

in which the 11N and 13C nculei are produced. Unfortunately

they have about the same half life as our l91mHg activity.

The high dead time urged us to perform dead time

corrections as described in section 2.6. That this can be

done in a reliable way is shown in Fig. 4.14. The corrected

intensities fall off according to the expected half life

of X91mHg.

Because this experiment was done with another sample

than the other three isotopes, we cannot simply adopt the

attenuation parameter G of 19smAuFe (G = 0.83(1)) to the

AuFe case. Not only the fact that the sample is not
1 9 IT
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the same as the other three but also the fact that the

production methods are quite different prohibits this.

While in the recoil implantation of the three heavier

isomers the a-beam passes through the iron foils, intro-

ducing a lot of radiation damage, the iron foil in the IBC,

in which the mAuFe case was performed, is slightly

hit by the beam. As a result there is much less radiation

damage in the 9 i mAuFe experiment which may influence

the substitutional fraction n, of the 191mAu nuclei.

Hence we should first of all try to find the attenuation

parameter G in the IBC experiment because experience

tells us that there cannot be made reliable fits to the

observed anisotropies with all three parameters

(yB/Ih,6 and G) as free variables. Fortunately we are in

I
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the favourable position that we can use natural Pt as target

material and that the? cross sections are not sharp curves.

At an a-beam of 88 MeV this results in the production of
191ItlHg as well as a small amount of mHg. We can therefore

use the 257.97 keV line of 9 mAu as a calibration line in

this experiment for we know the hyperfine splitting from

NMR-ON measurements and the <5 = -0.38(2) from the TDAD

experiment described in section 4.3.5. When the anisotropy

of the 257.9 7 keV line is fitted we find with

these values an attenuation parameter G = 0.92(3). When

this parameter is corrected for the relaxation effect and
lAu is fed only f' rthe fact that the 5/2

+ level in mm

86.9% through the 11/2~ isomer and for 13.1% via oth.. c

j£

1.0

-0.6
0

252.6 keV
191mAuFe

10
20 3 °

I

Fig. 4.15 The. astiAofriopy oh the. 252.6 keV o& i axmAuFe cu> a function of,

tempehatvjie.. The boLLd Line* axe. le.o6t-&qu.aAeA hWtLnq& o fa

the. the.on.etA.caJL cuxveA utith only the mixing KatJLo 6 and the.

hypeA{,lne. óptitting \iB/lh OÓ ih.ee. pafumeteJUs.
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19 1 '^

B- and y-transitions from "Hlg (which has a negligible 3§

orientation compared with 19 mAu) we find an effective

alternation parameter è = 0.69(3) for the 191mAuFe sample.

Inserting this value and fitting the anisotropies of the

252.6 keV line 191Au (5/2
 + •* 3/2

 + ) and the much weaker

241.6 keV line (5/z+ ^. V 2
 + ) we find uB/Ih = 688(80) MHz

and 6 (252.6 keV) = -0.40(12) (Fig. 4.15). The value obtained -j

}.-_ for 6 (252.6 keV) differs from the only other measurement ;

| reported in the literature, namely |6| =0.9(3) (Beu 71). ,̂

I However, our value fits much better in the systematics of "i

I the neighbouring isotopes discussed before and the value il

| of -0.25(16) for l89Au (Ber 75). The deduced hyperfine •

| splitting of 688(80) MHz corresponds to a g = 0.79(9) for -\

|~. the xl/2 ~ state of
 1 9 1Au; a magnetic hyperfine field of t

,|, 114.5 Tesla has been used to obtain this g-factor. r

| 4.4 LOW TEMPERATURE ANISOTROPV MEASUREMENTS ON 193m'195mAaFe 1
|ï.- — *

|{ For 9 3 Au and 9 s Au we have carried out another \

Vf- nuclear orientation experiment at the lower temperature ;

If of about 20 mK. This measurement was performed with another ')• .

!( sample (the same as used in the NO experiments with 9 3 mHg, j

|: chapter V) than in the TDAD measurements and also with a I

|g stronger external magnetic field. That is the reason why ,|

|v. this measurement cannot be analyzed together with the =j

I TDAD measurements performed at higher temperatures. The ]i

6 main information we can extract from this measurement con- |

|y. cerns the spins of the low energy levels of mAu. These 3

I were not yet firmly known; they were mainly based on if

I systematics. Moreover, arguments will be given that the 5f

hyperfine field of Au in iron is very likely not perfectly J

parallel to the direction of the externally applied mag- f

netic field. This field was supposed to be sufficiently 3f

strong to magnetize the iron very close to saturation. |

For the description of the sample preparation, thermometry |

and anlysis we refer to the experiment with 1 9 3 mHgFe II
11

ten.
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described in chapter V because the same sample has been

used in this experiment. The measurements were done at two

temperatures: 20.1(4) mK and 22.7(4) mK. Here we will only

consider the anisotropies of the two gamma lines depopulating

the 5/2 states of these isotopes. The four gamma transitions

(fig. 4.16) are the pure E2-transitions of 219.75 and 200.38

keV and the mixed M1/E2-transitions with an energy of 251 .SI

and 261.75 keV. In Table 4.3 the deduced values of A2G2f2

and AitG4fif are summarized.

Table. 4.3 Ve.du.czd A2G2a2 end VCJLULZA ^oh. the. y-fiay dzcay a
i93m, j 195m. . „ . . .

Aa and Aa unplantzd -ua -own.
Isotope E (keV) A 4 G 4 f 14

1 9 3 ,

219.75

257.97

1 9 5 Au

200.38

261.75

44.1(8)
49.8(9)

44.1(8)

49.8(9)

44.1(8)

49.8(9)

44.1(8)

49.8(9)

-0.508(15)
-0.553(20)

+0.928(1)

+0.957(1)

-0.568(38)

-0.548(28)

+1.052(1)

+1.083(1)

-0.131(15)
-0.144(20)

+0.006(1)

+0.020(1)

-0.17(4)

-0.16(3)

+0.003(1)

+0.025(1)

s
ui

(11/21- a.
U/2-

i. I r-cSE3i ~
(5/2*1 •» r g

(1/2*)-

3/2*-

M,/E2

-290.2 (3.9 s)

-257.97 5/2*-

•3ie50keV(30.5s)

1/2*-

M,/E2

Mi/E2

-38.22

- 0 3/2*-

-261.77

M,/E2

-6U1

-0
Ï93'Au

I

F-cg. 4.16 LoweJi znejtgy pcvutA oft the. le.vel ic.ke.meA o£ 193Aa and 1 9 5Au.
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With these values we are able to confirm the assignments of $

Fig. 4.16 thereby accepting the ground state spins, which

are known for both isotopes. Also the E2 character of the

219.75 and 200.38 keV lines and the mixing ratios of the

257.97 and 261.97 transitions can be determined. The

electromagnetic nature of these transitions have been deter-

mined by several groups using various methods, references

of which can be found at the bottom of Table 4.1. Because

we did not measure the anisotropy of the transitions between

the first excited state and the ground state, we will accept

the M1/E2 assignments of these two transitions (Table 4.1).

With the ground state assignments 3/2 these lines limit

the assignments of the first excited state to V 2 » 3/2

and V 2 • The second excited state is also restricted to

Va*, 3/2
 + and 5/2

 + because the 257.97 and 261.75 keV are

M1/E2 transitions. Because the gamma lines in Table 4.3

originate from the same level we can assume identical

G2f2 values for the two transitions of each isotope. Hence

we are able to derive the experimental ratio

A2(219.75)/A2(257.97) by dividing the A2G2f2 values. We

find this ratio to be equal to -0.558(12) for 193ItlAu and

equal to -0.518(23) for 195mAu (with 200.38 and 261.75 keV

transitions). With the known literature values of

6(257.97 and 6(261.75) given in Table 4.1 we can calculate

these ratios for the various spin possibilities. From these

theoretical values we are able to conclude that the experi-

mental ratios can only be fitted if we assume that the spins

of the first and second excited states are 3/2 and 5/2'

respectively. Another strong argument to reject the spin

values 3/2 and 1/z for the second excited states are the

large fourth order terms of the 219.75 and 200.38 keV lines.

Due to spin 5/2
+ for the second excited state and the E3

multipolarities of the gamma transitions from the isomeric

states possible values of the spins of the isomeric states

are reduced to I £ xx/i. Although the values less than 11/2

are already very unlikely with these pure E3 transitions,
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% they are also excluded by the large anisotropies and the known

maximum orientation parameters for the isomeric states at

these temperatures (from NMR-ON measurements) and the known

A2 values. Spin
 9/2,

 7/2 or
 5/z for the isomeric states would

give values of G2equal to 0.31, 0.44 and -0.50 respectively.

This would give much smaller anisotropies. Thus the conclusion

is that the isomeric levels must have Iïï = 11/2~.

Hence the assignments of the low lying levels of 19SAu

are now well established while the assignments for 193Au

are no longer based on systematic arguments only. \[

Once the spins of the levels have been fixed, we can use f

the A2 ratios to find more accurate values for the mixing •.

ratios of the (s/2 -*• 3/a ) transitions. Using the A2 values ;j

for 5/z+ E2 1/2
+ transitions we find A2 = 2.40(5) and I

A* = 0.40(20) for the 257.97 keV line in 193Au and *'

A2 = 2.58(11) and A* = 0.22(15) for the 261.75 keV tran- ^

sition in 195Au. With these values we can deduce J

«5(257.97 keV) = -0.38(3) and 6(261.75 keV) = -0.52(8) which J

agree with the earlier measurements wanted in t]

Table 4.1 and with the TDAD measurements of section 4.3. ;

In the same way we can deduce from the lowest tempera- •

ture points of the TDAD measurement on 9 "'AuFe that the Ï

ratio A2(241.4)/A2(252.6) is equal to -0.94(34). Although |

this is an inaccurate value compared with the isotopes |
193Au and 195Au, the ratio is accurate enough to deduce the ;|

same spin sequence for 1 9 1Au( 3/ 2
+, 1/2

+, 5/2
+, xl/2~) as i

4
we were able to do for the other two isotopes. Ü

4.5 PARTIAL WÖN-ALI6MMEMT OF THE WPERFIWE TIELV IU THE Au-Fe SAMPLES

The low temperature anisotropies of the X 9 3mAu and
19 sjn

Au gamma transitions obtained in the experiments described

in the last section can also be fitted with the theoretical

curves in the same way as has been described for the tem-

perature dependent anisotropies in section 4.3. Here we will
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I
I accept the values for the hyperfine splitting yB/Ih as

obtained with the NMR-ON measurements. Hence the only free

parameters left are the mixing ratio of the gamma transition

and an attenuation factor G of the anisotropy. When we per-

form these fits for the M1/E2 transitions 257.97 keV and

261.75 keV in 193Au and 195Au respectively, satisfactory fits

are obtained. The resulting attenuation factor (G ̂  0.80)

and the mixing ratios agree with the ones found in the

TDAD measuerements and with the literature values. However,

if the two pure E2 transitions (5/2
+ -*• x/i^) with energies

219.75 and 200.38 keV are fitted it is not at all possible

to obtain good fits. Here it is not necessary to fit the

mixing ratio 5. The only free parameter is the attenuation

factor G. An example of such a poor fit is shown in Fig. 4.17.

The anisotropies in the 0° and 90° directions cannot be

fitted simultaneously.

In order to discuss these discrepancies further, effective
eff effvalues G2 and Gi» have been calculated from the data of

the stretched E2-transitions of 219.75 and 200.38 keV in

•.'I

30 . 40
1/TIK"1)

50

F-cg. 4.77 The. low tcmpeJicutuAz aniAo&iopieA o^ thz 219.75 feel/ Ujnti, otf

Au.Fe. with a tknoKiticjoJL cuAve. in which only an cuttmuation

i& aizd (& = 0 . 7 9 ) .

¥,.

t
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Table 4.3 These effective deorientation parameters can be

written as G? = G. . G. where the G, is related to the

coupling of the angular momenta in the preceding tran-

sitions while Gk is due to yet unknown deorientation

mechanisms. In case of a substitutional fraction n^ the

G2 and Gi, are equal and have both the value n. . A minor

correction related to relaxation should in principle be

included; for 195mAu this is less than 1%. Some feeding from

other levels may also change the orientation parameters

slightly. With the known values of G2 and Gi, for the pre-

ceding11/ 2~ -»•
 s/2 transition and making the reported minor

corrections the yet unexplained extra deorientation para-

meters are:

G2 = 0.82(3) and G- = 0.64(7) (4.8) |

C( These values are the mean values of all the four measured

r points of Table 4.3. The errors are adjusted in such a way

f-, that all four values obtained for the G2 and d, attenuation

E parameters have their values within the given errors.

|; In the remaining part of this section it will be tried

I? to find an explanation mainly by exclusion of a large number

f; of considered possibilities.

|- It is evident that the attenuation parameter? G2 and

f_ Gt, are unequal. Hence the assumption of equal values for

I G2 and Gi», made for the analysis of the higher temperature

S data in section 4.3 is apparently wrong. There we found an

S attenuation parameter G = 0.81(3). However, as can be seen

h in Table 4.3, the fourth order terms of the 5/2
+ * 3/2 +

|; transitions (257.97 and 261.75 keV) are very small compared

I with the second order terms even at these low temperatures.

$:• Because the temperatures for the TDAD measurements in

j|j section 4.3 were still higher, the fourth order term is

I' completely negligible in these measurements. Hence the
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data in section 4.3 are analyzed in the correct way. The much

higher statistics (due to stronger sources) in these low

temperature measurements and the large fourth order terms of

the stretched E2 transitions yield a Kiuch more accurate

value for the G\ parameter. The difference between G2 and G\

is convincing, thus leading to an unexpected discrepancy, which

needs further studies to be explained.

There are several mechanisms which would give a decrease

of the anisotropy. However, each of them can be rejected by

one or more arguments:

1. Substitutional fraction.

As explained above this would require equal values for

G2 and Gt, . This is clearly not the case. Another reason

to reject this assumption of a substitutional fraction

of 82(3)% for the AuFe sample is the much higher sub-

stitutional fraction nh = 0.97(5) found for the
 93mHgFe

case which is measured with the same sample as used in

these low temperature measurements (see chapter V).

This would require that about 20% of the atoms is dis-

placed from a substitutional lattice site due to the

3-decay of 3m,Hg to 19 3Au. This is not a very likely

explanation because the recoil energy due to the 3-decay

is only about 3 eV, much lower than the displacement

energy of iron atoms in iron (44 eV, Luc 75). In addition

one would expect that the resultant substitutional

fraction depends on the isotope (different Q-value) and

on the amount of radiation damage in the iron foil.

However, seven samples with widely varying irradiation

times and currents and hence radiation damage, all

yielded anisotropy attenuation factors within the range

0.80 - 0.84.

Quadrupole interaction.

As pointed out in section 1.5.4,a small quadrupole inter-

action combined with a magnetic hyperfine field may

result in unequal attenuation coefficients Gz and Gi».

They have been calculated by Haroutunian (Har 78b);

i
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see Fig. 1.3. In order to explain the G-values of expres- ;:-j

sion 4.8 we have to assume that |K| ̂  0.1. With K = '|

3e2qQ/(.4gyNBI(2I-1)) (Har 78b) and gyNB = 980 MHz we 3.

find that a quadrupole splitting Av = 196 MHz is required,

which is extremely large. It is unrealistically large p

when compared with the value AvQ = -0.125(56) MHz given in

section 4.2.3 or when compared with other gold isotopes;

e.g. AvQ = 0.42(4) MHz for
 198AuFe (Cal 75) and Av = ;

-0.91(4) MHz for 199AuFe (Cal 76). Another argument against

explaining the G-values with quadrupole interaction is

the temperature independence of the deduced G-values.

This in contrast with Fig. 1.3 which indicates a strong ;

temperature dependence of the attenuation coefficients _/;

due to the quadrupole interaction. '••

Incomplete magnetization. ;;
A look at Fig. 4.17 makes it clear that a phenomenon !

that would decrease the 0° anisotropy in comparison

with the 90° direction is able to solve the discrepancy. \

This would happen if the iron foil is not fully magne- :;

tized. If the magnetization in the various Weiss domains \

is already in the plane of the iron foil but not yet ?

completely parallel to the applied field the result will j

be the following. A reduction of the anisotropy occurs /

in the S =0° direction, with respect to the magnetizing , %

field, but not in a direction perpendicular to the foil, '}

If the 90° direction is chosen in the plane of the foil 'ij

the anisotropy should be reduced as a result of the I

partially aligned Weiss domains. Because there is not |

such a difference found between the TDAD measurements •*

(glass cyrostat with 90° direction perpendicular to the Ï

foil) and the low temperature measurements (SHE cryostat 1

with 90° direction in the plane of the foil) this in- •'.;

complete magnetization is not the right explanation. J

Moreover, if this effect applies for the 5/2
+ •* 1/2+ j

transitions it should also have its influence on the |

gamma rays of the 193InHg decay (chapter V) and certainly |

133 I
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on the 5/z+ •* 3 / z + transitions (257.97 and 261.75 keV)

of the gold isotopes,which has not been found. Hence

we conclude that the magnetization is likely to be

close to full saturation as is expected for such a

thin iron foil in a magnetic field of almost 0.3 Tesla.

4. M4 admixture in the preceding E3 transitions.

To explain the deorientation coefficients of expression

4.8 we would need an admixture of about 25% M4 in the

E3 transition. Such a large M4 contribution is very

improbable and in contradiction with several conversion

electron measurements.

5. Contaminating gamma rays.

It is very unlikely that this would occur at all the

four lines given in table 4.3. It is even more unlikely

that this would give about the same reduction.

6. Relaxation process •

This is an improbable explanation since we should have

seen differences between the two isotopes 193lnAu and

Au due to the same relaxation times and different

half lives (4 and 30 seconds).

None of the above mentioned processes does explain the

measured features. Hence, as has previously^ been done (Kra

73a and Kra 74) we postulate a partial non-alignment of the

hyperfine field with the applied external field and try to

reproduce the measured fë-values given in expression 4.8.

;?;; This means we assume that due to local forces in the vicini-

'fy ty of the impurity atom the impurity tends to orient along

fjS certain directions in the crystalline structure rather than

y along B e x t. This partial-alignment has been considered in

E detail by Aharoni (Aha 69, Aha 70) who described such an

|| effect in terms of magnetostrictive, magnetocrystalline,

I); exchange and magnetostatic forces. Moreover, the experiment

jf2: o f Ben-Zvi zt at. (Ben 67) indicates a concentration of the

magnetization in the direction of the generating vector of

a cone making an angle of about 20° with tht direction of

the applied magnetic field. It is likely that not a single
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cone angle exists, but the cone anqle follows a distribution

function depending on the details of the model which should ex-

plain the proposed postulate. For lack of a qood model to des-

cribe the situation, the easiest proposition is to accept a sharp

S-type distribution around a single valued angle 80. This

effective cone angle So is the spatial rms average over the

spectrum of possible cone angles. Hence the angle 0Q represents

an effective angle between the hyperfirie field and the

applied field. This angle is predicted to be in the order of

10° to 20° (Aha 70) and to have field dependence

ext
sin ©o = constant

For non-vanishing cone angle 0 the results can be analyzed

as follows, if a 6-type cone angle distribution P(0) = 6(0,0O)

is accepted. The detector in the 0° direction (relative to

B . ) will always be oriented at an angle 0O relative to the

nuclear polarization (which is in the direction of the cone

generating vector). Thus we only have to replace the

P^(cos 0°) by P^(cos 0 O). For the 90° direction the situation

is somewhat more complicated. We assume that the orientation

axis of the nuclei is randomly distributed over the cones.

The true angle 9 between the direction of nuclear orientation

and the 90° direction is given by

COS = sin 0 cos (4.10)

where $ is the azimuthal angle of the direction of the nuclear

orientation axis (see Fig. 4.18). The random distribution

along the cone is equivalent to the assumption of equal

probability for all values of 4> and the effective Legendre
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>

and <?h>.

Polynomials are given by

T T / 2 2TT

<Pk> = -\ ƒ P(0) ƒ Pk(cos G)d(fi

* o o

or,in case we accept P(0) = 6(8, 0 )

(4 .11a)

1

tv'-

27T

< P V > = 57 / PfctCOB 9)d(j)r k 2TT J ' k '
0

(4.11b)

O"

with 0 = 60 in 4.10. From t h i s we can deduce

<?2> = f

and 64

1
2

T s i n Z
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Hence we get for the anisotropies in the 0° and 90° directions

W(0°)-1=Q2A2G2f2 |cos20 •2 o

W(90°)-1=Q2A2G2f2 |

(4.13)

With the knovm values for the Q
k,

Gk and parameters we

can derive the angle 0O from the 0° and 90° anisotropies

separately for each transition of tabel 4.3. All the 16

obtained values for Qo (four lines x two angles * two

temperatures) are contained in the region qiven by

0a = 18.7(7)° (4.14)

which is a mean value of the 16 obtained values.

First of all it should be noted that the value found

for 0o is of the same order of the predicted value 10-20°.

With this angle the anisotropies of the four transitions can

be fitted. The fit is not much improved for the two
5/2 •* 3/z transitions because the fourth order term is

almost negligible; these data could be fitted quite well

assuming the same attenuation factor for G2 and G\ . The two

E2 transitions (5/2 E2 1/2 ), however, can only be fitted

satisfactorily (see Fig. 4.19) using theoretical curves

which are calculated for a 100% substitutional fraction but

with a cone angle of 0O = 18.7°. This figure should be

compared with the bad fit of figure 4.17.

For further understanding, the field dependence of

the angle can be observed which should be described by

expression 4.9. For this purpose we have tabulated the results

of a few measurements in table 4.4.

i"
fi
'C:

'P-
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100% &ab&titutlonaJL Enaction and a cone, angle. 60 = 18.7".

Table. 4.4 The. cone, angle. 0O <X4 a function o£ the. external magnetic

faleJLd. The. data. one. obtained fatwm a numbeJi O|J e.xpesilme.ntt>

canjiA.e.d ouut faon. vanlouA pu/vpo&eA In the. dl^exent cn.yoge.nlc

available, to u&.

Cryostat

Glass

SHE

IBC

B(Tesla)

0.240

0.291

0.321

20

18

13

öo

.2(6)°

.7(7)°

.4(23)°

B

0

0

0

. sin ö„

.84(3)

.90(3)

.74(14)

I

This table shows that the product B . sin 0 is the same

for all experiments within the errors. The averaged value

of this product is 0.87(2). Thus the field dependence given

by expression 4.9 is not in disagreement with the experiments.

Another argument in favour of this partial non-alignment

of the hyperfine field is that it explains for a great deal

the big Knight shifts. As a weighted mean of the orbital

dv/dB0 for
 l 9 3 n W e (-6.9(14) MHz/T) , 195mAuFe (-8.25(92)

Mhz/T) from our own work and for 195mAuFe (-7.32(81) MHz/T)
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of the work of Hagn et al. (Hag 81) we find

^ - = -7.60(55) MHz/T, (4.15)

which corresponds tó a Knight shift K = -0.11(6). Correcting

this value for the fact that only a contribution B . cos 0O
is in the direction of the hyperfine field with 0O = 18.7(7)

we find a value of K = -0.06(7), which is a more realistic

value. Here again the assumption was made that we have

P(0) = 6(0, 0O) as distribution for the cone angles.

In Fig. 4.20 the reduction of the anisotropy is given

as a function of the applied magnetic field. What is plotted

£-•"

£M(B)

annealed sample
unannealed sample

0.1
B (Tesia)

0.2

Fig. 4.20 The. nofunaJUze.d anUotfiopy ofi the. 26J.75 ke.V tine. o£ i3;""Au.Fc.

OÓ a {unction o{ the. apptizd magnetic {ieJLd. In tku my the.

magnejtization at the. po&itAJonA OjJ the. impunity U

an anne/ticd sample, and an anannealtd Aample..
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is the normalized anisotropy of the 261.75 keV ( AuFe)

transition. That is

_
" Brw(o°)-ii

(4.16)
B ext

where Bo = 0.24 Tesla for the annealed case Bo = 0.12 Tesl
1?

for the unanealed sample. It is also assumed that e (Bo) for

the unannealed sample is equal to E N ( B = 0.12 T) for the

annealed sample in order to be able to compare the two curves.

From this fig. 4.20 it is obvious that the magnetization in

the neighbourhood of the implanted nuclei is saturated more

easily in the annealed sample than in the unannealed sample.

Hence we may conclude that radiation damage tends to amplify

the non-alignment of the hyperfine field.

Another indication in this direction is given by the

results of some nuclear orientation measurements on similar

systems where the characteristics of the preceding tran-

sitions are well known. In table 4.5 several NO measurements

are tabulated from which we have deduced the cone angles

assuming a 100% substitutional fraction and a P(0) = 6(0, 0O)

distribution.

Table. 4.5 Ve.du.ce.d cone. OLYIQIZ. 0 O {OK va/Uaiu jjnpuftlty-ko&t

In onz ca&e. the. aatkou have aZueady cxxZcuZatzd 0O [indLcatzd

by an

System Source preparation B(Tesla) 0. Ref.

196m. ...
AuNi

AuFe
19 6m

AuNi
191m,. „

IrFe
I9im

IrFe

186IrFe

molten

molten

recoil implanted

neutron irr., annealed

neutron irr.

diffused

0.4

0.4

0.106

0.3

0.2

0.8

15(4)

9(4)

22(2)

15.2(4)

19.5(10)

18.5(10)

Eac 71

Bac 71

Hag 82

Kra 73b,74*

Cam 64,6(129)
from Ern 79

All 82
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This table shows at most a very weak evidence that the cone

angle is large for implanted and irradiated unannealed sources

(larger radiation damage) and a somewhat smaller angle for mol-

ten samples. Physically it seems possible to ascribe the obser-

ved misalignment to the existence of sizeable magneto-crystal-

line forces at Au(and Ir) atoms in Fe. It is well known (Chi 64)

that the existence of orbital moments plays a decisive role in

the phenomenon of magneto-crystalline anisotropy. In this re-

spect it is very interesting that for these two cases (Au and Ir t

in Fe) the existence of an orbital moment is fairly well estab- |

lished. For Au, for instance, one can derive <£z> = 0.09 from i

the relation B o r b =
 2WB

<r~3>
5(a

<-e2> <Dem 7 5 ) u s i n9 B o rb
 = 10.4(20) |

Tesla (Cal 76). For the case of Hg no misalignment has been 'f

found (see chapter V). This is in agreement with the fact that i
'•A.

for Hg atoms no orbital moment has been detected in Fe. -?$

It is clear that more systematic research (e.g. on single ;

crystals) is necessary to understand these phenomena completely. ;

4.6 PISCUSSION

In Fig. 4.21 the derived g-factors of the 1X/Z~ isomers j

of the odd-A gold isotopes are given together with the |

g-factor of the same isomeric state of l 9 1 I r . The lx/2~ 4

isomer in 1 9 1 l r has a g-vactor which is almost equal to |

that of 1 9 3 m A u which has two additional protons (g( l 5 i mlr) = |

1.127(6), Esk 71). Hence the core polarization contribution \3

of two additional protons is not very large. The influence J

of the neutron number, on the contrary, on the iTh11/2~ f

magnetic moment is considerable as is seen if one goes from 5

Au t o 1 9 3 Au. However, heavier odd-A gold isotopes f

show a nearly constant g-f actor. Thus one may wonder whether -|

there is a step in the g-factor for a lower number of I

neutrons. It would be worth-while to measure more magnetic |

moments in this region especially for lighter nuclei to |

detect whether this reported step is continued.

In several even-A gold nuclei 12~ states have been

detected. These states are assumed to arise from the

coupling of the h n / 2 " proton and the i
l 3 / 2

+ neutron. The
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r

t

g-factor

UO

1.20

1.00

0.80 -

0.60

• 11/2"

* 11/2"

i i

i

proton

"

i

states

1

Au

Ir

112 1U 116 118 120
number of neutrons

F-ig. 4.11 The. g-facton o£ h11/2~ proton -State* &oti a nmben. ofa gold

liotope* and 191mL*.

magnetic moments of several 12 isomeric s ta tes of even-A gold

nuclei are known and are tabulated in table 4.6.

Table. 4.6 Magnetic mome.nt6

A (n.m)

12 Idomexic. itateA, oh even-A gold

g Reference

196

196

198

200

5.35(25)

5.72(8)

5.55(38)

6.10(20)

0.445(21)

0.477(7)

0.463(32)

0.508(17)

Bac 71

Hag 82

Mah 75

Bac 73

1 9 6jn
For Au two magnetic moments are given. The lower g-value

is the resul t of Bacon tt at. and has been measured in an NO

measurement. However,, the g-value ,as measured by Hagn

(Hag 82) should be inore reliable due to the experimental
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method (NMR/ON).

The magnetic moments of the neutron i13/2 states of the

neighbouring mercury isotopes are also known. With the

measured g-values of the proton h11/^ states of the odd-A

gold isotopes we are now able to test the additivity

relation. The g-value of the 12~ state in an even A gold

isotope can be calculated with the relation

:W

m

(gx+g2) Kl+1)
(4.17)

where g and I are the g-value and spin of the 12 isomers.

The indices 1 and 2 are related with the irh11/^ states in

the odd-A gold nuclei and the iri13/2 states in the odd-A

mercury nuclei. In this way we can calculate the g-values

of the 12 isomers in 196Au and 198Au and compare these

values with the experimental g-values. The result obtained

with 4.17 is

g(12 ) = 0.429(10) for 9 6m
Au

and g(12 ) = 0.452(35) for 19 8m.
Au.

Por 9 8 mAu the agreement with the experimental values given

in table 4.6 is very good. However, for 196mAu the

additivity relation 4.17 only gives the right value if we

accept the experimental value of Bacon. The value found

by Hagn, expected to be more reliable, does not agree with

the calculated value.

Relation 4.17 can be used also in another direction,

namely to determine the vi13/2+ contribution to the magnetic

moment of the 12~ states of 196Au and 198Au using the
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measured magnetic moments of Au and Au for the

proton parts. Here we will use the more reliable and

accurate value of Hagn (Hag 82) for the magnetic moment
a 6m,

of Au. Then we can deduce

I p(vi13/2
+) = -0.44(22)yN for 19BmAu

p..
and y(vi13/2 ) = -0.88(46)yN for 1 9 8InAu.

These neutron contributions should be compared with other

magnetic moments of vi 1 3 / 2 states in neighbouring nuclei

which are listed in table 4.7.

i

I

I

Table. 4 .7 UagneJü.c mome.nt!>

A -x. 2 0 0 .

Isotope

vi.13/z &tatej> in the. mak* >ie.gion

205Pb

205
Po

(n.m) Reference

(-)O.597(15)

-1.068(5)

-1.058

-1.045

-1.028

-1.015

-0.975(40)

-0.953(47)

-0.910(14)

Bac 72b

Bro 80

Rei 73

Mai 71

Bra 74

Rie 73

While the magnetic moments of the 13/2 states in the

Hg, Pb and Po isotopes, which are supposed to be nearly

spherical nuclei, are rather constant, the magnetic moment
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I of the 13/2 state of 195Pt is considerably smaller. The |

deduced neutron parts of the 96mAu and 198mAu magnetic ;|

moments have values between these two extremes. From known I

positive quadrupole moments of the first 2 states in f
X 9 1 w l 9 6' 1 9 8Pt it has been established that the heavy Pt |

isotopes lie in a transitional region to oblate L|

deformations (Kum 75 and Fin 72) . Therefore, we may con- ;';,

elude that the * mAu core is also slightly deformed and I

that it has not a pure shell model configuration. This •.'

feature will also have its influence on the magnetic moments , -i

of the xl/2~ proton states. Hence it is not surprising that [•]

the calculated single particle moment y( x l/ 2 ) = 7.8 n.m., |

does not agree with the measured moments. '}_

The core polarization theory of Arima (Ari 54) yields f>

a value \x(11/2) = 6.77 n.m. which is almost independent '|

of the neutron number (Mah 75) in contrast with the measured f

values which are about one n.m. smaller. I

The coupling of Nilsson orbitals to an asymmetric ti

rotor results in values for the magnetic moment of |
195mAu(lx/2) of 7.43 n.m. and 6.76 n.m. depending on the ï

Nilsson orbitals used in the description of the nucleus j;

(Vie 78b). Also these values are about 0.5 to 1 n.m. too I;

high. Although the latter models approach the experimental '|

results, a still better model calculation is needed to I

obtain a satisfactory reproduction. Recently,work has been ,?j

started to describe nuclei in the platinum region with v

the interacting Boson-Fermion Approximation (IBFA) model |

(Byk 82a). Calculations of the magnetic moments of the odd-A I

gold isomers with this model are under way (Byk 82b). |
&
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CHAPTER V

NUCLEAR ORIENTATION OF 193mHg

;•)'

5.1 INTRODUCTION I

In this chapter the results of a nuclear orientation K

measurement on l93mHg are discussed. In the preceding chapter ||

the decay of the lx/i~ isomer of 193Au was studied, which %

is fed by the isomer of 193Hg. In this chapter only the \

higher energy levels of l93Au will be dealt with. Due tj

to the high Q-value of the 8-decay (2545 keV) a large J

number of high energy levels of 193Au are populated. ,

Consequently a complicated y-spectrum is the result. p

Another aspect of this decay of 9 raHg is the much lower ,|!

internal transition rate compared to 195InHg. About 50% |

of the decay of 5mHg goes via the 1/2~ ground state >|

of 195Hg, which gives an isotropical y-ray distribution. «

However, mHg decays for more than 90% directly to 1
193Au levels. Considering the relatively high spin value fj

(l3/2) of
 193mHg it is obvious that in this case the $f

higher levels are populated with much larger intensities f
l 9 5 m -\

if compared with Bg decay. Another reason to concen- |

trate on the l93ltlHg case is the fact that the 195Au 'f

nucleus has been studied extensively- in the past and as %

a result there is now a level scheme where most levels,

angular momenta and mixing ratios are well established.

A study of the Hg decay complements this nicely.

The x 9 3Au nucleus has been studied first by Gillon

zt aJL. (Gil 54) who measured the conversion' electron
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spectrum of the decay of 193Hg. Due to the small 3 -inten-

sity (0.34%) compared with electron capture processes,

almost no contamination due to P-decay is present in the

electron spectrum of 93mHg. This increases the accuracy

of this kind of measurements. Later experiments (Fis 55,

Bru 55 and Bru 58) established higher energy levels

including the lx/z~ isomer. After the development of the

Ge(Li) detector with its much better resolution, more

precise conversion coefficients could be obtained (Pla 70,

Fog 70, Vie 76 and Vie 78a,b) which restricted the possible

multipolarities of most of the observed gamma-transitions.

In addition mixing ratios could be determined for some

of them. These measurements together with the y-y

coincidence work by Zganjar (Zga 75) and in-beam measure-

ments by Gono (Gon 76, Gon 77 and Gon 79), Tjtfm (Tjo 74)

and Strusny (str 75) resulted in a rather good and internally

consistent level scheme in that most of the Y-ray

transitions could be placed satisfactorily and with most

of the multipolarities determined to some extent.

However, all the spin assignments have mainly been made on

the ground of systematic trends studying neighbouring odd-A

gold isotopes. We shall therefore take as starting point

the adopted level scheme presented by Shirley (Shi 81)

where no spin assignments have been made except for the

ground state (3/2 ) which has been deduced from atomic

beam experiments (Ewb 60). In addition to this we will use

the assignments 1/z+, 5I2
+ and 11/2~ of the low energy

levels at 35.32, 257.97 and 290.2 keV, which have been

deduced in the preceding chapter. Part of the decay scheme

of tig with the relevant levels and transitions is shown

in Fig. 5.1. All the given assignments are the result of

fig. 5.1 193Au. leveZ scheme.. Only thoie l&veZi which we. obieAvcd

in the. mHQ de.ca.y axe. &hom. The y-tn/au>itioYU> which

not sieZe.va.nt fan. the. naclean. orientation experiment have.

be.en omitted.

I
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the work described in this thesis except for the ground

state spin.

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The 193mHg activity (half life 11.8(2) hr) was produced

with a 4 uA 65 MeV a-beam (60 yAhr) of the KVI-cyclotron

ana has been recoil implanted in an iron foil (2 ym thick-

ness) . Details of the source preparation have been dis-

cussed in section 2.5. The sample, which contained about

15 yCi mHg activity was mounted inside the SHE cryostat,

described in section 2.2, and subsequently cooled to about

20 mK. The angular distribution measurement of the emitted

gamma-rays was started 17 hours after the end of the

irradiation. During the "cold" as well as the "warm"

measurements, an external magnetic field of 0.291 Tesla

was applied. With the detector set-up depicted in Fig.

2.12b (92 and 115 cm3 Ge(Li) detectors for 6 = 0 ° and 90°

respectively) 3 k gamma-ray spectra were accumulated during

runs of one hour each and stored on magnetic tape. The

energy resolution of the detectors was about 2.3 keV at

1333 keV and 1.5 keV at an energy of 250 keV. For

normalization purposes the sample was a few times warmed up

to 4 K. The 5 8Co and 51lMn activities were used as thermo-

meters. They were also produced in the iron foil by the

a-beam. This method is preferable to the use of an

external thermometer because in this way the temperature

of the sample itself is measured and one has no problems

with possible temperature differences between a thermometer

and the source due to bad contacts. The agreement between

the two thermometers was excellent.

5.3 PATA ANALYSIS

In Fig. 5.2 a typical spectrum obtained during a one

hour run is shown. Through this picture one will realize the

u
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difficulty and sometimes the impossibility to extract

accurate peak areas from this kind of spectra without a

computer fitting program. Therefore, all the interesting peaks

have been fitted for all one hour runs using a gaussian

shape according to a fitting procedure described by

Bevington (Bev 69) using a Marquardt-Algorithm. This

program used for roughly 4000 peakfittings, is able to

fit 6 peaks simultaneously to a gaussian shape with an expo-

nentional low energy tail and a polynomial as background.

However, the shape of the lines was so symmetric that we

could neglect the exponential low energy tail; the peaks

were fitted to a pure gaussian function

N(x) = N o exp(-(x-x0) /2a
2) (5.1)

fe- Here x is the channel number, No is the height of the line

and the PWHM is given by 2/2ÏnTa.In the fittinq of

the spectra we used a linear or quadratic background. See

Fig. 5.3 for an example of fitting three overlapping peaks.

After this fitting procedure lines have been checked for

their effective half life in order to detect possible

contaminations with the same energy which may influence

the measured anisotropy seriously. Therefore all the

intensities measured at 4 K were fitted with an exponential

N(t) = No exp(-t . (5.2)

A few examples of the results of this least-squares fit

procedure are shown in Fig. 5.4. When the fitted half life

differed more than one standard deviation from the known

literature value of half life (11.8(2) hr for 193mHg)

the gamma line was in most cases excluded from further
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analysis. Of some lines the contaminant as well as its

expected anisotropy were known. In such cases the gamma-ray

intensities have been corrected for the contamination. If

after this correction the half life had the right value

the gamma-line was further analyzed. Two groups I and II

of cold measurements were accumulated; the first group

nearly directly after cooling off the sample and the

second group between two series of warm runs (see Fig. 5.4).

After correcting for the half life the anisotropies were

calculated. In order to keep the reproduction of the

vast amount of data limited only the results of the second

group of cold runs are given in Table 5.1. From the

anisotropies of the 810 keV and 834 keV lines of the thermo-

meters 58Co and 5l*Mn the mean temperature proved to be

22.7(4) mK for the first group and 20.1(4) mK for the

1
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219.75[l]
257.97

290.7

341.8

345.4

364.3

382.6

394.1

407.7

462.1

499.8

535.6

537.6

573.2

601.0
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700.7
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869.9

877.7
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+0.046(13)

-0.069(3)

-0.061(8)

-0.065(34)

-0.170(57)

-0.123(45)

-0.111(16)

-0.160(10)

-0.128(15)

-0.139(17)

+0.057(18)

+0.014(14)

-0.053(8)

+0.066(34)

-0.002(10)
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+0.055(2)
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+0.033(3)

+0.016(9)
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second group. Within the two groups themselves the temperature

change between the first and the last spectrum is at most

about 0.4 mK. Hence it is justifiable to assume a stable

temperature for both groups of cold runs.

u
Vi

5.4 THE ORIENTATION PARAMETERS

For the orientation parameters f2 and f 4 of
 193 Hg

implanted into iron we can use either computed values or

values derived from some of the angular distributions.

Here we will do both and compare the values obtained to see

whether the orientation is sufficiently well known. The

parameters f can be computed if information is available

for the magnetic moment, the hyperfine field and the

occupation of the lattice sites of implanted ions in the

host material. For mercury several measurements con-

cerning the hyperfine field and lattice occupation in

iron have been done. Several IPAC and TDPAC experiments
1 9 7 1 Q o 199

were performed on ' ' Hg in Fe at room temperature

(Kes 64, Zaw 69, Dil 73, Rag 73, Kri 73, Kaw 74). The

large discrepancies between the values obtained for the

hyperfine field was partially explained by the work of

Dilmanian and Kalish (Dil 73) who found that implanted

sources have the same hyperfine field as carefully

annealed molten (irradiated AuFe) samples (64(16) Tesla),

whereas unannealed or rapidly quenched samples gave

severely reduced hyperfine fields. TDPAC measurements by

Krien e£ oJL. (Kri 73) yielded Iiyperfine fields of
-67(7) and -69(5) Tesla for implanted 199Hg and 19 7Hg

nuclei in iron. Later NMR-ON measurements by James and

Herzog (Jam 76a,b, Her 77, Her 78) on 197rnHg and 203Hg

implanted at T = 300 K or with T < 1 K in iron yielded

a hyperfine field of 83.9 T which is about 20% larger

than found for PAC measurements. This large difference was

ascribed to an anomalous temperature dependence of Bhf:

all the PAC measurements being performed at room temperature

I;

f'
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and the NMR-ON work carried out below 1 K. Channelling r?

experiments were done in 9 ^Eg and 2 0 3 H g in iron (Jam 76a, 'i

b ) ; combined with nuclear orientation measurements it could -i

be concluded that 96(4)% of the mercury atoms occupy •!
-'s

a substitutional site in the iron lattice (if the two ï

component model is assumed). |

Since 193mHg (13/2
 + ) and 1 9 7 % ( 1 3 / 2

 + ) are similar I

and the sources used by us and by James tt at. were I

implanted, we will assume that the hyperfine field of 3 Hg i

in iron has the same value as the field for Hg:

B,f = -83.95(8) Tesla (Jam 76a). With the magnetic moment ?

V = -1.058429(3) (Rei 73)) and assuming a 100% substi- ;|

tutional site occupation, we calculated the orientation

parameters to be f2 = 0.118 and fi» = 0.0018 at a temperature j

of 20.1 mK (group II) and f2 = 0.098 and fi, = 0.0012 at !

22.7 mK (group I). |

The experimental determination of the orientation 'i

parameters with the aid of the angular distribution of f.

some of the transitions demands more elaborate work. Only two ••*

transitions are suitable candidates for the determination >-

of the fv. They are the 408 keV and the 218 keV transitions '':

both leading to the 11/2~ isomer of
 193Au. Both these j

transitions have pure E2 character (Bru 58 and Vie 76). %

Especially the 408 keV line has a rather large intensity. J

We will use therefore mainly the 408 keV line as |

"thermometer"; the 218 keV line serves as an internal |

check on the obtained results. In section 5.5.2 it will I

be shown that the anisotropy of the 408 keV transition 1

allows only an assignment 15/2~ of the 698 keV level. f

The multipole character (pure E2) and the initial and final ^

spin being known, the A k parameters in the angular distribution I

W(6) = 1 + A2G2f2Q2P2(cos 9) + A^f^Q-P,» (cos 0) (5.3)
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are completely determined. The W(0°) - 1 and W(90°) - 1

values for the 408 and 218 keV lines are used to determine

A2G2f2 and A^^fi». Further analysis to determine the

orientation parameters is carried out with only A2G2f2.

In order to extract the f2 parameters from the 408 keV

A2G2f2 values we also have to know the deorientation para-

meter G2. The 698 keV level is populated directly by B-decay

from the 13/z isomer of 193Hg and via a number of inter-

mediate levels and gamma-transition. Taking the unknown

character of the 3(and EC)-transition (L = 0,1,2) and

various y-transitions (dipole or quadrupole) into account,

we deduce a mean value of deorientation G2 = 0.89(4) for

the 698 keV level. Prom the anisotropy of the 408 keV

transition A2G2f2 values are deduced of -0.102(3) and

-0.114(3) for group I and group II respectively. Combining

these values with the theoretical A and calculated G2 values

m
1

f* = 0.100(5) and f p = 0.112(6)

"it
is obtained for the two cold runs. For the weaker 218 keV

transition we can follow an identical procedure resulting in

f2 = 0.117(15) and - I I = 0 .113(17)

which agrees well with those obtained from the 408 keV

transition. Using a weighted average of these two sets

of values we finally arrive at

I
(13/2

+) = 0.101(5) and (l3/2
+) = 0.112(6)

(5.4)
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Comparing these with the theoretical values given before,

an attenuation factor for the anisotropy

= 0.97(5)

—"d

is deduced. The quoted errors are mainly due to the un-

certainty in the deorientation coefficients. If we inter-

pret this attenuation factor with a two site model in

which only the high field substitutional site contributes

to the anisotropy, we find a substitutional fraction

ix, = 0.97(5) which is in excellent agreement with the

values 0.96(4) and 0.97(3) for 197mHg and 203Hg respectively

given by James (Jam 76a). In the analysis of the other

transitions we will therefore assume a 97(,-)% occupation

of substitutional sites, with B, f = -83.95(8) Tesla,by

the 9 3 ag nuclei and a non-substitutional field equal to

zero. In this way the values for the orientation parameters

f„ will be calculated and the resulting second order

parameter is equal to the value given in 5.4.

A similar transition as the 408 keV line (15/2~ E^
11/^")

occurs in the decay of l9smHg which is produced in a small

amount in our sample. One can deduce the substitutional

fraction of 195mHg in the same way as for the 408 keV

transition in 193Au, from the measured anisotropy of this

388 keV E2-transition. The result is nh = 0.94(6) which fits

nicely into the picture.

The 3/2~ ground state of
 193mHg will also be populated

through the decay of 193mHg (8% internal transitions).

However, the orientation parameter fz of
 193Hg will be much

smaller because of its smaller magnetic moment (Led 78).

The ground state of 193Hg mainly decays directly to the

groundstate of x 9 3Au and therefore no interesting gamma-

transitions with a measureable anisotropy occur.

Relaxation time effects in the anisotropy measurement
I
Ï
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can be neglected since the relaxation time is much shorter

than the measuring periods and the time spend with cooling

down and warming up the sample, which is about one hour

and a quarter of an hour respectively. James et at, (Jam 76a,

b) measured the relaxation time T\, defined in section

1.5.5, of 19?mHg in Fe to be T^ = 227(25) seconds at a

temperature of about 20 mK. Because we have about the same

temperature and the same kind of nuclear state (with a

difference in magnetic moments less than 3%) it is allowed

to assume the same relaxation time for 9 3ItlHg in iron. Hence

the nuclear spin system is able to follow the temperature

well enough.

A
i
1

5.5 RESULTS

The values of A2G2 deduced for a large number of

transitions are listed in Table 5.2. They were obtained

by using the f2 given in section 5.4 and by neglecting

the fourth order term. All the listed gamma-transitions

have the right half life. The A2G2 values have been

corrected for the solid angle attenuation coefficient Q2

which is very close to one due to the large source detector

distances (^30 cm) . With these values for A2G2 it is

possible to deduce spins of levels and mixing ratios (6)

of the transitions. However, most of the transitions

discussed have M1/E2 characters which may imply small

values of Az for certain values of A = 6
Z/(1 + <S2), while

A,, is zero for pure M1 going linearly with A to its

maximum value for pure E2. This is especially the case in

transitions with AI = ± 1, and despite the fact that

f4/f2^0.02 and G„/G2 <_ 1 it may happen that the fourth

order term has the same order of magnitude as the k = 2

term. Therefore we will use here the same program as the

one described in chapter IV which fits the measured ani-

sotropies as a function of temperature. In this way the

fourth term is also included. The only continuously
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Table. 5.2 The anlAotAopy 0)J y-tn.anbltioni> in the. d&cay 0($

Hg. The ^auJitk oKdex toxm kou, been nzglz.c£e.d to obtain thtez

The. given voêaeó have, been cosvie.cte.d faon. ioZld angle,

attmuation o.^e.ati> and a/te weighted aveAagu faon. the. 2 coldnuni>.

Ey(keV) A2G2

218.0

290.7

341.8

345.4

364.3

382.6

394.1

462.1

499.8

535.6

537.6

573.2

601.0

685.0

700.7

712.2

869.9

877.7

913.1

994.8

1111.2

1232.4

1241.8

1285.8

1326.2

1340.2

1366.0

1487.1

1640.2

1649.7

-0.56(6)

-0.25(8)

+2.04(13)

+0.05(13)

+2.01(11)

-0.04(4)

-0.18(4)

-1.49(16)

-0.37(7)

-0.28(12)

+0.47(10)

-0.61(4)

-0.56(6)

-0.83(23)

-0.85(38)

-1.21(29)

-1.17(12)

-1.44(8)

-1.07(11)

-1.17(12)

+0.52(13)

+0.08(10)

-0.45(5)

+0.04(25)

-0.15(7)

-1.13(8)

-0.68(8)

-0.42(10)

+0.35(10)

+0.29(11)

:%

I

9
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varying parameter is the mixing ratio 6. The deorientation

coefficients G, can be chosen in a limited range of

values depending on the multipolarity assumed for preceding

transitions. The fixed parameters are the hyperfine

splitting yB/Ih = 104.16(10) MHz, which determines the

orientation parameters f2 and fi» and the substitutional

fraction n, = 0.97(1). If i-t i s n o t possible to find a

solution for a chosen combination of spin I. and 1^ in a

reasonable range of values for <S and G. , this spin sequence

is rejected. The spins are rejected if the mean difference

between the observed and theoretical values of the ani-

sotropy is more than three times the experimental uncertainty.

Whereas in the temperature dependent anisotropy measure-

ments in chapter IV many points could be fitted, in this

experiment there are only four data points to be fitted

for each transition, namely at 9 =0° and 90° and the two

temperatures of 20.1 and 22.7 mK.

In the rest of this section all observed levels above

the X112 isomer at 290 keV will be discussed. At every

place where (3-decay or 8-feeding is mentioned the electron

capture processes are also included. The spin and parity

assignments on the basis of log £t values following the

policies given in the Nuclear Data Sheets will be adhered

to conservatively. When we refer to conversion electron

data no references will be given unless other papers

than the articles by Brunner (Bru 58), Plajner (Pla 70),

Fogelberg (Fog 70) or Vieu (Vie 76 and Vie 78a,b) are

meant.

All the parity assignments are made on the basis of

the deduced electromagnetic nature of the gamma transitions

determined from conversion electron data (see also Fig.

5.5) .

For S-transitions with Ai = 0 all possible values

of the deorientation parameters G2 and Gi» are accepted

which lie in the range where the boundaries correspond

to pure L = 0 and L = 1 character. In case AI = 1 the

41-if
'A
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Fig. 5.5 CompanJjton oh the. expeAimentaJL K-conveA&ion

the. 193mHg decay with the. the.otuLtical volute o£ Hagen, et at.

[Hag 68). The, 407.7 koM ttiavu><LLLon uxu> adapted according to

the. mxJLtipole. a&&ignme.nt OjJ BfuinneA (Btu 5S). TheAe. fieAultb

one. take.n ^fiom a papeA by PZajneA [Via 70).

boundaries of the G, interval are given by either pure

L = 1 and by L = 1 with less than 25% L = 2 contribution.

For the gamma transitions which have M1/E2 multipolarity,

the values of deorientation parameters lying between those

corresponding to pure Ml and pure E2 transitions have been

accepted unless the mixing ratio was known more explicitly.

5 . 5 . 1 The. SOS.3 feel/ Izvel

The only way for depopulating t h i s level i s the 218.0 keV
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ganuna transition to the isomeric 11/2~ level at 290.2 keV.

Its pure or almost pure E2 character has been derived from

conversion electron data. The measured anisotropies limit

the possible spin values for the 508.3 keV level to 7/2

or 1 3/ 2 if one assumes in the latter case a dipole contri-

bution of about 3% in the 218.0 keV line. The precise

mixing ratio necessary for assumed spin 13/z to fit the

218.0 keV anisotropies depends on the assumed multi-

polarities of the feeding 6- and y-transitions. However,

the level is not directly fed by B-decay and none of the

feeding ^transitions start at level with spin 11/2 , l3 / 2

or 15/2 , which leads to the conclusion that spin
 13/ 2 can

be rejected leaving the 7/z as the only possibility. This

spin value also fits in the systematics of the odd-A gold

isotopes and establishes the pure E2 character of the

218.0 keV transition.

I
I

5 .5 .2 The. 697.9 feel/ level

The log it value of the B-feeding indicates that the

spin of this level can only be 11/2,
 l3/z or 1 5/ 2. Due

to the large intensity of the depopulating transition of

407.7 keV, the pure or nearly pure E2 character of this

transition could be well established from electron con-

version data. The deorientation parameter G2 can be estimated

by looking at the decay scheme. Apart from the direct

B-feeding this level is fed for about 80% via y-transitions

all shown to possess M1 or E2 character (or mixed). Taking

the various ways of feeding of the 697.9 keV level into

account we calculate a deorientation value of G2 = 0.89(4);

the error includes uncertainties in the multipolarities of

the B- and y-transitions. Now we can make the following

reasonable assumptions:

1. A fraction 90% or larger of the 1 9 3 mHg nuclei occupy

substitutional sites in the iron lattice with a mag-

netic hyperfine splitting yB/Ih = 104.16(10) MHz
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(Jam 76a,b).

2. The deorientation parameter G2 is larger than 0.85.

3. The multipolarity of the 407.7 keV transition is almost

pure E2 with an admixture of at most a few percent M1.

On the basis of these assumptions and the measured anisotro-

pies, all possible spins can be excluded except 15/2

(see also Fig. 5.6) . In this analysis also spin values
112 and 9/a are included. With the final conclusion of
15/2~ for the level at 697.9 keV the pure E2 nature of the

407.7 keV transition is confirmed. This conclusion remains

valid even with somewhat relaxed values in the above

assumptions.
h

5.6 ExpeJiAjne.rvtaZ and tke.onoXAJS.aJL A2 value* fan the. 407. ? feel/

tJutmition. The. aJbmht pivie. Ez mjJUJbpotanJjtif attovoi only

a. 1 5 / z " •+ i l / 2 ~ tAan&ltLon.
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5 . 5 . 3 The. 790.7 feel/ level

This level has not been placed in the decay scheme on the

basis of conversion electron data and y-emission following

the 193mHg decay, but it has been deduced from in-beam

measurements (Tjo 74, Str 75, Gon 79). It should be dis-

cussed in connection with two other levels at 1131.9 and

1496.1 keV and with three gamma transitions with energies

of 341.8, 364,3 and 499.8 keV. These three gamma lines have

been seen in conversion electron spectra (Pla 70) as well

as during in-beam experiments (Tjo 74, Gon 79, Str 75).

These are shown to be mutually coincident but their

relation to other transitions was not found. A very weak

281.5 keV line has been placed between the 790.1 and

580.3 keV levels. It has not been seen in coincidence spec-

tra. The conversion coefficients indicate pure M1 character

for the 499.8 line and pure E2 character for the 341.8 and

364.3 keV lines. We were able to measure the anisotropy of

these three lines. Large positive anisotropies in the

9 = 0° direction were found for the 341.8 and 364.3 keV

lines while a small negative anisotropy was observed for

the 499.8 keV transition. A great problem is the positioning

of these transitions into the decay scheme. Tj0m oX. at.

(Tjo 74) and Strusny oX al, (Str 75) proposed a cascade

of 364.3, 341.8 and 499.8 keV ending at the 11/2~isomer.

Several arguments can be given for this sequence, some

of which are deduced from this experiment:

1. The three lines are coincident with each other.

2. The intensities of the transitions are of the same order

of magnitude: the relative intensities are 6.9(1) for the

341.8, 5.7(1) for the 364.3 and 10.0 for. the 499.8 keV

line. These intensities include the conversion electron

intensities (Shi 81); they are normalized to the

499.8 keV line. Values deduced from our experiments

agree within the experimental uncertainties with the

earlier measurements. The combination of 1. and 2.
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strongly suggests that the three lines form a cascade.

The measured half lives of all the three lines corres-

pond to that of 193inHg. Hence the cascade ends at the

ground state of 193Au or at its isomer. It could also

start at the 11/2 isomeric level of 193Au, following

3-decay to 193Pt.

4. The possibility that the cascade follows a 3-transition

to 193Pt from 93mAu is very improbable because:

- Due to the high polarization of the ll/2 state one

would in general expect larger anisotropies,

- the orientation of the 11/z state of
 Z93Au is almost

saturated at 20 mK (B = yB/IkT = 2.3, see Fig. 1.1),

while the experimental anisotropies of all three

lines increase by more than 10% going from 22.7 to

20.1 mK (run I and II),

- the total energy difference of the cascade (1206 keV)

consumes a large fraction of the available energy

(1645 keV) leaving only 450 keV for the 0-branch.

5. The 499.8 keV transition was found to be pure or almost

pure M1 while the other two resemble pure E2 nature.

However, the anisotropies of the latter are large and

positive, which excludes pure E2 transitions with

AI = ±2. This leads to the conclusion that the total

angular momentum taken away by the three gamma rays

(AI § 3) is too small to connect the 13/z
+ state

of 193mHg with the ground state of 193Au unless the

g-decay has at least L = 2 character. However, this

is not compatible with the. relatively large intensities

of the three gamma lines.

We therefore conclude that the cascade ends at the
11/2 isomeric state of 193Au as is shown in Fig. 5.1.

The most intense transition (499.8 keV) has been put at the

bottom of the cascade, then the second one (341.8 keV) and

the weakest line (364.3 keV) at the top of the cascade.

With this arrangement of transitions the very weak 281.5 keV

transition could also be placed in this scheme and other-
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wise other y-lines would have been seen. The same level

sequence has been proposed by Strusny nt at. (Str 75) from

(a, xn y) work.

With the levels and gamma transitions related to the

reported cascade being placed, we can start to find solutions

for the spin-parity combinations and for the mixing ratios.

As has already been mentioned, conversion coefficients indi-

cate an almost pure M1 character for the 499.8 keV tran-

sition and almost pure E2 multipolarities for the 341.8 keV

and 364.3 keV lines. Moreover,the large positive A2 values

for the last two transitions exclude pure E2 transitions

with AI = ± 2, pure M1 transitions and all transitions with

AI = 0. The latter because for all possible mixing ratios

the A2 values of such transitions (AI = 0) are too small

(A2 (max) ̂  1) to explain the large positive anisotropies

which demand that A2 > 2. Due to the large M1 contribution

of the 499.8 keV transition possible spin values of the

790.1 keV level are 9/2,
 11/2, and

 13/2. The relatively strong

feeding of the 1496.1 keV level (the three transitions are

quite intensive lines in the y-spectrum) restricts the spin

value of this level to ix/a, 13/a and 15/a- The following

remaining spin-parity sequences should be considered for

the proposed cascade:

level
1496.1 keV 1131.9 keV 790.1 keV 290.2 keV

I
I

4
a

Due to the established M1 character of the 281.5 keV tran-

sition which is placed between the 790.1 keV level and the
7/2~ (508.3 keV) level the spin of the 790.1 keV level

is restricted to 5/2",
 7/z~ and 9/2~. Of all tabulated
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possibilities only the second one is not in contradiction

with this restriction. Also in the reaction work of

Strusny (Str 75) an assignment 9/z~ was made for the 790.1

keV level. Hence we can assign a spin sequence

is/z- _ u/ 2" _ 9/2~ for the levels at 1496.1 keV, 1131.9

keV and 790.1 keV respectively.

In order to obtain the mixing ratios of the gamma

transitions we start with the upper transition, the

364.3 keV line. Taking into account the possible deorientation

due to the feeding 0-decay all values for the G. parameters

which lie between the pure L = 0 and L = 1 cases are

accepted. With the almost pure E2 character indicated by

the conversion coefficients we find for the 364.3 keV

transition <5 = -2.44(24). The same procedure can be applied

to the other two transitions where the deorientation para-

meters G. are calculated again taking into account not

only the 3-decay but also the preceding gamma transition(s)•

In this way we find 6 = -1.73(22) for the 341.8 keV

transition and 6 = -0.26(4) for the 499.8 keV transition,

taking the conversion coefficients into account to select

the proper 6 value of the two solutions.

5 . 5 . 4 The. 863.6 feel/ leveZ

This level is fed by 8-decay directly and via

Y-transitions. Both ways contribute about equally to the

total intensity. The log fat value indicates spin l x / 2 ,
13/2 or 1 5/2. For the most intense deexcitation gamma

transition (573.2 keV) , accounting for 98% to the intensity,

the anisotropy has been measured. This line is contaminated

with a very small contribution of another transition with

an energy of 573.4 keV. However, the latter transition

occuring in the 193Hg ground state decay, has a negligible

intensity in the used source compared with the former.

The mixed M1/E2 character of the 573.2 keV line has been

deduced from conversion electron data;
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A = <52/(1 + ö2) = 0.40(25) has been obtained.

The measured anisotropy excludes a ls/z assignment for

the 863.6 keV level; this would require pure E2 nature of

the 573.2 keV transition. However, the anisotropy can be

fitted with I = 1 1/ 2 or I = 13/2 by choosing the appropriate

mixing ratios. One of the populating gamma transitions of the

863.6 keV level is the 537.6 keV line from the 1401.2 keV

level. In section 5.5.9 it will be shown that this level

can be assigned as 11/2~. By combining the relatively large

positive anisotropy of the 537.6 keV transition and its

predominant M1 character deduced from conversion electron

measurements, it can be concluded that a ll/z "*" X1/z

sequence is not acceptable while with 11/2 (1401.2) -<•
13/z~(863.6) the data can be fitted if 6 = +0.013(15). We

therefore conclude that the only possible assignment for the

863.6 keV level is 13/2~- This was also expected but not

firmly concluded from in-beam y-spectroscopy experiments

(Tjo 74). With this 1 3/ 2 assignment there are two

solutions for the mixing ratio of the 573.2 line:

6 = +5.6(6) or 6 = +0.29(4). The first value can be omitted

on the basis of the conversion electron data.

5.5.5 The. S90.9 feel/

At least eight y-transitions and no 3-transitions

populate this level, indicating spin I S 9/ 2. The decay

of this level proceeds through two gamma transitions 382.6

and 601 .0 keV of which the anisotropies could be measured.

The conversion electron studies result in M1/E2 nature

for both gamma transitions to respectively the 7/2~ level

at 508.3 keV and the 11/2~isomer. This limits the assignment

for the 890.9 keV level to 7/ 2~,
 3/2' and 1 1 / z ~ . However,

the 382.6 keV anisotropy does not allow a 11/2~ E_2_ 7/2~

transition (see Pig. 5.7). The rather inaccurate value

A = 0.66(15) (Vie 78b) for the 601.0 keV transition to-

gether with the measured anisotropy of this line favours

i

i!
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exclusion of 7/2~ for the 890.0 keV level. In addition
 7/2

is also excluded because several gamma transitions start

at 11/z levels and f eed the 890.9 keV level and have at

least partly M1 character. For instance the anisotropy

of the 394.1 keV transition from the 1285.1 keV level

only fits with a lx/2" •*
 912~ transition (see Fig, 5.7).

Hence we conclude to 9/2~ for the 890.9 keV level. The

anisotropies and known conversion coefficients finally

restrict the mixing ratios to 6 = +0.17(1) for the 382.6

keV line and 5 = -2.5(3) for the 601.0 keV transition.

. 11/2—9/2

382.6 keV 394.1 keV

11 /2
.15/2*11/2

§13/2*9/2
11/2-7/2

Tig. 5.7 A compafUion between the. zx.pznJjne.wtal and thzoKnticat A2 value*

ion the. 3S2.6 feel/, 394.7 feel/ and 60U0 feel/ tfUMA-ction.

i

i-
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5.5.6 The. 7737.9 feel/ le.ve.1

This level has already been discussed in section 5.5.3.

5.5.7 The 7285.7 k&V Izvel

This level is deexcited by the 994.8 keV and 394.1 keV

gamma transitions to respectively the ll/z (290.2 keV) and
9/a "(890.9 keV) levels. Conversion electron studies indicate

an almost pure E2 nature of the 994.8 keV line (A = 1.00(12),

Vie 73b) and a mixed M1/E2 nature of the 394.1 keV

transition (A= 0.26(14), Vie 78b). The 1285.1 keV level

is populated by a 3-decay directly (log fat = 8.2) and via

several gamma lines. One of these gamma transitions (290.7

keV) starts at the l3/z~ level at 1575.9 keV (see section

5.5.11) and it has at least partial M1-character. This

fact restricts the assignment of the 1285.1 keV level

to lx/2 , 13/2~ and 15/2 . The anisotropy of the feeding

394.1 keV line excludes 13/2 and 1 5/2~. The assignment
15/2 would at least require an M3 nature for the 394.1

keV line while conversion coefficients indicate M1 or

E2 (or a mixture). Further on,13/2~ is rejected on the basis

of the 394.1 keV anisotropy. The final conclusion is

assignment X1/z~ for the 1285.1 keV level, which restricts

the mixing ratios of the 394.1 keV and 994.8 keV transitions

to +0.21(2) and +0.74(9) respectively. The other two

solutions 6 = +13.5(3) and -0.02(6) which are compatible

with the measured anisotropies are ruled out by the con-

version electron data.

5.5.8 The. 7399.7 k&V Z&veZ

The 6-feeding of this level has such a high log it value

that we should include all spins between I = 9/2 and

I = 1 7/2. The two depopulation gamma transitions (700.7 and

535.6 keV) were both strong enough to measure their
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anisotropier. Conversion electron measurements established

for both lines an M1 character with a possible E2 admixture.

The 700.7 keV transition leads to X5/2"; this combined with

the M1 multipolarity excludes 9/2~ and
 11/2~ for the

1399.1 keV level. The 700.7 keV anisotropy is also incom-

patible with a xx/z~ £2_15/2~ transition. In the same way
17/2~ is impossible due to the anisotropy and multipolarity

of the 535.6 keV transition to the 13/2~ level at 863,6 keV.

Hence the only remaining possibilities are I = 13/2 and

I = 15/2~ for which the anisotropies of both y-transitions

(700.7 and 535.6 keV) can be fitted with reasonable mixing

ratios. In-beam angular distribution measurements (Tjo 74)

indicate a l 5/2~ ̂_13/z transition for the 535.6 keV line.

This leads us to the assignment 15/2~ (
13/2~) for the

1399.1 keV level.

The conversion coefficients indicate an almost pure M1

character for the 700.7 keV transition and mixed M1/E2 nature

(|<S| = 0.82) of the 535.6 keV transition. This together with

the measured anisotropies restricts the possible mixing

ratios to S = -0.21(25) or 6 = +0.80(4) [6= -0.41(17)] for

the 700.7 keV transition and S = +0.27(4) [6= -0.40(6)]

for the 535.6 keV line. The values between square brackets

are the mixing ratios in case of 13/2 .

5 . 5 . 9 Thz 1401.Z kzV izveJL

The low log £t value (7.58) of the B-feeding of this

level indicates X1/z, l3/2 and
 l s/ 2. The three deexcitation

Y-transitions (510.3 keV, 537.6 keV and 1111 keV) to levels

with angular momentum I = 9/2~,
 1 3/ 2~ and

 11/2~ respectively

are all seen in the gamma ray spectra. However, due to the

small energy difference with the strong 511 keV line, the \

anisotropy of the 510.3 >eV transition could not be ll

determined. The measured conversion coefficients indicate ;|

for all three lines M1, E2 or a mixture. The anisotropy of H

the 1111 keV line cannot be fitted with a. 15/2"
 E2 xl/z~ ''jf
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transition. Hence the remaining possibilities are /2 and
1 3/ z~ for the 1401.2 keV level. Although the anisotropy of

the 510.3 keV line could not be measured, the (at least

partial) Ml character of this gamma ray to the 9/ 2 level

at 890.0 keV excludes 13/2~- Thus only ll/2~ remains. Fitting

the 537.6 and 1111 keV anisotropies and using conversion

electron data the deduced mixing ratios are +0.013(15) and

+7.6(36) for the 537.6 keV and 1111 keV gamma transitions

respectively.

i

5 . 5 . 1 0 The. 1496.1 kzV

The spin of t h i s level i s 1 3 / 2 as has been discussed in
connection with the 790.1 and 1131.9 keV levels in sect ion
5 . 5 . 3 .

5.5.11 The 1575.9 feet/ level

Five gamma transitions depopulating this level have

been detected; anisotropies have been determined of all these

lines, which are the 1285.8, 877.7, 712.2, 685.0 and 290.7

keV transitions. The low log ^t value of the s-feeding

restricts the possible spin values to l x/ 2,
 13/2 and 1 5/ 2.

The M1/E2 character of the 290.7 keV transition to the
11/z (1285.1 keV) level confirms the negative parity of

the 1575.9 keV level and removes 1 5/ 2~ from the list of

possible assignments. Also the 1285.8 keV anisotropy

excludes 15/2 which would require a much larger anisotropy

(A2G2f2 'v -0.126 for
 15/s l x/ 2 ) . In the same way the

anisotropy of the 877.7 keV line renders 11/2~ impossible.

Hence the only remaining assignment for the 1575.9 keV

level is 1 3/ 2~ (see Fig. 5.8a and 5.8b for the anisotropy

analysis). precise conversion coefficients are not known

for the five depopulating gamma transitions except for

the 290.7 keV line (| <51 = 1.5). We conclude from the

measured anisotropy 6 = -0.55 or 6 = +1.73(15); the latter

I-

if

f:
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agrees with the conversion electron value. For the other

*our gamma lines the anisotropies could be fitted with the

following values for 6:

1285

877

712

885

.8

.7

.2

.0

keV

keV

keV

keV

: <5

: ö

: S

= +0.14(4)

= -0.66(7)

= +0.03(30)

pure E2

or
or

E2(<1% Ml)

6 = -1.36(12)

•?•>

A2 A2

3

2

1

0

15/2-11/2

/

[

\ y

13/2-15/2

\

\

15/2—15/2.^- — "" j

" " 877.7 keV y ^ /'
vx////s////////y////j/y////////////.

- -

Ó11/2-15/2

J
1.0 0.5 1.0

F-tg. 5.S Thz zxpz/Umzntat and thuoKdtLcat vatueA 0j$ the. A2

the. 12&5.8 kzV and &??.? feel/ tAavu>W.ovu,.
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5.5.12 The. U30.5 k&V IQ.\IQ.I

Three depopulating transitions, 1340.2, 932.5 and 345.4

keV, are available for this level which has a low log it

value (7.2) for the e-feeding, indicating spin values
11/2f l3/2 or

 ls/2. The 932.5 is mainly M1 while the

345.4 keV line resembles E2 character. The anisotropy of the

932.5 keV line could not be measured accurately due to a

contamination with a 931 keV line of 55Co. But, the at least

partial, M1 character excludes 11/z for the 1630.5 keV

level. Furthermore, it is impossible to fit the anisotropy

of the 345.4 keV line with 15/2 for this level (the experi-

mental anisotropy is much too low). Therefore, we can

establish the 1630.5 keV level as 13/z~. For the multi-

polarity of the 345.4 keV line almost pure E2 or M1 is

found by fitting the anisotropies. Because the conversion

electron data tend to almost pure E2 we will accept the

first solution:. E2 (< 1% M1).

The mixing ratio of the 1340.2 keV line could not be

determined because this line was contaminated by another

gamma ray with the same energy from the same decay. This

gamma transition has an intensity which is about three

times as large as the one considered here.

5.5.13 The. 1733.5 feel/ Uvzl

The spin of this level could not be determined because

there is only one gamma transition observed which starts

from this level. The multipolarity of this 863=6 keV line

(M1/E2) was not known precisely enough to be able to draw

conclusions concerning the spin of the 733.5 keV level from

the anisotropy measurements
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5.5.14 T.'ie 1777.0 kaV £eve£ ft

For this level the log it value of the B-feeding ^

(7.52) indicates possible spin values of 11/2t
 13/i and |

1 5/ 2. in the depopulation of the level, two gamma transitions 4'

have been seen (1487.1 keV and 913.1 keV). The conversion %

electron measurements resulted in Ml multipolarities for both 1|

with possibly small E2 admixtures. We measured the anisotropy $

of both gamma transitions. The spin value 15/2 for the •-'

1777.0 keV level can be excluded by the anisotropy of the ')

1487.1 keV line which cannot be fitted with a 15/2~ fj;
 1 : L/z" j

transition. The anisotropy of both lines can be fitted as j

mixed M1/E2 transitions with initial spin l x/ 2~ or
 1 3/ 2~ '-è

lor the 1777.0 keV level. However, the former possibility !

requires a large E2 admixture to fit the anisotropy, which s

renders the 13/z~ more likely. Mixing ratios obtained in Z|

combination with the conversion coefficients are 6 = +0.24(3) 4

[or -0.42(5)] for the 1487.1 keV line and S = -0.11(7) |

[or -0.44(4)] for the 913.1 keV transition. The values f

between square brackets are obtained for 11/2~. '

5.5.15 The. 1930.4 koM levo.1 'i

1
The 8-feeding of this level has-log it = 7.28 indicating |

spin 11/2»
 13/z or 1 5/ 2. There are three known deexciting |

gamma transitions. The character of one of them, the §

299.8 keV transition to the 13/2~level at 1630.5 keV, has '|

been determined as mixed M1/E2. This determines the negative 4

parity of the 1930.4 keV state and agrees with the three I

spin values mentioned. Of the other two deexcitation gamma j|

transitions no conversion electron data are available but |

these lines were strong enough to measure the anisotropy. |

The w(9) values found in the experiments for the 1640 keV -|

line to the 1 5 7 2 ~ level at 290.2 keV exclude
 15/2~ while |

the anisotropy of the 1232 keV to the l s/ 2 level at 697.9 keV Ü

cannot be fitted with 1 1 / z ~ E_2 ls/z~ (see Fig. 5.9). Hence -Ê
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g. 5.9 Tfie meo6uAed and ca£cu£atcd A2 pa/LamateAi ion. the. 1640.2 and

1232.4 feel/ tAaM^Uom,. The. A2( 1640.2 ke.V) voühie. exdündeM thz
1 5 / 2 " ion. the. 1930.7 feel/ £eve£ whU.e. the. 1232.4 feel/

1/z.anl&otHopy

the only remaining possibility is 1 3/2~ for the 1930.4 keV

level. Due to the lack of conversion coefficients two solutions

for the mixing ratios have to be accepted. They are 6 = +0.08(2)

or pure E2 (< 1% M1) for the 1640 keV transition and

S = -0.096(8) or 6 = -6.9(3) for the 1232 keV gamma ray.

5.5.16 The. 1939.S feel/ £eve£

Two of the four known deexcitation gamma rays were strong

enough to measure the anisotropy to a reasonable accuracy,

namely the 1649.7 keV and the 1241.8 keV transi t ions .

Conversion coefficients result in almost pure M1 for both
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transitions while the log & value indicates spin 11/2i
13/2 or

 1 5/ 2. However,
 1 1/ 2 and 15/2 are excluded on the

basis of the measured anisotropies of the 1241.8 and

1649.8 keV transitions respectively. The mixing ratios of

these two lines are deduced to be 6 = -0.23(2) and

6 = +0.091(11) for the 1241.8 and 1649.7 keV transitions

respectively. The other solutions, nearly pure E2, given

by the anisotropy measurements have been omitted on the basis

of the conversion coefficients which indicate largely M1

nature.

5.5 .17 The 2024.2 feel/ ^e.ue^

The low log &t value (7.1) of the S-feeding of this

level restricts the spin to ll/Zl
 13/2 or 15/2« Of the

depopulating gamma rays only the 1326 keV transition was

intense enough to measure the anisotropy. This mixed M1/E2

transition (|6| = 0.86 from conversion electron measurements)

combined with the anisotropy excludes lx/z' The other

deexcitating gamma transitions were too weak to measure

the anisotropy to a reasonable accuracy. However, one of

them (1132.9 keV) is a transition to the 9/ 2 level at 890.9 keV.

890.9 keV. Spin 15/a for the 2042.2 keV level would require

an M3(E4) multipolarity for this transition which is in

contradiction with the relatively large intensity of this

line compared with the other depopulating gamma rays. The

1326 keV M1(E2) transition should have an intensity eight

orders of magnitude larger than, an M3(E4) of 1132.9 keV,

if both are calculated with the Weiskopf estimates. The

actual difference is only about one order of magnitude.

Hence ls/z is excluded and we can assign the 2024.2 keV

level as 1 3 / z ~ . For the mixing ratio of the 1326 keV

transition we find 6 = -0.14(2) because the other obtained

value from the anisotropy measurements (8 = -5.3(4)) can

be rejected on the basis of the conversion electron data.

Moreover, the spin sequence 13/z~ + 9/z~ restricts the
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nature of the 1132.9 keV transition to E2.

5 . 5 . 1 8 The. 203&.1 ke.V

The B-feeding restricts the spin for this level to
n / 2 ,

 l3/2 or
 1 5/z- Anisotropy measurements have been carried

out for the 1340.2 and 462.1 keV deexciting transitions to
ls/2~ at 697.9 keV and

 13/z~ at 1575.9 keV respectively.

The M1/E2 nature of the 462.1 keV transition has been

deduced from the conversion coefficients. A problem with

the 1340.2 keV transition is that it is contaminated by

another line from the same decay which starts at the 1630.5

keV level (see section 5.5.12). However, the intensity of

this other line (I) is a factor three smaller than the one

starting at the 2038.1 keV level (II). it is also known

now that line I is a 1 3 / 2 ~ + ll/z~ transition but its mixing

ratio is unknown. The anisotropy of line I should have a

value between -0.20 and +0.30 (computed with known f2, the

minimum and maximum values of A2 (
13/z •* 1X12) and G2 S 1) .

From the measured anisotropy of the 1340.2 keV line, which

is the mean anisotropy of transitions I and II, it can be

deduced, if one inserts the intensity ratio of the two lines,

that the anisotropy of transition II has a value between

-0.11 and -0.30. Although this is a very large interval it

does not allow for an 1X / z E2 15/2 transition. Hence

the remaining assignments are 13/2 and
 15/z . The aniso-

tropies of the 462.1 keV line can only be fitted with
13/z * > 1 3 / 2 ~ assuming an almost pure L = 0 B-feeding, which

is possible but unlikely, and a minimum value of A2 (6 = +0.28)

while conversion coefficients indicate a \&\ = 0.52. An

L = 1 admixture in the 3-feeding or another value for the

mixing ratio would make the agreement worse (see Fig. 5.10)•

However, the I = 13/2 cannot be fully excluded. Thus

assignment 15/2~ (
13/2~) remains for the 2038.1 keV level.

For the mixing ratios we find 6 = +0.55(1) [or 6 = +0.28(18)]

for the 462.1 keV line and for the 1340.2 keV line (II)

4
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and 462. ? feel/

-0.2 < 6 < +0.7 [or -2 < 6 < -0.4]. The values between

square brackets are the correct values in case of the x 3/2

assignment.

5.5.19 The. 2063.9 Uvtt

The very low log £t value (6.99) allows only spin lx/2,
13/z or 15/2 for this level. Of the deexciting gamma

transitions only the anisotropy of the 1366.0 keV line could

be measured (the stronger 1173 keV line was contaminated by

1173 keV from 6 0Co). Because no information concerning the

mixing ratio of the 1366.0 keV line was available and the

anisotropy could be fitted for all three spin possibilities,
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a conclusion could not be drawn from these data. However,

the conversion coefficients of the 1173 keV transition

indicate at least partial M1 nature. Because this line

goes to the 9/z" level at 890.9 keV, 1 3/z~ and 1 5 / 2 ~ can

be excluded. Thus we end with the assignment ll/2~ for the

2063.9 keV level. Consequently the character of the 1366.0

keV line is E2. Accepting this S2 nature and the ll/z~

assignment, the fitting of the observed anisotropy gives

n, = 0.96(11) which perfectly agrees with the values found

5.6 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The deduced assignments of the last paragraph are

summarized in the level scheme of Fig. 5.1 and in Table 5.3.

The mixing ratios are given in Table 5.4. In this table

some conversion electron data are also included. The agree-

ment is quite reasonable, of course except for the sign

which cannot be determined by conversion electron measure-

ments . Most authors only derived the multipolarity without

indicating a value for the mixing ratio. In Table 5.3 the

various spin assignments of earlier measurements have been

summarized as well. These assignments are mainly based,

however, on the grounds of systematic trends. Especially the
11 / 2 isomeric level is assumed in all the.se measurements.,That

one is inclined to make spin assumptions based on arguments

taken from systematic trends might appear to be quite

reasonable if one considers Fig.5,11 where some of the

levels are shown for a series of odd-A gold isotopes.

However, especially for the higher energy levels this

method is very dangerous. Due to the higher level density it

can easily happen that a level is wrongly interpreted. This

for instance might, be the case for the 11/2~ assignment

given by Vieu (Vie 78b) of the 1399 keV level of 193Au. The

agreement between the earlier limited number of spin assign-

ments and the present experiment is good.

It is also possible to compare the experimental values
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Table. 5.3 CampaA.ü>on

the.
>ie.<±znt cu>6-iQnme.rutA

thil>

IZV&U in 1 9 3Au uxUh

(keV) I ( th is work) Tjf* 74 Str 75 Vie 78,a,b 76

38.22

257.97

290.2

508.3

697.9

790.1

863.6

890.9

1131.9

1285.1

1399.1

1401.2

1496.1

1575.9

1630.5

1777.0

1930.4

1939.8

2024.2

2038.1

2063.9

Va*
Va*

Va"
'Va'
Va"

1 3/a~
9/2~

" / a "
ll/z'

'Va-(13/a-)
'Va'
'Va"
'Va"
' 3/a~

'Va-('Va-)
'Va-
'Va"
'Va"

15/a"(13/a-)
xl/2-

Va*
Va*
'Va-
Va"
'Va"

l 3 / a "

Va"

('Va")

Va*
Va*

" / a "

Va"
'Va"
Va"
' Va-
Va"

il / ~/a

('Va". 'Va')

Va*
Va*
'Va'
Va"
'Va"

13/2-
Va"

'Va"
'Va'

13/2-
'Va"

• - • - • <
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at which, the. Y -thjandition &£aJut&.

y Au.
tht le.ve£

E (keV)

218.0

219.75

257.97

290.7

341.8

345.4

364.3

382.6

394.1

407.7

462.1

499.8

535.6

537.6

573.2

601.0

685.0

700.7

712 2

877.7

913.1

994.8

1111

1132.9

1232.4

1241.8

1285.8

1326.2

1340.2

1366.0

1487.1

1640.2

1649.7

6(this work)

E2

E2

-0.38(3)

-1.73(15) -0.55(5)

-1.73(22)

E2(<1%M1)

-2.44(24)

+0.17(1)

-0.21(2)

E2

+0.55(1) [+0.28(10)]

-0.26(4)

+0.27(4) [-0.40(6)]

+0.013(15)

+0.29(4)

-2.5(3)

E2

-0.21(25) or +0.80(40)
[-0.41(17)]

+0.03(|J)
-0.66(7) or -1.36(12)

-0.11(7)[-0.44(4)]

+0.74(9)

E2(<1%M1)

E2

-0.096(8) or -6.9(3)

-0.23(2)

+0.14(9) or E2(<1%M1)

-0.14(2)

-0. 2<6<+0.7 [72<<5<-0.2]

£2

+0.24(3) [-0.42(.5)]

+0.08(2) or E2(<1%M1)

+0.091(11)

|6|(Vie 76,
78a,b)

E2

E2

0.5(3)

0.59(22)

E2

1.7(10)

°-8<4>
0.98(30)

1.4(6)

-<>

|ó|>2.7

1.5Q

starting

Shi 81

E2

E2

0.52(^)

1.5

1.23

E2

0.52

0.82

0.60

1.14

1.12

0.86

(Gon 77)

-0.29<6<-43

at 2038 keV level
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Beg. 5.// The AyitemcuticA

gold i&otopeA>.

&omt expeAlmzntaZ mingy le.veZ& In the. odd-A

obtained for the spins and mixing ratios with the predictions

of theoretical work. The odd-A gold nuclei studied here lie

in the transition region between the strongly deformed rare-

earth region and the spherical region near lead. The experi-

mental data indicate a transition from prolate to spherical

nuclei through a region with oblate-type nuclei around

A = 190.

The Fermi surface of the odd-proton nuclei (like 193Au)

in this region is located between hlx/2 and h
9/2 shell levels.

The high spin excitations are thus due to either hole states

in the h.11/2 shell or to particle states in the h
s/2 shell.

It has been demonstrated that the decoupled band structures
5Au may be interpretedbuilt on the lx/2~ states in 187~195

189

t

V;

E(keV)

1000

500

11/2-
-11/2"

11/2
5/2*
7/2*

I 8 7Au I 8 9 Au ' 9 1 Au 1 9 3Au 1 9 5 Au

I
'Au

-n, -
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1

as arising from an h11/2 hole coupled to the oblate-type cores

of the corresponding doubly-even mercury isotopes (Tjo 74, Del

75a,b, Beu 71, Gon 79). Bands originating from the h9/2 particle

states have been found in the odd-A gold isotopes as well (Gon

76, Gon 77, Goo 77, Tjo 74, Vie 76, Zga 75). The bands origi-
191(193(195 Aunating from these h12/2 proton hole states in

have been interpreted by Tj0m nt at. (Tjo 74) as rotation-

aligned bands within the framework of the rotation-alignment

(RAL) model (Ste 75) in which the odd-proton is coupled to a

symmetric rotating core. However, calculations using an asym-

metric rotating core yielded a better agreement with the ex-

perimental results for these band (Mey 75 and Tok 75). The

h11/z and the h'/a bands observed in 187'189Au have been inter-

preted similarly by Deleplanque (Del 75a,b). In order to under-

stand the existence of the h13V2 and h
9/2 rotation-aligned

bands in these Au nuclei, it has been assumed, in the frame-

work of the RAL model, that they have a prolate shape in the

h9/2 state and an oblate shape in the h
13-/2 state. Within the

framework of the triaxial-rotor-plus-particle model, this shape

coexistence was attributed to different values of the asymmetry

parameters y. In the case of 189Au, y = 37(2)° for the hxl/2

band and y = 23(2)° for the h9/2 band (Woo 76).

An indication that we are indeed in a transition region

is also given by the fact that the 9/2 band heads decrease

rapidly in energy with decreasing mass number: from 1068 keV

in 195Au to 121 keV in 187Au (see Fig. 5.12). This decrease

is related to the rapid descent of the low spin Nilsson

orbitals from the h V 2 shell with increasing deformation

e and decreasing asymmetry y.

We will compare our experimental results with the cal-

culations of Vieu (Vie 78a,b) which gave the best results

for these kind of nuclei and which were also applied for

the l93Au nucleus. Vieu used the generalized particle-

asymmetric-rotor model in which the odd nucleon, lying in

different Nisson orbitals, is coupled to a rigid asymmetric

core. In this way the experimental energies and electromag-

netic properties like mixing ratios have been calculated
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E(keV)

1000

500

-9/2"

11/2-

9 /2 -
3/21

-11/2'

187Au 1 8 9 A u 191Au 193,'AU 195,
-3/2+

'Au

IQ. 5.12 The. experimental zneAgy Ze.veJU> oh the. h 9 / 2 pioton pcuvUclz

&tatej> v<Lfü>u6 the. neat/ton vmmbzu.

(Vie 78a,b) . We will compare the results of Vieu's calculation

with our experimental data.

In Fig. 5.13 the results of the calculations by Vieu

(Vie 78a,b) are given together with experimental results.

The agreement is quite satisfactory. The discrepancies between

the experimental and theoretical energies of the levels

above 1 MeV may be attribued to effects of the core softness

which are not taken into account and to deeper lying Nilsson

orbitals. Another weak point of this model is the value

given for the magnetic moment of the isomeric state 11/z

which is higher than the experimental value. The calculated

mixing ratios are compared in Table 5.5 with our experimental

191
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E(keV)

1500 -

1000

500

n /2 :
15/2=
11/2-

9/21
13/2=

15/2-

7/21.
- 7/2*"

• 5 / 2 -

5/2+=

1/21
L 3/2- 193

experiment Au theory

F-tg. 5.73 A compasUAon bztuizzn thz zxpenAmZYVtat and tkzon.ztlc.at zn&igy

le.veL& o($ 193Ait. The. tke.oizt4.cal vaZueA one. the. tieAu&t otf

caJLc.ulatA.oni> by Vle.a [Viz ?8a,b).

values. In general the agreement is satisfactory especially

if one realizes that small admixtures to the wave functions

may influence the mixing ratios strongly.

Some theoretical work has also been done on the odd-A

gold isotopes with the IBFA model (Byk 82a). Here the

energies of some negative parity levels above the h9/2

particle state were calculated with reasonable success in

the case of 1B9Au. Work is in progress to calculate also

lower energy levels and particularly the h x l/ 2 isomers

with their magnetic moments (Byk 82b).

I

I
M
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Table. 5.5 CompcvU&on between the. expejumemt value* o& A = <52/(J - 6)2

and the. the.on.eXlc.al on&& calatitate.d by VZeu [Vie. 7Sa,b) with

thz gzneAaLize.d paA£LcZe.-cu>ymm&tsd.c koton. modeZ.

E (keV)
exp theor

257.97

382.6

394.1

535.6

537.6

573.2

601.0

700.7

994.8

1111.2

0.13(2)

0.028(3)

0.042(4)

0.068(18)

0.00017(17)

0.078(14)

0.86(3)

0.042(140) or 0.39(20)

0.35(5)

1.00(1)

0.31

0.022

0.038

0.138

0.0014

0.136

0.093

0.117

0.0996

0.514 •f

•I
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SAMENVATTING

Atoomkernen die een magnetisch moment bezitten ongelijk

aan nul (we mogen deze beschouwen als kleine magneetjes) kun-

nen gericht worden door ze in een sterk magnetisch veld te

plaatsen en gelijktijdig af te koelen tot vlak bij het

absolute nulpunt (ongeveer 20 millikelvin). De richtende

werking van het magneetveld wordt dan sterker dan de wanorde

veroorzakende warmte bewegingen. Om dit te bereiken schieten

we de te onderzoeken radioactieve kernen in een ijzerfolie.

Dan kunnen we voor het benodigde hoge magneetveld de velden

gebruiken die worden opgewekt door de ijzeratomen die rondom

de ingeschoten kern zitten. Deze velden worden door een

uitwendig aangelegd magneetveld in dezelfde richting gezet

(het folie wordt gemagnetiseerd). Door het folie nu af te

koelen tot ongeveer 20 millikelvin gaan de kernen zich

richten in de richting van het magneetveld. Bij het verval

van de radioactieve kernen in het folie wordt de uitge-

zonden straling (6 of y) hoofdzakelijk in bepaalde voor-

keursrichtingen uitgezonden welke afhankelijk zijn van de

toestanden waarin de kernen zich bevinden. Door deze hoek-

afhankelijkheid te meten met een aantal stralingsdetectoren

kan informatie verkregen worden over een aantal structuur-

eigenschappen van de kernen. De op deze manier verkregen

experimentele gegevens kunnen dan weer vergeleken worden

met de resultaten van theoretische modellen waarmee getracht

wordt de kernen te beschrijven.

Dit soort onderzoek, kernoriëntatie genaamd, is al voor

vele kernen gedurende enige tientallen jaren gedaan. De

grootste moeilijkheid bij dit soort metingen is gelegen in

de lage temperaturen vereist voor het richten van de kernen.

De koelmethoden zijn in de afgelopen jaren zodanig verbeterd

dat temperaturen van ongeveer 20 millikelvin zonder onover-

komelijke problemen haalbaar zijn. Alleen de tijd die nodig
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V{is voor het bereiken van deze temperaturen uitgaande van >s

kamertemperatuur levert wel problemen op. Tot nu toe was de 'i

benodigde tijd tussen de productie van de radioactieve 'i

f;, preparaten en het tijdstip waarop de lage temperaturen

| waren bereikt ongeveer 5 uur. Hierdoor konden slechts kernen ;

! met halveringstijden van minimaal verscheidene uren op deze *!

h wijze worden bestudeerd. In dit proefschrift nu wordt een ••

f;l nieuwe methode voor kernoriëntatie beschreven waarbij de !

jKi radioactieve kernen worden geproduceerd in de cryostaat

f die reeds is voorgekoeld tot een temperatuur lager dan 0.1 :

I Keivin. Het voordeel van productie in de cryostaat is het

b. vervallen van de bronmontage en een zeer korte afkoeltijd

| voor de radioactieve kernen. Hierdoor kunnen isotopen met

| halveringstijden vanaf ongeveer een half uur nu worden i;

è onderzocht met gebruikmaking van kernoriëntatie. Een j
:

| probleem hierbij is echter het feit dat een bundel alfa- j

| deeltjes (benodigd voor de productie van de isotopen) door '*

g het koudste gedeelte van de cryostaat heen moet. Dat dit geen :

|( gering probleem is wordt duidelijk als men het vermogen ;:

f dat de alfa-bundel vertegenwoordigd (ongeveer 45 Watt) ver-

jj gelijkt met het koelend vermogen van de koelmachine

li (ongeveer 1 microwatt bij de laagste temperaturen) . Toch .}

g is het mogelijk gebleken op deze wijze kernoriëntatie i
'- 'i ff

£. metingen te verrichten. :

f. De in dit proefschrift beschreven kernoriëntatie |

f' metingen aan goud-isotopen, (recoil-) geïmplanteerd in J

\ ijzer, zijn gedeeltelijk in meer conventionele koelmachines I,

\ op het Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde gedaan en %
i 'i

| gedeeltelijk met de nieuw ontwikkelde koelmachine in een van |

\: de bundellijnen van het Kerfysisch Versneller Instituut |

uitgevoerd, dit afhankelijk van de betreffende levensduren %

van de isotopen. ;|

Met behulp van deze metingen zijn de magnetische 3

momenten van een aantal goud-isomeren bepaald evenals enige |

tientallen spins van aangeslagen toestanden van de bestudeerde %

goud isotopen. Ook het karakter (multipolariteiten) van de 3'f
197
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|\ uitgezonden straling is gemeten voor vele gammaovergangen.

f Tijdens de metingen aan de goud-ijzer systemen kwamen

;. allerlei tegenstrijdigheden aan het licht. Voor de verklaring

;; hiervan blijkt als enige oplossing over te blijven dat we

? moeten aannemen dat het sterke magneetveld ter plaatse van

f de geïmplanteerde goudkernen (hyperfijnveld genaamd) ook

K bij relatief grote externe velden niet precies in de richting

*•;, van dat externe veld wil gaan staan maar gemiddeld zo'n

f' 10 I 20 graden scheef. Het vreemde is bovendien dat dit voor

'y, kwik kernen in hetzelfde folie niet het geval is. Dit nog

?;• niet gheel begrepen verschijnsel is nog niet eerder, verge-

1L zeld gaande van zoveel harde argumenten tegen andere po-

% tentiële verklaringen, gezien in andere systemen.

i

f?

I i
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SLOTWOORD

Het zal een ieder duidelijk zijn dat dit proefschrift niet

tot stand zou zijn gekomen zonder de hulp en assistentie

van velen. Van al degenen die meegewerkt hebben bij de experi-

inenten en de tot standkoraing van dit proefschrift ben ik in

de eerste plaats mijn beide promotores zeer erkentelijk.

Prof. H. Postma is na zijn vertrek naar Delft niet opgehouden

mij met raad en daad ter zijde te staan ondanks de handi-

cap die de grote afstand naar Groningen met zich meebracht.

De laatste paar jaar heeft ook Prof. L. Niesen zich als ge-

sprekspartner en meedenker zeer verdienstelijk gemaakt en

de steun van beiden bij de oplossing van de vele vooral

technische problemen die tijdens het onderzoek naar voren

kwamen was onontbeerlijk. Zo mogelijk nog belangrijker

is de technische bijstand geweest van Tony Timans. Er kan

zonder meer gesteld worden dat zonder de vaardigheden en het

grenzeloze geduld van een technicus van zijn kaliber dit

proefschrift niet voor u had gelegen. De prettige samen-

werking met hem en de hele instrumentmakerij van het

Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde heb ik dan ook ten

zeerste op prijs gesteld.

Verder zijn er nog vele mensen wiens medewerking ten

zeerste is gewaardeerd. Hans de Jong heeft talloze malen

geassisteerd bij de vaak langdurige en nachtelijke metingen

Marjan Schetsberg en B. Kamps deden het type- en tekenwerk

voor dit proefschrift en Willy Lanen controleerde de tekst op

het Engels taalgebruik. De aan- en afvoer van het gebruikte

vloeibaar helium bij het KVI en het LAN (samen ± 3000 liter)

werd geregeld door J. Haverdings. Een gedeelte van de op-

bouw van de apparatuur voor de bundelcryostaat bij het KVI

is verricht door Willem Olthuis terwijl de operateurs van het

cyclotron altijd hun uiterste best hebben gedaan om ons van

een goede bundel te voorzien. Verder zijn er nog vele

personen geweest die in meerdere of mindere mate bij al

het werk hebben geholpen en geadviseerd.
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polariseerde Au-kernen o.l.v. Prof. H. Postma op het "•

ECN te Petten. ;

25 Januari 1977: Doctoraal examen Experimentele Natuurkunde ï
i

met bijvakken scheikunde en wiskunde. l

1 februari 1977 - 1 mei 1982: Wetenschappelijk medewerker j

op het Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde te Groningen: ;:

- Kernoriëntatiemetingen aan kortlevende goudisotopen. f

1 oktober 1982: Promotie in de Wiskunde en Natuurwetenschap- r;

pen aan de Rijksuniversiteit Groningen. f

1 oktober 1982 - : Wetenschappelijk medewerker aan het

Philips Natuurkundig Laboratorium te Eindhoven.
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';[)' 1 De dikwijls gemaakte aanname dat het hyperfijn-veld ter plaatse van |
|v onzuiverheden in ferromagnetische materialen evenwijdig staat aan het J|
;V uitwendig veld bi i volledige magnetisatie van de ferromagneet, is zeker ';'•'
•?, voor Au en Ir onzui verheden op z'n minst dubieus.

'.. 2 De bewering gedaan door Hagn dat het onmogelijk is om met behulp van een
,; j NO-meting (zonder NMP.) de hyperf ijnspl itsing te bepalen van195fflAu in Fe, .;

f wordt weerlegd door de goede overeenkomst tussen NMR-ON en temperatuur- ,,
afhankelijke NQ-metingen aan195m AuFe.

E. Hagn et al. Phys. Rpv. 24. (1981) 631.

! 3 Het doorprikken van folies in de, in Bonn gebruikte, aan een massasepa-
', rator gekoppelde cryostaat, is destructief, onhandig in gebruik en s«

overbodig met .-Je tegenwoordig verkrijgbare dunwandige schotel bal gen.

; P. Herzog et al. Nucl. Inst. and Meth, 155_ (1978) 421.

k Literatuurverwijzingen naar eigen proefschriften moeten in verband met . |
de beperkte verkrijgbaarheid zoveel mogelijk worden voorkomen; zeker •/

v als men niet bereid is tot het verstrekken van kopieën. f

i\ 5 Het feit dat het mogelijk is in een half jaar tijd twee, vrijwel .'•;,
l! identieke, artikelen in hetzelfde tijdschrift gepubliceerd te krijgen, ..z

met twee verschillende, doch beide foute uitdrukkingen voor dezelfde . •_.'}
•;•.• grootheid, pleit niet voor de kwaliteit van dat tijdschrift. :

::; T.W. Conlon, Nucl. Instr. and lleth. 171. (1980) 297. , •;;
£-. T.W. Conlon and D.J. Parker, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. j L
%; 177_ (1980) 499. -\
'% ' Y1:
f ' • '•''-

- " . i-r
\ 6 Het verdient aanbeveling de meting aan de hoekverdeling van splijtings- 4i
': fragmenten van gealigneerd 255 U-kernen te herhalen met een gepolari- :?|
;- seerde trefplaat en een gepolariseerde neutronenbundel. Jf
{.' W.J. Pattenden and H. Postma, Nucl. Phys. A 167(1971) 225 jj
;-. J.W.T. Dabbs et al. Proc. Sec. Symp. on Phys. and Chem. ;J

of Fission, Vienna 1969, 321. !'S

-.: 7 In die gevallen waar, bij kernfysisch o n d e r z o e k , gebruik wordt gemaakt ij
l\, va'n een target-catcher configuratie, is het soms mogelijk het verlies |
i> aan telsnelheid als gevolg van een gat in de catcher voor de b u n d e l - 4
{/•' p a s s a g e , m e e r dan goed te maken door de resulterende achtergrond if
i;, reductie. <Jj
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8 Onder het motto "êën erg is te erg" dient de standaardisatie op Sl-
eenheden ook in het millikelvin gebied te worden ingevoerd.

9 Het verdient aanbeveling de Nobelprijs voor de vrede opeisbaar te maken
bij achteraf geleverde wanprestatie op vredesgebied.

10 In het kader van de gestage uitbreiding van het bureau veiligheid van
de universiteit te Groningen, is het aan te bevelen dat ar een speciale
functionaris wordt aangesteld ter behartiging van de veiligheid én de
gezondheid van het universitaire personeel onder de, door de toenemende
bureaucratie en bezuinigingen, verslechterende arbeidsomstandigheden.

11 Het feit dat vrouwelijke fietsers bij het horen van een fietsbel achter
zich,meesta 1 earst omkijken, alvorens rechts te gaan rijden, doet ver-
moeden dat ze hun nieuwsgierigheid laten prevaleren boven hun
veiligheid.

12 Door de slechte kwaliteit en aanleg van de recentelijk in de gemeente
Groningen aangelegde fietspaden, zijn niet alleen de automobilisten
maar ook de fietsers erop achteruit gegaan.

Groningen, 1 oktober 1982

ff.J. Ligthart


